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For this new 2020-2021 winter season, we invite you on an enchanted interlude 
aboard any of our cruises of the Indian Ocean, Polynesia or the Persian Gulf. 
PONANT’s experts in these destinations have put together brand-new itineraries 
for you, showcasing the natural and cultural marvels, many UNESCO-listed, 
that these regions have to offer travellers in search of new vistas and a sense of 
wonder.

Aboard Le Jacques-Cartier, the latest ship to join the PONANT fleet, the most 
modern in the world, come and experience all the magic of the Orient between 
the Gulf of Oman and the Persian Gulf. A blend of ancient traditions and audacious 
architectural prowess will reveal itself to you here, in the exotic fairyland of the 
Arabian Nights.

Perhaps you would prefer to sail towards the jewels of the Indian Ocean, these 
exotic dreams of thousands of colours and perfumes. In the Seychelles, in the 
aptly named “Vanilla Islands”, Madagascar, the Maldives or Sri Lanka, idyllic 
beaches compete with a flamboyant underwater world that you will be able to 
safely explore while snorkelling and diving, supervised by our teams.

Finally, in the vast Pacific Ocean, the fascinating and enigmatic Easter Island 
inaugurates the litany of Polynesian atolls with their charming names and 
exuberant flora: the Marquesas Islands, Tuamotu Islands, Austral Islands…

From page to page and from port to port, let yourself fall under the spell of the 
atmosphere of discreet luxury and refined comfort that characterises PONANT’s 
cruises…

See you on board very soon!

Trade winds, coral and spices…  
set sail for the southern seas!
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Your Cruises
in Polynesia and  
the Indian Ocean 
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ROPICAL

TROPICAL EXPEDITIONEXPEDITIO

N

DEPARTURE SHIP ITINERARY                   NIGHTS REFERENCE*   PAGE

SE
P. 25th September 2020 Le Boréal Honolulu • Papeete 15 B250920 Hawaii & French Polynesia   | LOYALTY | 46

O
CT

.
10th October 2020 Le Boréal Papeete • Papeete 9 B101020 Polynesia: the Austral Islands & Bora Bora 42

19th October 2020 Le Boréal Papeete • Papeete 9 B191020 Treasures of Polynesia 43

28th October 2020 Le Boréal Papeete • Hanga Roa 13 B281020 Polynesia & Easter Island   44

N
O

V.

18th November 2020 Le Bougainville Mahé • Mahé 8 G181120 The Essential Seychelles 28

19th November 2020 Le Jacques-Cartier Muscat • Dubai 8 X191120 Treasures of the Arabian Gulf 17

26th November 2020 Le Bougainville Mahé • Mahé 12 G261120 The Seychelles & Aldabra Atoll 29

27th November 2020 Le Jacques-Cartier Dubai • Muscat 8 X271120 Treasures of the Arabian Gulf 17

DE
CE

M
BE

R

5th December 2020 Le Jacques-Cartier Muscat • Dubai 8 X051220 Treasures of the Arabian Gulf 17

7th December 2020 Le Lapérouse Yangon • Colombo 13 R071220 Myanmar, India & Sri Lanka 25

8th December 2020 Le Bougainville Mahé • Mahé 8 G081220 The Essential Seychelles 28

13th December 2020 Le Jacques-Cartier Dubai • Muscat 8 X131220 Treasures of the Arabian Gulf 17

16th December 2020 Le Bougainville Mahé • Mahé 12 G161220 The Seychelles & Aldabra Atoll | CHRISTMAS | 29

20th December 2020 Le Lapérouse Colombo • Mumbai 8 R201220 Treasures of India  | CHRISTMAS | 22

21st December 2020 Le Jacques-Cartier Muscat • Dubai 8 X211220 Treasures of the Arabian Gulf  | CHRISTMAS | 17

28th December 2020 Le Bougainville Mahé • Mahé 8 G281220 The Essential Seychelles  | NEW YEAR | 28

28th December 2020 Le Lapérouse Mumbai • Colombo 12 R281220 India, Maldives & Sri  Lanka  | NEW YEAR | 23

29th December 2020 Le Jacques-Cartier Dubai • Muscat 8 X291220 Treasures of the Arabian Gulf  | NEW YEAR | 17

JA
N

UA
RY

5th January 2021 Le Bougainville Mahé • Mahé 8 G050121 The Essential Seychelles 28

6th January 2021 Le Jacques-Cartier Muscat • Dubai 8 X060121 Treasures of the Arabian Gulf 17

9th January 2021 Le Lapérouse Colombo • Mumbai 8 R090121 Treasures of India 22

13th January 2021 Le Bougainville Mahé • Mahé 12 G130121 The Seychelles & Aldabra Atoll 29

14th January 2021 Le Jacques-Cartier Dubai • Muscat 8 X140121 Treasures of the Arabian Gulf 17

17th January 2021 Le Lapérouse Mumbai • Colombo 8 R170121 Treasures of India 22

22nd January 2021 Le Jacques-Cartier Muscat • Dubai 8 X220121 Treasures of the Arabian Gulf 17

25th January 2021 Le Bougainville Mahé • Mahé 8 G250121 The Essential Seychelles 25

25th January 2021 Le Lapérouse Colombo • Malé 8 R250121 The Essential Maldives 27

30th January 2021 Le Jacques-Cartier Dubai • Muscat 8 X300121 Treasures of the Arabian Gulf 17

FE
BR

UA
RY

2nd February 2021 Le Bougainville Mahé • Mahé 12 G020221 The Seychelles & Aldabra Atoll 29

2nd February 2021 Le Lapérouse Malé • Colombo 8 R020221 The Essential Maldives 27

10th February 2021 Le Lapérouse Colombo • Port Klang 12 R100221 From India to the Strait of Malacca 24

13th February 2021 Le Jacques-Cartier Mahé • Mahé 8 X130221 The Essential Seychelles  28

14th February 2021 Le Bougainville Mahé • Nosy Be 9 G140221 The Vanilla Islands 32

21st February 2021 Le Jacques-Cartier Mahé • Port Louis 12 X210221 Madagascar, Reunion & Mauritius 33

23rd February 2021 Le Bougainville Nosy Be • Mahé 9 G230221 The Vanilla Islands 32

M
AR

CH

4th March 2021 Le Bougainville Mahé • Mahé 8 G040321 The Essential Seychelles 28

5th March 2021 Le Jacques-Cartier Port Louis • Mahé 12 X050321 Madagascar, Reunion & Mauritius 33

12th March 2021 Le Bougainville Mahé • Zanzibar 12 G120321 Zanzibar & the Treasures of the Indian Ocean 30

17th March 2021 Le Jacques-Cartier Mahé • Port Louis 12 X170321 Madagascar, Reunion & Mauritius 33

24th March 2021 Le Bougainville Zanzibar • Mahé 12 G240321 Zanzibar & the Treasures of the Indian Ocean 30

28th March 2021 Le Lyrial Cape Town • Durban 8 Y280321 Along the South-African Coastline   35

29th March 2021 Le Jacques-Cartier Port Louis • Zanzibar 14 X290321 Jewels of the Indian Ocean 31

AP
RI

L

5th April 2021 Le Lyrial Durban • Durban 16 Y050421 The Scattered Islands & Madagascar 37

7th April 2021 Le Soléal Hanga Roa • Papeete 13 S070421 Easter Island & Polynesia 44

12th April 2021 Le Jacques-Cartier Zanzibar • Cape Town 14 X120421 Madagascar & South Africa 34

20th April 2021 Le Soléal Papeete • Papeete 14 S200421 Marquesas Islands & Tuamotu 45

M
AY

4th May 2021 Le Soléal Papeete • Papeete 9 S040521 Polynesia: the Austral Islands & Bora Bora 42

13th May 2021 Le Soléal Papeete • Papeete 9 S130521 Treasures of Polynesia 43

22nd May 2021 Le Soléal Papeete • Honolulu 15 S220521 French Polynesia & Hawaii 47

*This reference number allows you to easily find the cruise on our website www.ponant.com
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Why travel in Polynesia and  
the Indian Ocean with 
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• 49 cruises in the Indian Ocean and Polynesia travelling through 21 countries.
• 22 Luxury Expedition cruises, to discover the Vanilla Islands, the Scattered Islands, the 

Marquesas Islands and Easter Island. 
• Exceptional moments of sharing with local populations.
• Diving and snorkelling with an experienced instructor (cruises with the “Diving” logo).
• 22 ports of call listed as UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
• “Cleanship” certified ships that are respectful of the environment.
• On all departures, a team of Naturalists and/or Lecturers, selected for their areas of 

expertise.

The “PONANT” signature at the heart  
of the Indian Ocean and Polynesia 

Because cruising does not mean just seeing the coastline, we offer you a different perspective with a 
range of trips that are rich in culture and experiences. 

Set sail on an exceptional journey to discover the Indian Ocean, whose warm and crystal-clear waters 
surround many-faceted lands, and also Polynesia, with idyllic islands and preserved lagoons. On this a 
brand-new itinerary between the Gulf of Oman and the Persian Gulf, you will appreciate the marvels of 
the Arabian Peninsula’s desert amongst other things.

Our yachting cruises will take you to discover the sumptuous underwater world of the Austral Islands, 
the cultures of the peoples of the South Pacific, as well as the rich cultural heritage of India and the 
architectural prowess of the United Arab Emirates.

Or, perhaps you would rather join one of our expedition cruises to the Vanilla Islands, the Scattered 
Islands, the Marquesas Islands or Easter Island where your ship will have a surprise in store for you every 
day - something unexpected, a unique encounter, an impromptu trip in a Zodiac®... a starting point for 
adventure.

These exceptional itineraries are completed by cultural programmes before, during and after your cruise, 
as well as a varied selection of excursions. As your cruise unfolds, you will also meet local communities. 
Still perpetuating ancestral traditions today, they will show you the riches of their craftsmanship and 
honour you with magnificent customary ceremonies.

Select your itinerary and set sail aboard one of our modern small ships to discover these lands of 
multiple facets, combining wild landscapes, exceptional biodiversity and ancestral rites. PONANT  
has its heart set on protecting this exceptional natural and cultural heritage through its commitment  
to sustainable development and its close collaboration with local communities.
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Ponant 
World Leader of Luxury Expeditions   

Luxury amenities…
An expedition with PONANT assures a relaxed on board 
ambiance for you in some of the most remote places on 
the planet. The comfort of your ship and your stateroom, 
personalised and attentive service, refined gastronomy… 
the unique atmosphere which we go to great lengths to 
preserve in order to stay true to our philosophy, creating 
that privileged feeling of being aboard one’s own private 
yacht. In the heart of the Indian Ocean and Polynesia, our 
luxury amenities will make your voyage into an unforgettable 
experience.

… in the heart of extreme lands
Whether in the surroundings of the Pitcairn Islands or in 
the remote Scattered Islands, the compact size of our ships 
and their shallow draught mean you can venture as close as 
possible to these hard-to-access areas. This proximity offers 
the privileged discovery of preserved sites. Our expedition 
teams are always on the lookout for the unexpected and 
the surprises inherent to these itineraries, and our flexibility 
enables us to adapt to these. A genuine philosophy of 
expedition travel.

PONANT takes you to discover fascinating areas, in the heart of Polynesia and the Indian Ocean. From the Marquesas Islands to the 
Seychelles, through Madagascar, you will get as close as possible to pristine nature and ancestral cultures, far from the crowded 
maritime routes.
So, whether you join every outing or prefer to admire the spectacle from the ship’s deck, surrender to your appetite for discovery, in 
the heart of some of the most unspoiled places on our planet.

Choosing a PONANT Expedition cruise means choosing a state of mind: a blend of luxury and 
experiences, exploration and great comfort, adventure and refinement… even in the heart of 
the most remote regions.
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A partnership forged around common 
values  
PONANT, a leader in polar expeditions for almost 20 years, 
boasts the world’s most modern fleet of expedition ships. They 
are equipped with environmentally responsible devices, which 
are essential given that we cross fragile areas with unique 
ecosystems. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, over the past 130 years has 
sent scientists, storytellers and adventurers across continents 
and into remote cultures, down to the oceans’ depths and up the 
highest mountains in an effort to better understand our planet. 
National Geographic Expeditions grew from this legacy to invite 
others to explore, to encounter the wonders of the world up 
close. Now National Geographic Expeditions and PONANT have 
joined forces to offer a selected range of unique expedition 
cruises to some of the world’s most intriguing, remote and 
pristine destinations, in the very places where the most amazing 
pages of exploration were written.

An experienced expedition team
Specialists of extreme regions, these passionate and fascinating 
professionals will bring a cultural or historical dimension to all your 
outings and will be sure to keep you informed about nearby flora 
and fauna, local cultures and natural phenomena. As recognised 
professionals, they organise safe outings and shore visits, taking 
advantage of the opportunities that arise during any expedition, 
whilst aboard the ship the pleasure continues, with a series of 
cultural, scientific or historical presentations.

Zodiac® shore visits and outings
During Expedition voyages, our fleet of Zodiac® make landing 
ashore in remote, seldom visited destinations safe and enjoyable, 
and enable guests to get as close as possible to fauna. Our Zodiac® 
are designed to accommodate small groups of 10 passengers. They 
are easy to step on to from the marina platform at the rear of your 
ship. Our inclusive Zodiac® excursions are unique, unforgettable 
experiences, whether you are visiting indigenous villages or 
watching exotic wildlife in a pristine wilderness.

All-inclusive expeditions
Once aboard, enjoy the adventure in total peace of mind.

Everything is included: Zodiac® outings and shore visits, excursions, lectures.
In some ports, we will offer an activity requiring the participation of local guides and transportation.   

These activities will be enhanced by our team of naturalists and are limited to one per person in each of these ports.  
 During some cruises, optional paying excursions will also be proposed to you in order to complete your discovery.
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Diving with 
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All scuba diving excursions on the cruises displaying the diving logo are accompanied 
by an experienced instructor. This qualified professional onboard ensures  

that all activities are conducted smoothly and safely.
If local regulations require it, a local guide – in addition to the PONANT instructor – will 

escort the diving.
Beginners will have ideal conditions for their first dive. Moreover, all tropical expedition 
cruises include snorkelling excursions that are accompanied by your naturalist guides.

Equipment is supplied: fins, masks, snorkels for snorkelling, and diving wetsuit,  
stabilising jackets, regulator with octopus and pressure gauge for scuba diving  

(diving computers for accredited divers).
Scuba diving is an optional activity that incurs an extra charge.
For more details, please visit our website at www.ponant.com.

Diving with the Experts

Discover the underwater world in  

Polynesia and  
the Indian Ocean 

An incredible feeling of lightness, absolute silence that is barely broken by the sound of your own 
breathing, marine-scapes of almost surreal beauty… this is what you can expect when scuba diving 
in the warm and crystal-clear waters of Polynesia and the Indian Ocean. PONANT opens the doors to 
this fascinating, secret and infinite underwater world that is so close to mankind and yet so mysterious.

Whether you are an experienced diver or a beginner; whether you wish to explore the seabed with mask, 
fins and snorkel or in full scuba-diving gear, the different outings on offer are sure to meet your needs 
and satisfy your curiosity. During your stopovers in Polynesia, you will be able to admire abundant 
underwater life: napoleon fish and raccoon butterfly fish swim elegantly amid sumptuous coral reefs. 
Immersed in this silent world where time seems to stand still, you will discover a wonderful palette of 
colours and shapes.

In the Indian Ocean, PONANT will give you an exceptional opportunity to explore the preserved seabed 
of the Vanilla Islands. In particular, the immense marine reserve of the Seychelles will unveil some of 
its most beautiful places, such as the sublime coral reef of the Alphonse lagoon or the Astove Wall, an 
impressive underwater cliff home to many green turtles. In the Maldives, Baa Atoll, a UNESCO World 
Biosphere Reserve, offers an outstanding diving experience…

   

 DIVING
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The Arabian-
Persian Gulf

The magic of the Arabian Nights

For the very first time, PONANT invites you to discover  
the magnificent treasures of the Arabian Peninsula.

This journey between the Gulf of Oman and the Persian Gulf will take you 
right into the heart of an exuberant, captivating and, at times,  

disconcerting universe. Dubai, Muscat, Doha, Abu Dhabi… these 
extravagantly modern cities promise endless astonishment,  

mixing magic worthy of traditional tales with huge urban expanses.
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Treasures of the Arabian Gulf 

Muscat
Unlike neighbouring metropolises, the capital of the Sultanate 
of Oman has chosen to ban towers and skyscrapers and to 
cultivate the peninsula’s traditional and refined architectural 
style: low houses, domes, moucharaby windows, and wooden 
balconies. This authenticity adds to the charm of this small 
former maritime city protected by mountains and the forts 
constructed by the Portuguese in the 16th century. There is 
no doubt that you will fall under the charm of the treasures of 
Omani craftsmanship: the souk in the old district of Mutrah is a 
perfect example of this, as is the Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque, 
reputed to have the world’s largest hand-made carpets.

Dubai  

NEW

Vertiginous, excessive, immoderate… Dubai, the largest city 
in the United Arab Emirates, stands out for its architectural 
prowess. Home to the world’s tallest skyscraper, the Burj 
Khalifa, with a total height of 828 metres, almost three times 
that of the Eiffel Tower, the city is also famous for the gigantic 
scale of the Palm Islands, its artificial islands in the form of a 
palm tree. You can explore more traditional districts not far 
away, with visits to the souks of Deira or the Gold Souk. Or 
perhaps you would prefer to discover Dubai Museum: located 
in an 18th-century fort, it tells the city’s history from Antiquity 
to the present day.

A new PONANT itinerary 
in the company of exceptional partners 

For the 19th November 2020 departure, we will have the  
pleasure of welcoming the Louvre Museum on board,  
represented by one of its curators. They will share their  
expertise with us during several conferences and, in particular, 
during the visit of the new museum of Abu Dhabi.

And if you love music, then don’t miss our 
musical cruise departing on 27th November 
2020 in partnership with Radio Classique, 
with the presence of an exceptional artist: the 
violinist Renaud Capuçon.



More information on www.ponant.com
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Abu Dhabi
The political capital of the United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi stands out thanks 
to its exceptional cultural offering. In the Saadiyat Island district, the Louvre Abu 
Dhabi, designed by Jean Nouvel as a museum town inspired by traditional Arab 
architecture, creates a dialogue between objects and works from civilisations 
from all over the world around the great universal questions. A little further, the 
Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque boasts a sumptuous decor of marble, gold and 
glass. Abu Dhabi is also the gateway to the Al Ain oasis and its 150,000 date palms, 
a remarkable testimony to the settling of nomads in the region since Neolithic 
times, and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Doha  
On the banks of the Persian Gulf, discover Doha, the capital of Qatar. Rising 
out of the desert, the city has managed to maintain its traditions in spite of a 
frantic race for modernity. The cliff bordering Doha Bay has magnificent views 
over the city centre’s enormous constructions. The silhouette of the Museum of 
Islamic Art rises up near the quays, where the region’s typical sailboats, known 
as dhows, are docked. This “fortress”, designed by Ming Pei, the architect of the 
Louvre pyramid, is home to the finest collections of Islamic art in the world. Not 
far, the lively district of Souq Waqif and its colourful stalls are also an unmissable 
visit.

• An all-new itinerary discovering the United 
Arab Emirates, Qatar and Oman.

• Discovery of the treasures of Islamic culture, 
between tradition and modernity.

• Overnight stays in Dubai and Doha. 

• Visit of the Louvre Abu Dhabi Museum.

• Discovery of exceptional natural sites: the 
“fjords of Arabia”, canyons and oases, deserts 
of dunes.

•  From Abu Dhabi: visit of the Cultural Sites of Al 
Ain, classified by UNESCO.

•  From Muscat, possibility of visiting the Sultan 
Qaboos Grand Mosque, and the Bahla Fort, a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site.

HIGHLIGHTS:

MUSCAT

OMAN
Sur

DUBAI

UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

Khasab

Doha
QATAR

Persian Gulf

Sir Bani Yas
Abu Dhabi

Gulf of Oman

IRAN

DAY ITINERARY                      PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Muscat (Oman)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                Departure: 23.00  

2 Sur (Oman) Morning 

3 Khasab (Oman) Afternoon

4 Doha (Qatar) Afternoon and evening 

5 Doha (Qatar) Full day 

6 Sir Bani Yas (United Arab Emirates) Full day 

7 Abu Dhabi (United Arab Emirates) Full day and evening 

8 Dubai (United Arab Emirates) Full day 

9 Dubai (United Arab Emirates)                               
Disembarkation : 08.00  

MUSCAT • DUBAI 
19th November, 5th and 21st December 2020 (Christmas cruise), 6th and 22nd January 2021

DUBAI • MUSCAT
27th November, 13th and 29th December 2020 (New year cruise), 14th and 30th January 2021

LE JACQUES-CARTIER -  9 days / 8 nights 
From € 3,340

This cruise operates in both directions.

LECTURER
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The Indian Ocean
On the Spice Route…

Set sail with PONANT on a real odyssey into the heart of the Indian Ocean,  
a meeting point for many civilisations and cultures.

From the African coastlines to the Indian shores, via the real ethnic mosaics 
of the Vanilla Islands, the Seychelles and the Maldives, discover an incredible 

historical heritage, magnified by a sumptuous natural decor of lush jungle 
and long wild beaches bordering crystal-clear waters.
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1 - The famous pink granite rocks of La Digue, Seychelles.
2 - Lemur, Madagascar.

3 - Colours and flavours of millennial India.
1

2 3
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Madagascar 
A veritable sanctuary and unique in the world, Madagascar offers its visitors an interesting 
blend of Africa and Indonesia: inland, the lands get barer, the rivers run red with laterite and the 
terraced paddy fields lie alongside hillsides and traditional homes... As for the savannah, it is 
home to many baobab trees, of an infinite variety of shapes and shades of colour. During your 
cruise, we invite you to discover Nosy Komba. Accompanied by our naturalist-guides, set out 
to encounter its inhabitants in their traditional villages, or deep within the tropical rainforest, 
where the cute ring-tailed lemurs have taken up residence. On the other side of Grande Terre, Île 
Sainte-Marie and Nosy Nato will offer you a wild natural environment that still bears the traces of 
the pirates that found refuge here in a distant past.

The Seychelles
A sprinkling of islands scattered in the Indian Ocean, the Seychelles exude calm and beauty 
against a backdrop of leafy coconut trees, white sand and crystal-clear water. In addition 
to the splendour of its lagoons and idyllic beaches, this remote paradise also boasts an 
exceptional fauna and flora. In the many parks and nature reserves, come and observe 
colourful birds, giant turtles and the numerous marine species living in the turquoise 
waters. From the archipelago’s capital, Mahé, which has successfully preserved the purity of 
its inlets, mountains and forests, your ship will take you to the Aldabra and Alphonse atolls, 
as well as the stunning island of La Digue. Long uninhabited, today the archipelago is a real 
mosaic of ethnicities. You could meet descendants of French settlers, of African slaves, but 
also of adventurers and pirates from all over the world... At their side, discover the incredible 
cultural richness of the Seychelles.

India  
It would no doubt take several lifetimes to truly visit mysterious India, the eternal land of ancient 
traditions and little-known port of calls. This continent and country is vast not only in terms of 
its dimensions, but also its geographic and cultural diversity. Here, the contrast with the West 
is startling... Between legends, dreams and reality, we invite you to discover South India, a rich 
cultural blend of Dravidian temples and sleepy former trading posts, giving off an aroma of 
spices and the glories of yesteryear. Along the Malabar Coast, you will discover the authentic 
India where the luxuriant vegetation invites you into the heart of its cardamom, tea and 
cinnamon plantations, where fishing villages are home to astonishing architectural treasures. 
Further north, Mumbai, a modern megalopolis full of exuberant atmosphere, will show you its 
sumptuous historical heritage from the great colonial periods.

The Indian Ocean     
 in the spotlight 



More information on www.ponant.com
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Treasures of India  

Trivandrum 
Capital of the State of Kerala, Trivandrum boasts a rich and colourful past. 
Constructed on seven hills, the “green city of India”, as Gandhi called it, is 
home to sumptuous Victorian buildings, vestiges of British colonisation. You 
will also be able to admire superb examples of traditional architecture, such as 
Padmanabhapuram Palace. A former residence of Kerala princes, this elegant 
wooden palace from the 16th century is composed of three levels evoking the 
shape of a Far Eastern pagoda. Entering and roaming its maze of galleries, halls 
and corridors is like plunging into the lavish life of the Travancore kings.

Embark aboard a kettuvalam rice barge to 
explore the ‘backwaters’, a maze of lakes 
and channels bordering the villages and 
rice fields. On board your boat, sheltered 
by the bamboo mat roofing reminiscent 
of the Chinese sampans, you will cross 
shallow lakes fringed with palm trees and 
cruise down the narrow canals to glimpse 
the unusual life of the locals, who live on 
narrow strips of land built on the water. 
Still moving around only by boat, they 
cultivate their rice fields and vegetable 
gardens, raise cattle and chickens, and 
breed prawns and fish. 

• A brand-new itinerary to discover the treasures 
of eternal India. 

•  UNESCO World Heritage Sites: the churches 
and convents of Goa, the Elephanta Caves 
and the Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus railway 
station in Mumbai.

•  Discovery of Kerala’s lush landscapes during 
an excursion in the “backwaters”: rivers edged 
with palm trees, rice paddies, fishing villages. 

• Discover the cultural heritage of Goa, a former 
portuguese colony.

•  Overnight stay in Mumbai, visit of the city, its 
architectural heritage and the Chhatrapati 
Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya Museum 
(formerly named the Prince of Wales Museum). 

HIGHLIGHTS:

Arabian Sea

MUMBAI

COLOMBO
SRI LANKATrivandrum

INDIA

Cochin

New Mangalore

Marmugao

Diu

DAY ITINERARY                      PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Colombo (Sri Lanka)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                  Departure: 18.00  

2 Trivandrum (India) Full day 

3 Cochin (India) Full day 

4 New Mangalore (India) Afternoon 

5 Marmugao (India) Full day and evening

6 At sea

7 Diu (India) Full day 

8 Mumbai (India) Full day 

9 Mumbai (India)                                                                   
Disembarkation : 08.00  

NEW

COLOMBO • MUMBAI  
20th December 2020 (Christmas cruise)  
and 9th January 2021 

MUMBAI • COLOMBO 
 17th January 2021

LE LAPÉROUSE  9 days / 8 nights
From € 2,990

This cruise operates in both directions.

Backwaters in Kerala

LECTURER
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India, Maldives  
& Sri Lanka 

Mumbai and Hindu culture 
Mumbai, a fascinating city located on the Arabian Sea, will give you a real 
immersion in Hindu culture. You will be able to discover the Elephanta Caves 
that are home to collection of rock art typical of the cult of Shiva. Don’t miss 
out on visiting the Gandhi Museum and House, dedicated to the memory of the 
man who played a vital role in the emancipation and independence of India, or 
the Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus railway station (formerly known as Victoria 
Terminus), the finest example of Victorian architecture in India. In the Chhatrapati 
Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya museum, you will find very fine collections of 
sculptures, miniatures and portraits of the man who would become King George V.

Cochin (Kochi) 
An important port in the South-West of India, Cochin is one of the most beautiful 
on the Malabar Coast where the scent of cardamom mingles with cloves. It was 
here that Vasco de Gama disembarked over 500 years ago... But how many 
Phoenicians, Greeks, Arabs and Romans dropped anchor before him in the 
turquoise waters of the Arabian Sea? So many nations, at a time when pepper 
from Malabar was almost as precious as gold, left these shores laden with 
precious spices. Today, the city, a surprising metropolis with multiple identities, 
has a rich cultural and natural heritage combining former colonial residences, 
ancestral fishing methods and charming landscapes in the backwaters.

•  Discover cultural and natural treasures of India, 
the Maldives and Sri Lanka.

•  Discover Kerala’s lush landscapes during an 
excursion in the “backwaters”: rivers edged 
with palm trees, rice paddies, fishing villages. 

•  UNESCO World Heritage Sites: the churches 
and convents of Goa, Baa Atoll, in the Maldives, 
and in Sri Lanka, the old town of Galle and its 
fortifications, the historic city of Polonnaruwa 
and the golden Temple of Dambulla.

•  Swim on the paradisiac islets of the Maldives: 
white-sand beaches, turquoise lagoons and 
multicoloured seabeds. 

•  After your cruise, possibility of visiting the 
UNESCO Heritage Sites of Sri Lanka during an 
exceptional 3-day programme.

HIGHLIGHTS:

Arabian Sea

MUMBAI

COLOMBO
SRI LANKATrivandrum

INDIA

Cochin

New Mangalore

Marmugao

Diu

Galle

MALDIVES

Rasdhoo Atoll
Baa Atoll

MUMBAI • COLOMBO 
LE LAPÉROUSE 13 days / 12 nights
28th December 2020 (New year cruise)

From € 4,490

DAY ITINERARY                      PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Mumbai (India)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 Departure: 18.00  

2 Diu (India) Afternoon

3 At sea

4 Marmugao (India) Full day

5 New Mangalore (India) Morning

6 Cochin (India) Full day

7 Trivandrum (India) Afternoon

8 At sea

9 Rasdhoo Atoll (Maldives) Full day

10 Baa Atoll (Maldives) Full day

11 At sea

12 Galle (Sri Lanka) Full day

13 Colombo (Sri Lanka)                                                      Arrival: 08.00
Disembarkation  

NEW

LECTURER
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From India to the 
Strait of Malacca

Chennai (Madras) 
Called Madras in the days of the British East India Company, Chennai is now 
the economic capital of South India. Mingling intoxicating flavours, colours and 
rhythms, Chennai is also the cradle of the traditional Indian music and cuisine 
from the south. Don’t miss your chance to discover Mahabalipuram, a group of 
sanctuaries carved out of rock and thousands of statues from the 7th and 8th 
centuries, listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Gigantic bas-reliefs such as 
the famous Descent of the Ganges, and temples, such as the magnificent Shore 
Temple, built out of granite on a promontory that juts out into the Bay of Bengal, 
celebrate the glory of Shiva in an artistic outpouring unlike any other.

Penang 
The leading British trading post of the Far East in the 19th century, this tiny island 
has a unique atmosphere of both East and West. Known as the “Pearl of the East” 
in the past, for its many trades of spice, fabrics and tin, Penang has become one  
of the most sought-after destinations in Malaysia. Georgetown, its capital, is 
home to an extremely rich historical heritage, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
Be sure to discover the Blue Mansion, a real architectural marvel that blends 
traditional Chinese style with eastern elements. 

•  A cruise through the Bay of Bengal to discover 
four countries: Sri Lanka, India, Thailand and 
Malaysia.

•  UNESCO World Heritage Sites: Galle and its 
fortifications; from Trincomalee, the historic 
city of Polonnaruwa and the golden temple of 
Dambulla; the city of Penang, in the Malacca 
Strait.

•  In Chennai, the chance to visit a number of 
temples and sites dedicated to Hinduism 
as well as the Government Museum and its 
beautiful collection of bronzes.

•  Overnight in Penang (Georgetown).

• After your cruise: from Port Klang, possibility to 
visit Kuala Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia.

HIGHLIGHTS:

MALAYSIA

Gulf of
Bengal

PORT KLANG

COLOMBO
SRI LANKA

INDIA

Chennai

Trincomalee

Galle
Penang

THAILAND

Phang Nga

COLOMBO • PORT KLANG 
LE LAPÉROUSE 13 days / 12 nights 
10th February 2021

From € 4,490

DAY ITINERARY                       PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Colombo (Sri Lanka)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 Departure: 21.00  

2 Galle (Sri Lanka) Full day

3 At sea

4 Trincomalee (Sri Lanka) Full day 

5 At sea

6 Chennai (ex Madras) (India) Full day 

7 to 9 At sea

10 Phang Nga (Thailand) Afternoon 

11 Penang (Georgetown) (Malaysia) Afternoon 

12 Penang (Georgetown) (Malaysia) Morning

13 Port Klang (Malaysia)                                                  Arrival: 07.30
Disembarkation  

NEW

LECTURER
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Myanmar,  
India & Sri Lanka   

Yangon 
Better known under its colonial name, 
Rangoon, the former capital of Myanmar 
was long nicknamed “the garden city of 
the East” and it remains the country’s 
administrative and economic capital. The 
city is lush and refreshing thanks to its 
luxuriant vegetation and its royal lakes, 
and has retained a colonial ambiance 
that contributes to its nostalgic charm. 
During your visit, do not miss the majestic 
Shwedagon Pagoda, the most sacred in 
Myanmar. Its dome is covered in gold and 
encrusted with over 2,500 precious stones. 
Nestling in the heart of a vast religious 
complex, the building features a purely 
Burmese architecture including golden 
Buddhas and legendary Nats.

Galle 
Discover Galle, one of Sri Lanka’s oldest cities. Thanks to its commercial port, 
from which were exported spices and precious stones, Galle was once the 
country’s main city. Colonised by the Portuguese and later by the Dutch, today it 
still bears traces of this colonial past. When your ship calls here, have a wander 
around the old town and its fortifications, which are listed as UNESCO World 
Heritage. To learn more about daily and rural life in Sri Lanka, do not miss the visit 
to the Martin Wickramasinghe Folk Art Museum in Koggala, not far from Galle.

•  A cruise through the Bay of Bengal to discover 
India and Sri Lanka.

•  In Sri Lanka, UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites: from Trincomalee, the historic city 
of Polonnaruwa and the golden Temple of 
Dambulla; Galle and its fortifications.

•  In Chennai, the chance to visit a number of 
temples and sites dedicated to Hinduism 
as well as the Government Museum and its 
beautiful collection of bronzes.

•  Overnight in Yangon.

HIGHLIGHTS:

MYANMAR
YANGON

COLOMBO
SRI LANKA

INDIA

Chennai

Trincomalee

Galle

Cochin

Gulf of
Bengal

YANGON • COLOMBO
LE LAPÉROUSE 14 days / 13 nights 
7th December 2020

From € 4,860

DAY ITINERARY                       PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Yangon (Myanmar)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                  Departure: 18.00  

2 Yangon (Myanmar) Full day

3 to 5 At sea

6 Chennai (ex Madras) (India) Full day and evening

7 At sea

8 Trincomalee (Sri Lanka) Full day and evening

9 At sea

10 Galle (Sri Lanka) Full day

11 At sea

12 Cochin (India) Full day

13 At sea

14 Colombo (Sri Lanka)                                                     Arrival: 06.00
Disembarkation  

NEW

LECTURER
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The Baa Atoll    
As your ship sails through the heart of the Maldives, discover one of 
the wildest lands in the archipelago: Baa Atoll. Listed as a UNESCO 
Biosphere Reserve, the site shelters particularly remarkable fauna 
and flora, as well as one of the largest groups of coral reefs in the 
Indian Ocean. A real microcosm of the natural treasures of the 
Maldives, Baa Atoll will also offer you its superb sandy beaches 
stretching along a lagoon of turquoise waters.

The Essential Maldives

Malé 
The economic, political, financial and cultural centre of the 
Maldives, Malé is an exception in the landscape of this insular state 
in the Indian Ocean. Located on the eponymous island, the city 
has high colourful skyscrapers bordering narrow streets through 
which its 100,000 inhabitants hurry every day: a lively atmosphere 

 
  
 that contrasts with the gentle lifestyle and idyllic setting of the rest 
of the archipelago. During your port of call, make sure you discover 
the Grand Friday Mosque. It is richly decorated and renowned as 
one of the largest and oldest mosques in the country.

NEW

The Maldives   
The Maldives, those island specks scattered across the warm, 
blue waters of the Indian Ocean, transport you to a marvellous 
and infinitely beautiful world. The atolls of golden sand set 
in a coral arc and decorated with a spray of coconut palms 
open the doors to a terrestrial paradise. The archipelago 
counts some 1,200 islets and 19 atolls protected by coral reefs, 
offering travellers their transparent waters, home to millions 
of brightly coloured fish. For diving fans, the Maldives are sub-
aquatic heaven…
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Sri Lanka 
Resembling a teardrop detached from India, at the Southern tip of Asia, Sri Lanka 
will reveal its treasures to you: the fineness of its architecture, the serenity of its 
Buddhist temples, and the generosity of its people. The “Pearl of the Indian Ocean” 
rises from the waters to give you the chance to relive the British nostalgia of its tea 
plantations. In the footsteps of elephants, discover the Ceylon of old through its 
ancient vestiges, its mysterious cities, its majestic mountains, and its glistening 
waterfalls. The spice gardens with their sweet smell of ginger and cinnamon, the 
tropical heat, the rare woods, the warm rains and the delicate tea plant flowers are 
just a few examples of Sinhalese treasures.

Colombo   
A former trading post along the Silk Route, the old quarter of Colombo offers you 
the fabulous sight of its picturesque streets. The city was known to Arab, Persian 
and Chinese traders as early as the 8th century and this former village, nestled 
between two dunes, was a trading post on the mythical Spice Route. Today the 
economic capital of Sri Lanka, the city offers picture-postcard scenery with its 
beaches stretching languorously along the south-western coast of the country. 
Here the sand dazzles you and the sea invites you to dream...

•  A cruise from islands to islands in the heart of 
6 idyllic atolls of the Maldives.

•  Discover the stunning underwater world and 
its rich ecosystem, home to corals, manta 
rays, sharks, tortoises and more.

•  Baa atoll, a UNESCO biosphere reserve, with 
its magnificent corals and shallow waters.

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Open Water Diver or 
equivalent) with an experienced instructor on 
board. 

• To complement your cruise, possibility of 
enjoying shore excursions to discover the 
treasures of Sri Lanka. 

HIGHLIGHTS:

Arabian Sea

MALÉ

COLOMBO
SRI LANKA

MALDIVES Rasdhoo Atoll

Baa Atoll

Mulaku Atoll

Ari Atoll

Noonu Atoll

DAY ITINERARY                       PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Colombo (Sri Lanka)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 Departure: 18.00  

2 At sea

3 Noonu Atoll (Maldives) Afternoon 

4 Baa Atoll (Maldives) Full day

5 Rasdhoo Atoll (Maldives) Full day

6 Ari Atoll (Maldives) Full day

7 Mulaku Atoll (Maldives) Full day

8 Malé Atoll (Maldives) Full day

9 Malé (Maldives)                                                                  Arrival: 08.00
Disembarkation  

COLOMBO • MALÉ 
25th January 2021

MALÉ • COLOMBO  
2nd February 2021
LE LAPÉROUSE -  9 days / 8 nights 
From € 2,990

This cruise operates in both directions.

 DIVING

LECTURER
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The Essential 
Seychelles 

Praslin 
Discover Praslin, the second largest island in the Seychelles. Its idyllic beaches 
where granite rocks nestle in immaculate sand correspond perfectly to how we 
imagine the Seychelles to be. In the centre of the island, hidden in the heart of 
a stunning tropical rainforest, lies the Vallée de Mai Nature Reserve, listed as a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. In this veritable plant sanctuary, several endemic 
species of palm trees can be observed, as well as the famous sea coconut, which 
can weigh up to 20 kg and is sometimes called “coco fesse” because its shape 
calls to mind a pair of buttocks. You will enjoy a pleasant walk with local people 
in this somptuous natural setting.

Curieuse Island   
Situated off the coast of Praslin, Curieuse has a distinguishing feature: its red 
earth. Discovered in 1768 by the French explorer Marc-Joseph Marion du Fresne, 
it was ravaged by a fire in 1771 and then home to a leper colony of which a few 
vestiges still remain. Declared a national marine park in 1979, it is home to many 
underwater species, which can be discovered in the idyllic waters of the Indian 
Ocean. But above all, Curieuse is renowned for the hundreds of Aldabra giant 
tortoises that live there. It is highly likely that you will get the chance to meet 
these fascinating reptiles. Along with Praslin, it is also the only island on which 
the sea coconut grows wild.

• Discover 8 islands in the Seychelles on a single 
expedition cruise.

•  Landing in Zodiac®inflatables with a team of 
experienced naturalist guides.

• UNESCO World Heritage Site: the Vallée de 
Mai nature reserve in Praslin.

•  The Aride nature reserve, a treasure of the 
Seychelles with some 73 hectares of colourful 
vegetation and more than one million birds.

•  The bare red earth of Curieuse, a granite island 
in the Seychelles.

•  Anse Source d’Argent, the most famous beach 
of La Digue, surrounded by large blocks of 
granite and edged with coconut palms.

•  Possibility of observing tortoises on Saint 
Joseph and Curieuse.

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Advanced Open 
Water Diver or equivalent) with an experienced 
instructor on board and of snorkelling with 
your expedition team.

HIGHLIGHTS:

VICTORIA, MAHÉ

SEYCHELLES

Curieuse
Aride

Praslin

Indian OceanSaint Joseph

La Digue
Ste Anne

Grande
Sœur

MAHÉ • MAHÉ   9 days / 8 nights      

le bougainville
18th Nov., 8th and 28th Dec. 2020,  
5th and 25th Jan. 2021, 4th March 2021

le jacques-cartier
13th February 2021

From € 3,430

DAY ITINERARY                                

1 Victoria, Mahé (Seychelles)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                Departure: 23.00  

2 St Anne Marine National Park (Seychelles)

3 Saint Joseph Atoll (Seychelles)

4 Curieuse Island (Seychelles)

5 Aride Island (Seychelles)

6 Grande Sœur (Seychelles)

7 Praslin Island (Seychelles)

8 La Digue Island (Seychelles)

9 Victoria, Mahé (Seychelles)                                              Arrival: 07.00
Disembarkation  

 DIVING

  T

ROPICAL

 EXP E D I T ION

 N

ATURALIST
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The Seychelles  
& Aldabra Atoll 

The Giant Tortoise  
Also known as the elephant tortoise for its 
feet that resemble those of a pachyderm, 
the Seychelles giant tortoise is the largest 
species of tortoise on Earth, with males 
weighing up to 300 kg. Its shell is brown 
or beige in colour and domed in shape, 
whilst the head and feet are covered in tiny 
scales. Its favourite hiding places are the 
islands and islets of the archipelago, deep 
in the coral reef, the mangroves and the 
coastal dunes. This tortoise is active early 
in the morning and takes refuge in mud 
puddles or in the shade provided by small 
shrubs as soon as it starts to get hot.

Aldabra Atoll  
Located in the very heart of this faraway archipelago, the Aldabra Atoll is 
considered to be one of the last virtually untouched sanctuaries on earth, where 
a large population of terrestrial and sea turtles has found refuge. Listed as a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site, this vast tract of land is formed by 4 small coral reef 
islands separated by narrow passes and containing an emerald-water lagoon 
lined with mangrove and fine-sand beaches. As your ship slowly nears the 
crystal-clear waters shorelines, do not miss your chance to discover this natural 
wonder, which is considered to be the largest atoll in the world.

•  Outings in Zodiac®inflatables with a team of 
experienced naturalist guides and landings on 
idyllic deserted beaches.

•  UNESCO World Heritage Sites: Aldabra, the 
largest coral atoll in the world, the Vallée de 
Mai nature reserve in Praslin.

•  The coral island of Desroches, an intimate 
destination home to lush vegetation of 
coconut palms, takamakas and filaos.

•  Anse Source d’Argent, the most famous beach 
of La Digue, surrounded by large blocks of 
granite and edged with coconut palms.

•  Possibility of observing tortoises on Aldabra.

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Advanced Open 
Water Diver or equivalent) with an experienced 
instructor on board and of snorkelling with 
your expedition team.

HIGHLIGHTS:

VICTORIA, MAHÉ

Poivre

Astove

Alphonse

SEYCHELLES

Aride
Praslin

Aldabra

 Indian Ocean

Desroches

La Digue

Curieuse

MAHÉ • MAHÉ
LE BOUGAINVILLE 
13 days / 12 nights 
26th November and 16th Dec. 2020,  
13th January and 2nd February 2021

From € 5,380

DAY ITINERARY                                

1 Victoria, Mahé (Seychelles)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 Departure: 18.00  

2 Curieuse Island (Seychelles)

3 Aride Island - Praslin Island (Seychelles)

4 Poivre Island (Seychelles)

5 Alphonse Island (Seychelles)

6 At sea

7, 8 Aldabra Atoll (Seychelles)

9 Astove Atoll (Seychelles)

10 At sea

11 Desroches Island (Seychelles)

12 La Digue Island (Seychelles)

13 Victoria, Mahé (Seychelles)                                           Arrival: 06.00
Disembarkation  

 DIVING

  T

ROPICAL

 EXP E D I T ION
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Zanzibar & the Treasures 
of the Indian Ocean

The Tanzania islands  
Lying just under the Equator, the Tanzania islands exude unique and authentic 
charm, with a blend of exceptional cultural heritage and sumptuous natural 
setting. On Pemba, the second-largest island in the Zanzibar Archipelago, you 
will discover magnificent mountainous relief covered with lush vegetation, which 
earned this undulating land the nickname of “green island”. To the west, Misali 
Island has one of the most beautiful coral reefs in East Africa and extremely rich 
marine life. To the south, Kilwa Kisiwani Island and its remains, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, promises a journey into the heart of the former sultanate.

Alphonse Island   
Alphonse Island is located off the 
Seychelles archipelago. Discovered in 1730 
by the Knight Alphonse de Pontevez, this 
island, specialised in coconut processing 
in the past, is now a veritable natural 
reserve, home to different species of 
marine mammals, sea turtles and many 
birds. Alphonse Island is also renowned for 
its rich underwater life and coral, among 
the best preserved in the Indian Ocean. A 
marvellous spectacle that can be admired 
with just a mask!

•  Discovery of the Seychelles, the Scattered 
Islands, Mayotte and several islands of 
Tanzania during one same cruise.

•  Outings in Zodiac® inflatables with a team of 
experienced naturalist guides and landings on 
idyllic beaches.

• UNESCO World Heritage Sites: Aldabra, the 
largest coral atoll in the world, the ruins of 
Kilwa Kisiwani, and Zanzibar’s Stone Town.

•  Discovery of the Scattered Islands, a geological 
sanctuary with nature reserve status since 
1975.

•  In the Seychelles, Anse Source d’Argent, the 
most famous beach of La Digue, surrounded by 
large blocks of granite and edged with coconut 
palms.

•  The possibility of observing tortoises and many 
species of birds on Aldabra.

•  Flora, coral reefs and marine fauna of the 
archipelago of Zanzibar, the “Spice Island”.

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Advanced Open 
Water Diver or equivalent) with an experienced 
instructor on board and of snorkelling with 
your expedition team.

HIGHLIGHTS:

VICTORIA, MAHÉ

Glorieuses

Alphonse

SEYCHELLES

Aldabra

Indian Ocean

La Digue

Mamoudzou
Mayotte

Scattered Islands

ZANZIBAR

TANZANIA

Kilwa Kisiwani

Pemba

AstoveAssumption

DAY ITINERARY                                

1 Victoria, Mahé (Seychelles)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 Departure: 18.00  

2 La Digue Island(Seychelles)
3 Alphonse Island (Seychelles)
4 Astove Island (Seychelles)
5 Aldabra Atoll (Seychelles)
6 Assumption Island (Seychelles)
7 Glorieuses, Scattered Islands (France)
8 Mamoudzou (Mayotte)
9 At sea
10 Kilwa Kisiwani (Tanzania)
11 Pemba Island (Tanzania)
12 Pemba Island, Misali Island (Tanzania)

13 Zanzibar (Tanzania)                                                       Arrival: 06.00
Disembarkation  

MAHÉ • ZANZIBAR  
12th March 2021 

ZANZIBAR • MAHÉ  
24th March 2021 

LE BOUGAINVILLE  
13 days / 12 nights
From € 5,380

This cruise operates in both directions.
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Jewels of  
the Indian Ocean

Zanzibar  
Once a mythical post along the legendary Indian Ocean trade route, today a 
certain whiff of adventure still pervades in Zanzibar. Located off the coast of 
Tanzania, this place often referred to as “spice island” is brimming with natural 
treasures, such as Jozani Forest, the last remains of the huge primeval forest that 
once covered the island, home to a unique ecosystem. Do not miss the occasion  
to discover ”Stone Town”, the historical centre of Zanzibar, a UNESCO World 
Heritage site. A veritable labyrinth of narrow streets lined with houses made from 
coral stone, it is home to sumptuous buildings in a multitude of architectural 
styles, the result of the blending of African, European and Indian cultures.

The island of Sainte-Marie  
Off the east coast of Madagascar, discover  
the island of Sainte-Marie. A real Garden of 
Eden, this peaceful land offers landscapes 
of stunning beauty, with lush vegetation, 
enormous waterfalls and sumptuous natural 
pools. In addition, the island is home to a 
very large variety of orchids. An idyllic natural 
setting that contrasts with the eventful past 
of the island, which once played host to 
pirates and prisoners. This port of call will 
also provide you with privileged access to 
Nosy Nato, renowned for its wild beauty.

•  Discover many jewels of the Indian Ocean, all 
on the one same cruise: Mauritius, Reunion 
Island, Madagascar, Mayotte, the Comoros, 
Zanzibar.

•  UNESCO World Heritage Sites: The Pitons, 
cirques and ramparts on Reunion Island, 
Zanzibar’s Stone Town.

•  A variety of idyllic landscapes: atolls, coral 
reefs, mangrove, beaches, lush vegetation.

•  On Reunion Island, optional scenic helicopter 
flight over the famous “cirques”.

•  In Madagascar, a rich and preserved endemic 
fauna and flora.

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Open Water Diver or 
equivalent) with an experienced instructor on 
board. 

HIGHLIGHTS:

Indian Ocean

MADAGASCAR

Nosy Be
Nosy Komba

PORT LOUIS

Pointe des Galets

Nosy Mitsio

Sainte Marie

REUNION

MAURITIUS

ZANZIBAR
TANZANIA

Diego Suarez

Mamoudzou
Mutsamudu

DAY ITINERARY                       PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Port Louis (Mauritius)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 Departure: 18.00  

2 Pointe des Galets (Reunion) Full day
3 Pointe des Galets (Reunion) Full day
4 At sea

5 Sainte Marie Island (Madagascar) 
Nosy Nato (Madagascar)

Morning 
Afternoon

6 At sea
7 Diego Suarez (Madagascar) Full day 
8 Nosy Mitsio (Madagascar) Full day 
9 Nosy Be (Madagascar) Full day 
10 Nosy Komba (Madagascar) Morning
11 Mamoudzou (Mayotte, France) Full day 
12 Mutsamudu, Anjouan (Comoros) Full day 
13 At sea
14 Zanzibar (Tanzania) Full day 

15 Zanzibar (Tanzania)                                                         
Disembarkation : 08.00  

PORT LOUIS • ZANZIBAR
29th March 2021

LE JACQUES-CARTIER
15 days / 14 nights 

From € 5,480

NEW
 DIVING

LECTURER
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The Vanilla Islands 

Moheli   
Moheli is the smallest island in the Comoros archipelago; it is also the wildest. 
Covered in luxuriant vegetation, it is home to the first protected natural 
environment in the Comoros: Moheli National Park. A huge sanctuary with rare 
and endemic fauna, this marine and terrestrial reserve provides the opportunity 
to discover the island’s incredible biodiversity. Among other animals, the 
rare visitors to the park may spot the Comoro falcon, the maki (a lemur living 
exclusively in this region) and Livingstone’s fruit bats, the largest flying foxes in 
the world with a wingspan of up to 1.5 metres. The site is also an important egg-
laying spot for green sea turtles.

Mahé    
Discover Mahé, the main island of the Seychelles and also the largest of the 
archipelago, home to the capital, Victoria. Mahé has almost 70 beaches of fine 
sand, framed by the emblematic granite rocks, and whose crystal clear waters are 
renowned for their rich underwater life. The island is also famous for its splendid 
mountain panoramas accessible on hikes, such as the Morne Seychellois, which 
is 905 metres high and overlooks the Indian Ocean. Mahé is also an island full of 
history where fine colonial properties rub shoulders with Creole houses - and 
don’t forget the marvellous Botanical Gardens in Victoria.

•  Discovery of the Seychelles, the Scattered 
Islands, the Comoros, Mayotte and 
Madagascar, all on the one same cruise.

•  Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables 
with a team of experienced naturalist guides.

•  Encounters with local people.
•  A variety of idyllic landscapes: atolls, coral 

reefs, lagoons, granite landscapes, white-sand 
beaches, a rich and preserved fauna and flora.

• In Praslin, the Vallée de Mai nature reserve.
•  Discovery of the Scattered Islands, a geological 

sanctuary with nature reserve status since 1975.
• Possibility of diving (PADI Advanced Open 

Water Diver or equivalent) with an experienced 
instructor on board and of snorkelling with 
your expedition team.

HIGHLIGHTS:

VICTORIA, MAHÉ

Glorieuses

Alphonse
SEYCHELLES

Assumption Indian Ocean

Praslin

Mohéli

Mamoudzou
NOSY BE

MADAGASCARMayotte

Comoros
Scattered Islands

Flight to
Mauritius

Astove

Nosy Komba

DAY ITINERARY                                

1 Victoria, Mahé (Seychelles)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                  Departure: 18.00  

2 Praslin Island (Seychelles)

3 Alphonse Island (Seychelles)

4 Astove Island (Seychelles)

5 Assumption Island (Seychelles)

6 Glorieuses, Scattered Islands (Seychelles)

7 Mohéli (Comoros)

8 Mamoudzou (Mayotte)

9 Nosy Komba (Madagascar)

10 Nosy Be (Madagascar)                                              Arrival: 08.00
Disembarkation and transfer to the airport.. 
Flight Nosy Be / Port Louis (Mauritius)

MAHÉ • NOSY BE  
14th February 2021 

NOSY BE • MAHÉ  
23rd February 2021 

LE BOUGAINVILLE 
10 days / 9 nights
From € 4,790

This cruise operates in both directions.
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Madagascar,  
Reunion & Mauritius  

Reunion Island   
Mountainous, tropical, volcanic, lush, and lined with idyllic beaches – Reunion 
Island has many faces and yet is unique. A true concentration of the planet’s most 
beautiful landscapes, this island, which rose from the depths of the Indian Ocean, 
embodies the forces of nature wonderfully. The two majestic shield volcanoes, 
Piton des Neiges and Piton de la Fournaise, the cirques and remparts (steep 
rock walls), listed as UNESCO World Heritage, offer spectacular panoramas. Due 
to its rugged terrain, the island boasts a multitude of microclimates which are 
conducive to the development of an extremely varied fauna and flora.

Mauritius    
The pearl of the Indian Ocean, Mauritius has magnificent surprises in store: 
folkloric markets full of colour and perfume, delicious culinary specialities, 
turquoise lagoons, and a unique multicultural historic heritage. The Black River 
Gorges National Park is one of the island’s most beautiful natural treasures. While 
the lush primary forest that once covered the island has practically disappeared 
to the benefit of sugar cane crops and tea plantations, the park is still able to offer 
visitors guava trees, ebony trees and palm trees welcoming many endemic bird 
species. Do not miss the visit to the Pamplemousse National Botanical Garden, 
famous for its giant water lilies

•  Discovery of the Seychelles, the Scattered 
Islands, Madagascar, Reunion Island and 
Mauritius, all on the one same cruise.

•  A variety of idyllic landscapes: atolls, coral 
reefs, lagoons, mangrove, white-sand beaches, 
granite islands.

•  Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables 
with a team of experienced naturalist guides.

•  UNESCO World Heritage Site: the area of 
Pitons, cirques and remparts of Reunion Island.

•  On Reunion Island, a scenic helicopter flight 
over the famous “cirques” (optional).

•  In the Seychelles, Anse Source d’Argent, the 
most famous beach of La Digue, surrounded by 
large blocks of granite and edged with coconut 
palms.

•  Discovery of the Scattered Islands, a geological 
sanctuary with nature reserve status since 1975.

•  In Madagascar, a rich and preserved endemic 
flora and fauna.

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Advanced Open 
Water Diver or equivalent) with an experienced 
instructor on board and of snorkelling with 
your expedition team.

HIGHLIGHTS:

VICTORIA, MAHÉ

Glorieuses

AlphonseSEYCHELLES
Indian Ocean

La Digue

MADAGASCAR

Nosy Komba

PORT LOUIS

Pointe des Galets

Majunga

Nosy Mitsio

Sainte Marie

REUNION
MAURITIUS

DAY ITINERARY                                

1 Victoria, Mahé (Seychelles)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 Departure: 18.00  

2 La Digue Island (Seychelles)
3 Alphonse Island (Seychelles)
4 At sea
5 Glorieuses, Scattered Islands (France)
6 Nosy Komba (Madagascar)
7 Majunga (Madagascar)
8 Nosy Mitsio (Madagascar)
9 At sea
10 Sainte-Marie Island, Nosy Nato (Madagascar)
11 At sea
12 Pointe des Galets (Reunion)

13 Port Louis (Mauritius)                                                    Arrival: 07.00
Disembarkation  

MAHÉ • PORT LOUIS 
21st February and 17th March 2021 

PORT LOUIS • MAHÉ  
5th March 2021

LE JACQUES-CARTIER  
13 days / 12 nights
From € 5,370

This cruise operates in both directions.
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Madagascar &  
South Africa 

Mayotte    
Mayotte, a small French archipelago sitting between the vast expanse of 
continental Africa and the huge island of Madagascar, is home to many natural 
treasures. Protected by a double barrier reef – an extremely rare geological 
formation –, its lagoon is the refuge of an incredibly rich fauna. Tropical fish, 
dolphins, rays, giant turtles and the region’s last dugongs can be observed here. 
Humpback whales are also fond of the warm waters in this peaceful lagoon, 
coming here to birth and rear their calves: a unique and magical spectacle.

Richards Bay     
A simple fishing village in the past, Richards Bay is now South Africa’s second 
port. Despite the significant development of industrial activity, particularly in 
terms of mineral extraction, Richards Bay is one of the country’s cleanest and 
most environmentally responsible towns. Bordering the Indian Ocean, the town 
is a haunt for water sport enthusiasts. In the heart of the Hluhluwe Game Reserve, 
nature lovers will be able to observe the wild fauna, made up of crocodiles, 
hippos and different bird species, as well as rich subtropical flora. Richards Bay 
is the departure point for many excursions heading off to discover Zulu country.

•  Discover the natural and historical treasures of 
Zanzibar, the Comoros, Mayotte, Madagascar 
and South Africa.

•  UNESCO World Heritage sites: Zanzibar’s 
Stone Town, iSimangaliso Wetland Park 
from Richards Bay, home to hippos and Nile 
crocodiles, the Cape of Good Hope and its 
cliffs plunging sharply into the Atlantic Ocean, 
Robben Island, where the Nobel Peace Prize 
winner Nelson Mandela was held prisoner.

•  Wildlife : a great variety of lemurs in 
Madagascar, the Comoros and Mayotte, the 
chance to see the emblematic species of the 
African continent during a safari in a reserve.

•  Phezulu Safari Park and the history of the 
traditional Zulu tribes.

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Open Water Diver or 
equivalent) with an experienced instructor on 
board. 

HIGHLIGHTS:

Indian Ocean

MADAGASCAR

ZANZIBAR
TANZANIA

MamoudzouMutsamudu

CAPE TOWN

SOUTH 
AFRICA

Morondava

Majunga

Durban
Richards Bay

Port Elizabeth

DAY ITINERARY                      PORT OF CALL DURATION                                

1 Zanzibar (Tanzania)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                  Departure: 18.00  

2 At sea

3 Mutsamudu, Anjouan (Comoros) Full day

4 Mamoudzou (Mayotte, France) Morning 

5 Majunga (Madagascar) Full day 

6 At sea

7 Morondava (Madagascar) Full day

8, 9 At sea

10 Richards Bay (South Africa) Full day 

11 Durban (South Africa) Full day 

12 At sea

13 Port Elizabeth (South Africa) Full day

14 At sea

15 Cape Town (South Africa)                                              Arrival: 08.00
Disembarkation  

ZANZIBAR • CAPE TOWN 
LE JACQUES-CARTIER 
15 days / 14 nights 
12th April 2021

From € 5,480
NEW

 DIVING

LECTURER
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Along the  
South-African coastline 

Cape Town   
Dynamic and peaceful, cosmopolitan and hip, Cape Town offers its visitors 
a most unique mix. Located in the heart of one of the most beautiful bays in 
the world and dominated by the famous Table Mountain, it is graced with 
extraordinary landscapes including sheer cliffs that plunge into the Atlantic 
Ocean and vast white-sand beaches. We invite you to cruise aboard Le Lyrial to 
discover this incredible city, the South-African capital of fashion, the art of living, 
and gastronomy. Further on, the Cape of Good Hope Nature Reserve awaits you 
and is home to a wide variety of endemic fauna and flora.

Durban    
As your vessel cruises along the coast 
of Durban, from the exterior decks you 
will be able to admire the long beaches 
washed by waves from the Indian Ocean 
and the skyscrapers that overlook the 
jacaranda-lined avenues. This port of call 
will be a chance for you to visit the deep 
Valley of a Thousand Hills where you will 
be introduced to traditional Zulu villages. 
In the heart of the Phezulu reserve, you’ll 
discover the subtleties, customs and 
beliefs of this strange people whose tribal 
culture is both ancient and modern and 
whose history and legends are bound to 
impress you.

•  A cruise to discover South Africa's natural and 
cultural wonders.

•  The visit to Robben Island, a tiny UNESCO 
World Heritage Site where the Nobel Peace 
Prize winner Nelson Mandela was held 
prisoner.

•  Cape of Good Hope and its cliffs plunging 
sharply into the Atlantic Ocean, overlooking 
the immense white sandy beaches.

•  The chance to see the emblematic species 
of the African continent during a safari in a 
reserve.

•  Phezulu Safari Park and the history of the 
traditional Zulu tribes.

• After your cruise, you have the opportunity of 
going on safari in the Kruger National Park, 
inside the largest game reserve in South Africa.

HIGHLIGHTS:

CAPE TOWN

DURBAN

Richards Bay

Port Elizabeth

SOUTH
AFRICA

Indian Ocean

DAY ITINERARY                       PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Cape Town (South Africa)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 

2 Cape Town (South Africa) Full day

3 At sea

4 Port Elizabeth (South Africa) Full day

5 Port Elizabeth (South Africa) Full day

6 At sea

7 Richards Bay (South Africa) Full day

8 Durban (South Africa) Full day

9 Durban (South Africa)                                                      
Disembarkation : 08.00  

CAPE TOWN • DURBAN 
LE LYRIAL
9 days / 8 nights 
28th March 2021

From € 2,910

LECTURER
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South Africa    
At the Southern tip of the African continent lies a country whose 
poignant past remains in all our memories, made up of a mosaic 
of people and cultures: South Africa. Bathed by the Atlantic and 
Indian Oceans, the “rainbow nation” offers an infinite variety of 
topographies and landscapes, including national parks and nature 
reserves, century-old grapevines growing under the watchful eye  

of majestic white manor houses, long sandy beaches bordered by 
a turquoise sea, and mountain chains... During your stopovers, we 
invite you to take this opportunity to enjoy an African safari and 
meet the famous "Big Five" of the African savannah.

The Scattered Islands  
& Madagascar

Zulu culture    
Emblematic of South Africa, the Zulu people fascinate and 
intrigue through their carefully preserved traditions that 
have been perpetuated for millennia. Today representing the 
largest ethnic group in the country, the “people of the sky” 
were originally just a small Bantu tribe who, under the impetus 
of the famous warrior Shaka, became a powerful empire. Your 
ports of call at Richards Bay and Durban will be the gateway to 
the province of KwaZulu-Natal, the cradle of Zulu culture. In the 
heart of this province, between the tribal dances, polyphonic 
songs and drum rolls, you will enjoy a unique opportunity to 
discover the beliefs and rites of this mythical nation.

NEW

Majunga
A lively and cosmopolitan town on the west coast of 
Madagascar, Majunga, also called Mahajanga, will be a port 
of call rich in discoveries. The former capital of the Sakalava 
kingdom, then a significant interchange due to its prime 
position between Africa and the Middle East, the city displays 
an interesting cultural patchwork. Also renowned for its 
outstanding natural sites, this port of call will provide you 
with the opportunity to discover Anakarafantsika National 
Park, home to many endemic animal and plant species, or the 
Cirque Rouge, immense red sandstone formations classified as 
national heritage.



More information on www.ponant.com
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The Scattered Islands  
The Scattered Islands are like minuscule confetti sprinkled around Madagascar to 
form an archipelago of unrivalled beauty. Their geographical isolation, and their 
very limited human settlement make them a true geological sanctuary, classed 
as a nature reserve since 1975. Regularly used as the “zero point” in scientific 
studies, they offer their rare visitors almost pristine vegetation composed 
mainly of mangrove, as well as long beaches of shimmering sand stretching out 
behind turquoise lagoons, and coral reefs that are home to the world’s highest 
concentration of sea turtles.

Nosy Tanikely  
In the heart of the Nosy Be archipelago, discover Nosy Tanikely, nicknamed the 
“island of little earth.” In addition to a magnificent white sand beach bordering a 
lagoon of crystal-clear waters, the island, which is uninhabited, has exceptional 
marine and terrestrial biodiversity. Thanks to this, the area has been classified as 
a “marine and coastal protected area” since 2010. It is a perfect spot for swimming 
and snorkelling. Hiking fans won’t be left out either: a stunning walk that climbs 
to the summit of the island will enable them to discover the old lighthouse built 
at the beginning of the 20th century and enjoy superb views over the ocean and 
surrounding islands.

•  Discover the preserved wildlife’s treasures of 
the Scattered Islands, Madagascar, and South 
Africa. 

•  Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables 
with a team of experienced naturalist guides. 

•  UNESCO site: iSimangaliso Wetland Park 
and its many hippopotamuses and Nile 
crocodiles, from Richards Bay.

•  A variety of idyllic landscapes: atolls, coral 
reefs, lagoons, white-sand beaches, a rich and 
preserved fauna and flora, savannah.

•  Discover the Scattered Islands, a geological 
sanctuary with nature reserve status since 1975.

•  Paradisiacal beaches and extraordinary coral 
reefs of Nosy Tanikely.

•  Before your cruise, you have the opportunity 
of going on safari in the Kruger National Park, 
inside the largest game reserve in South 
Africa, or visiting the stunning Victoria Falls. 

HIGHLIGHTS:

Glorieuses

Indian Ocean

MADAGASCAR

Majunga

DURBAN

SOUTH
AFRICA

Europa

Juan de Nova 

Nosy Tanikely

Morondava

Tulear

Richards Bay

DAY ITINERARY                       

1 Durban (South Africa)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                Departure: 18.00  

2, 3 At sea

4 Europa, Scattered Islands (France)

5 At sea

6 Juan de Nova, Scattered Islands (France)

7 At sea

8 Glorieuses, Scattered Islands (France)

9 Nosy Tanikely (Madagascar)

10 Majunga (Madagascar)

11 At sea

12 Morondava (Madagascar)

13 Tulear (Madagascar)

14, 15 At sea

16 Richards Bay (South Africa)

17 Durban (South Africa)                                                         Arrival: 07.00
Disembarkation  

 DIVING

DURBAN • DURBAN 
LE LYRIAL - 17 days / 16 nights 
5th April 2021

From € 6,110
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Polynesia
The Pacific’s Garden of Eden

Whether it’s the famous islands of Tahiti, Bora Bora or Hawaii,  
or the more secret Marquesas or Austral Islands, PONANT invites you  

to discover the most beautiful landscapes in Polynesia.

Between volcanic peaks covered in dense forest, enchanting waterfalls, 
deserted fine sandy beaches, turquoise lagoons and coral reefs teeming  

with life, these paradisiacal islands will open the doors to a preserved  
natural world of almost surreal beauty.
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1 - Monumental moai statues, Easter Island.
2 - Beach of Raivavae, Austral Islands, Polynesia.

3 - Tuamotu seabed.
1

2 3
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Tuamotu - Rangiroa  
With its rings of coral lined with white sand and its crystal-clear lagoons, Tuamotu, an archipelago 
of 76 atolls located in the heart of the Pacific Ocean, could rightly be considered paradise on 
earth. These atolls are the vestiges of ancient volcanoes submerged by the lagoon. They are so 
numerous and small that it took many years to establish exactly how many of them there were. 
They are one of the richest marine wildlife environments in the world. At the heart of this myriad of 
idyllic islands, Rangiroa, meaning “vast sky” in Polynesian, is very aptly named. The lagoon of the 
largest atoll in Polynesia is reminiscent of the heavens, imprisoned by hundreds of islets formed 
by sand that veers from immaculate white to pink. But the beauty of Rangiroa, classed by Captain 
Cousteau as one of the most beautiful diving spots in the world, is most evident in its underwater 
life: you will have the occasion of admiring all the richness of the site on a snorkelling tour or on 
a glass-bottom boat tour.

The Austral Islands  
For the very first time, PONANT invites you to discover one of French Polynesia’s most secret 
and little-known archipelagos: the Austral Islands. Scattered on either side of the Tropic of 
Capricorn, these lands of volcanic origin promise an exceptional voyage into the heart of a well-
preserved and extremely contrasted natural setting. Between white sandy beaches bordering 
crystal-clear waters, spectacular cliffs, mountainous relief, dense forest and limestone caves, 
you will enjoy unique landscapes, at times magical, at times mysterious. The archipelago has 
seven islands, only five of which are inhabited. As your cruise unfolds, you will discover Raivavae 
and its many archaeological sites dating from the pre-European era, Tubuai and its paradisiacal 
lagoon surrounded by eight motus, Rurutu and its impressive geological formations, as well as 
Rimatara and its endemic species which developed due to the island’s isolation. In addition to 
its natural and historical treasures, the archipelago will show you its very rich craftsmanship, 
marked in particular by the weaving of leaves from pandanus, banana trees or even coconut 
trees.

Easter Island  
Halfway between Chile and Tahiti, Easter Island, also known as Rapa Nui, is a mysterious and 
fascinating land considered to be the most isolated in the world. Steeped in an almost mystical, 
timeless aura, the vestiges of Easter Island’s civilisations can be found within the safe confines of 
Rapa Nui National Park, listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. During your cruise, do not miss 
the stop on this mythical island with black lava cliffs against which crashes the clearest water in 
the world, to discover its Moai, monumental statues which turn their backs to the sea and face 
the settlements as a sign of protection. Many questions remain unanswered to this day, including 
“Why were they sculpted?” and “How were they transported?”. Despite recent discoveries, the island 
we call “navel of the world” jealously guards its secrets and remains a legendary destination for 
travellers.

Polynesia   
 in the spotlight 



More information on www.ponant.com
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Polynesia: the Austral 
Islands & Bora Bora 

Rurutu     
Far from the traditional tourist circuits, you’ll discover the wildest and most 
surprising parts of French Polynesia. In the heart of the Austral archipelago, 
over 500 km south-west of Tahiti, your ship will make a port of call at Rurutu, an 
elevated coral island of absolutely unique beauty. Carved with countless caves 
and surrounded by spectacular cliffs, this land of volcanic origin will reveal its 
mysterious and preserved landscapes to you. A real geological phenomenon, 
the troglodyte island also offers magnificent summits covered in lush vegetation 
that will delight hiking fans.

Papeete      
Capital of French Polynesia, Papeete is located on the north-west coast of the 
island of Tahiti. If Tahiti as a whole is renowned throughout the world for its 
legendary beauty and its precious pearls, Papeete is one of the jewels in its 
crown. At the water’s edge, bungalows on stilts offer a breathtaking view over 
the azure lagoons, whilst the lush forests are teeming with secret and wild areas, 
without forgetting the “Mapuru Paraita” market, for which the city is famous. 
Do not miss the chance to immerse yourself in this concerto of multicoloured 
flavours.

•  An 100% Polynesian brand-new cruise to 
discover islands considered to be the most 
beautiful in the world.

•  Exceptional ports of call throughout the Austral 
Islands archipelago: turquoise lagoons, marine 
caves, white sand beaches, the chance to swim 
in the heart of a huge natural aquarium.

•  Discover Polynesia’s culture and traditions.

•  A number of excursions are possible from 
Moorea: outings and photo safari through the 
deep valleys and the pineapple plantations, 
panoramic view from the scenic lookout, 
dolphin and whale watching (in October only), 
discovery of Polynesia’s traditional way of life 
and customs…

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Open Water Diver or 
equivalent) with an experienced instructor on 
board.

HIGHLIGHTS:

Bora Bora

PAPEETE

FRENCH POLYNESIA

Pacific Ocean

Moorea Tahiti

Raivavae

Tubuai

Austral Islands
Rurutu

Rimatara

DAY ITINERARY                       PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Papeete, Tahiti Island (Fr. Polynesia)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 Departure: 19.00  

2 At sea

3 Raivavae, Austral Islands (Fr. Polynesia) Full day

4 Tubuai, Austral Islands (Fr. Polynesia) Full day

5 Rurutu, Austral Islands (Fr. Polynesia) Full day

6 Rimatara, Austral Islands (Fr. Polynesia) Full day

7 At sea

8 Bora Bora, Society Islands  
(French Polynesia) Full day

9 Moorea Island (Fr. Polynesia)
Papeete, Tahiti Island (Fr. Polynesia)

Full day
Late arrival

10 Papeete, Tahiti Island (Fr. Polynesia)   
Disembarkation  

PAPEETE • PAPEETE  
10 days / 9 nights 

LE BORÉAL - 10th October 2020
LE SOLÉAL - 4th May 2021

From € 3,920

 DIVING
NEW

LECTURER
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Treasures of Polynesia 

Bora Bora     
There are no words to describe the extravagant and disarming beauty of Bora 
Bora. With its vast ring of coral encircling the majestic silhouette of Mount 
Otemanu, the pearl of the Leeward Islands offers travellers perfect harmony in 
infinite shades of blue or an explosion of colours with red hibiscuses and tropical 
fish. Your ship will take you to the heart of this earthly paradise that is more 
beautiful than you can imagine – an unspoiled Eden with extraordinary marine 
life. Succumb to the delightfully sweet scent of Tahitian flowers and vanilla, and 
discover ancestral Polynesian traditions.

Huahine     
Located less than 200 kilometres north-west of Tahiti, Huahine Island is a secret 
gem in French Polynesia. This is where the most extensive archaeological 
remains in Polynesia can be found: the “Marae”, where sacrifices were made 
to the gods, have been superbly preserved and create a solemn and sacred 
atmosphere. Considered to be the “cradle of Polynesian culture”, Huahine offers 
its visitors dense vegetation, long beaches of golden sand, and a lagoon with 
colours ranging from turquoise to emerald. When your ship calls here, don’t miss 
the chance to discover the incredible open- air stone temples, or to dive into the 
crystal waters of the lagoon.

•  Set sail for a cruise 100% Polynesia and 
discover islands regarded as the most beautiful 
in the world.

•  Discover Polynesia’s culture and traditions.

•  Enjoy white sand beaches and swimming in 
the calm, clear waters of this archipelago.

•  A number of excursions are possible from 
Moorea: outings and photo safari through the 
deep valleys and the pineapple plantations, 
panoramic view from the scenic lookout, 
dolphin watching, discovery of Polynesia’s 
traditional way of life and customs…

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Open Water Diver or 
equivalent) with an experienced instructor on 
board.

HIGHLIGHTS:

Bora Bora

Motu Ceran
Huahine

PAPEETE

FRENCH POLYNESIA

Pacific Ocean

Moorea
Tahiti

Rangiroa

Raiatea

Mataiva

DAY ITINERARY                      PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Papeete, Tahiti (Fr. Polynesia)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 Departure: 18.00  

2 Mataiva, Tuamotu (Fr. Polynesia) Full day

3 Rangiroa, Tuamotu  
(French Polynesia) Full day

4 Huahine, Society Islands (Fr. Polynesia) Afternoon

5 Raiatea, Society Islands (Fr. Polynesia) Full day and 
evening

6
Sailing around Tahaa Island 
Motu Ceran, Society Islands  
(French Polynesia)

Full day

7, 8 Bora Bora, Society Islands 
(French Polynesia) Full days

9 Moorea Island (Fr. Polynesia)
Papeete, Tahiti Island (Fr. Polynesia)

Full day
Late arrival

10 Papeete, Tahiti Island (Fr. Polynesia)   
Disembarkation  

PAPEETE • PAPEETE  
10 days / 9 nights 

LE BORÉAL - 19th October 2020
LE SOLÉAL - 13th May 2021

From € 3,920

 DIVING

LECTURER
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Polynesia  
& Easter Island 

Gambier archipelago      
Aboard your ship, we invite you to come and discover the most remote and 
little-known Polynesian archipelago: the Gambier Islands. The tall island of 
Mangareva, meaning “floating mountain” in Polynesian, is an unusual place 
between sea and ocean, surrounded by a magnificent coral reef and boasting an 
unusual, lush vegetation including pines and tropical flowers. Far from the usual 
tourist destinations, these islands are encircled by a large ring of coral, forming 
a lagoon of varying and changing colours. When the ship calls in Rikitea, come 
and discover the town’s exceptional cultural heritage, including its wonderful 
cathedral built entirely from coral and wood and the quality of its black pearls.

Pitcairn       
During your cruise, your ship will take you to the Pitcairn Islands, an unspoiled 
and idyllic subtropical environment with crystal clear water, abundant flora and 
endemic wildlife. First, its capital, Adamstown, a charming village named after 
James Adam, one of the mutineers of the famous HMS Bounty. During your 
stop here, do not miss the chance to visit the museum, which houses a large 
collection of objects retrieved from the Bounty. Farther North, sail past Ducie 
Island, surrounded by a turquoise lagoon encircled by precious coral reefs that 
are home to rich and surprising marine life.

•  A cruise in partnership with National 
Geographic Expeditions offering enrichment 
with a National Geographic Photographer and 
an Expert onboard.

•  Presence on board of a team made up of an 
expedition leader and 10 naturalist-guides, 
who will accompany you on every outing, 
shore visit and activity.

•  From Hanga Roa, discover the impressive Ahu 
Tahai and its monumental statues listed as 
Archaeological Heritage by UNESCO.

•  From Aukena, visit a pearl farm.

•  In Rikitea, visit Saint Michel’s Cathedral.

The stopover in Adamstown is highly dependent on 
weather and tidal conditions.

HIGHLIGHTS:

PAPEETE

Pacific Ocean

Gambier Islands

FRENCH POLYNESIA

Adamstown

Rikitea / Aukena

HANGA ROA
Pitcairn

Easter Island

Rangiroa
Tuamotu Islands

DAY ITINERARY                      

1 Papeete, Tahiti Island (French Polynesia)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                  Departure: 18.00  

2 Rangiroa, Tuamotu Islands (French Polynesia)

3, 4 At sea

5 Rikitea, Gambier Islands (French Polynesia)

6
Aukena, Gambier Islands (French Polynesia)
Sailing around Temoe Atoll (French Polynesia)

7 At sea

8 Adamstown, Pitcairn (Pitcairn)

9 Sailing along Ducie Island (Pitcairn)

10, 11 At sea

12, 13 Hanga Roa, Easter Island (Chile)

14 Hanga Roa, Easter Island (Chile)    
Disembarkation : 08.00  

This cruise operates in both directions.

 PAPEETE • HANGA ROA   
LE BORÉAL - 28th Oct. 2020 

 HANGA ROA • PAPEETE  
LE SOLÉAL - 7th April 2021
14 days / 13 nights   From € 4,580

  T

ROPICAL

 EXP E D I T ION

 N

ATURALIST



More information on www.ponant.com
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Marquesas Islands  
& Tuamotu 

The Polynesian atolls      
This cruise aboard Le Soléal will offer you a unique opportunity to discover the 
Polynesian atolls, consisting of sandy islets emerging at the surface of the Pacific 
Ocean. Formed by the collapse of a volcano, these islands with a more or less 
mountainous terrain are generally encircled by a coral ring. They boast an exceptional 
biodiversity, so you’ll be able to observe hundreds of different fish species in their 
colourful and captivating world. Lost in the midst of the South Pacific, this “Blue 
Paradise” offers the perfect blend of vast white sand beaches edged with palm trees 
in Moorea and the volcanic and mountainous landscapes of Tahiti.

Fatu Hiva      
Grandiose, striking and powerful, the 
Marquesas are more rugged than their 
Polynesian sisters. Here, you will find 
neither lagoons nor reefs; the archipelago’s 
charm lies in its extraordinary wild beauty: 
waterfalls flowing down vertiginous peaks, 
jagged cliffs sinking into the indigo sea, and 
lush vegetation. When the ship stops on 
the island of Fatu Hiva, the inhabitants of  
Omoa Bay, will welcome you with ukulele 
music and traditional songs. Do not miss 
your chance to discover these exotic dances 
and customs as the trade winds gently 
blow through the palm trees, infusing the 
island with the scent of frangipane and 
Tahitian flowers.

• A cruise in partnership with National 
Geographic Expeditions offering enrichment 
with a National Geographic Photographer and 
an Expert onboard.

• Set sail for a cruise 100% Polynesia and 
discover islands regarded as the most beautiful 
in the world.

•  Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables.

•  Discover the wonderful landscapes of volcanic 
ranges and peaks of the Marquesas Islands. 

•  A number of excursions are possible from 
Moorea: outings and photo safaris through the 
deep valleys and the pineapple plantations, 
panoramic view from the scenic lookout, 
discovery of Polynesia’s traditional way of life 
and customs…

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Advanced Open 
Water Diver or equivalent) with an experienced 
instructor on board and of snorkelling with 
your expedition team.

HIGHLIGHTS:

Moorea

Rangiroa

Hapatoni
Hatiheu / Taiohae

Hanavave

PAPEETE
FRENCH POLYNESIA

Pacific Ocean

Marquesas Islands

Raiatea

Hakahau

Makatea

Manihi

DAY ITINERARY                                

1 Papeete, Tahiti Island (French Polynesia)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                 Departure: 19.00  

2 Makatea, Tuamotu Islands (French Polynesia)
3 Manihi Atoll, Tuamotu Islands (French Polynesia)
4 At sea

5 Omoa, Fatu Hiva Island (French Polynesia)  
Hanavave ((Bay of Virgins), Fatu Hiva Island

6 Atuona, Marquesas Islands (French Polynesia)
Hapatoni, Tahuata Island (French Polynesia)

7 Hatiheu, Nuka Hiva Island (French Polynesia) 
Sailing in Anaho Bay, Nuku Hiva Island

8 Taiohae, Nuka Hiva Island (French Polynesia)
9 Hakahau, Ua Pou Island (French Polynesia)
10 At sea
11 Rangiroa, Tuamotu Islands (French Polynesia)
12 At sea

13 Sailing around Tahaa Island  
Raiatea, Society Islands (French Polynesia)

14 Moorea Island - Papeete, Tahiti Island (Fr. Polynesia)
15 Papeete, Tahiti Island (French Polynesia)  

Disembarkation : 08.00

PAPEETE • PAPEETE 
LE SOLÉAL - 15 days / 14 nights 
 20th April 2021

From € 6,110

NEW
 DIVING

  T

ROPICAL

 EXP E D I T ION

 N

ATURALIST



More information on www.ponant.com
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Hawaii &  
French Polynesia 

Motu Ceran      
Located off the island of Tahaa, in the Leeward Islands, Motu Ceran is a small 
desert island in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. This small surface of emerged 
land is a real paradise. The décor of this little island, its coconut plantations and 
its beaches surrounded by a marvellous coral garden are a treat for the eyes. 
Don’t hesitate to devote yourself to the joys of swimming or pure relaxation…  
An enchanted interlude in a unique setting.

Moorea       
Lush, emerald vegetation contrasting 
with the limpid turquoise of the ocean, 
wooden bungalows scattered along 
pristine beaches... The beauty of Moorea is 
sumptuous, unchanged since James Cook 
discovered the island in 1769. Edged with 
coral, this small island is renowned for its 
gardens of tropical flowers as well as for its 
pineapple plantations. Wander along the 
two bays that slice through the coral island, 
or head off to explore the Belvedere, which 
will offer you a breathtaking view over the 
volcanic peaks of the island. Unless you 
would rather encounter the many dolphins 
and rays that swim in the opalescent 
lagoon.

•  PONANT’s Loyalty Cruise, reserved to PONANT 
Yacht Club members only, in the presence of 
Jean Emmanuel Sauvée*, CEO and Founder of 
PONANT. There will be several surprises, to be 
discovered from day to day, on the occasion of 
this exceptional cruise.

•  Beach time, swimming and snorkelling in the 
crystal-clear waters of French Polynesia.

• Visit exceptional ports of call in the heart of the 
Marquesas Islands, whose volcanic landscapes 
are home to secluded bays and abundant 
wildlife.

•  Visit the small village of Atuona and discover 
the tombs of Paul Gauguin and Jacques Brel.

•  A number of excursions are possible from 
Moorea: outings and photo safaris through the 
deep valleys and the pineapple plantations, 
panoramic view from the scenic lookout, 
dolphin watching, discovery of Polynesia’s 
traditional way of life and customs…

• Possibility of diving (PADI Open Water Diver or 
equivalent) with an experienced instructor on 
board.

(*) Except in the event of force majeure.

HIGHLIGHTS:

HAWAII

Moorea

Rangiroa

Atuona / HapatoniTaiohae / Hatiheu

Omoa / Hanavave

PAPEETE

HONOLULU

FRENCH POLYNESIA

Pacific Ocean

Marquesas Islands

Equator line

Motu Ceran

DAY ITINERARY                      PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Honolulu, Hawaii (United States)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                  Departure: 18.00  

2 to 7 At sea
8 Taiohae, Nuka Hiva Island (Fr. Pol.) Afternoon and evening

9
Hatiheu, Nuka Hiva Island (Fr. Pol.) 
Sailing in Anaho Bay,  
Nuku Hiva Island (Fr. Polynesia)

Full day

10 Atuona, Marquesas Islands (Fr. Pol.) 
Hapatoni, Tahuata Island (Fr. Pol.)

Morning
Afternoon

11
Omoa, Fatu Hiva Island (Fr. Pol.) 
Hanavave (Bay of Virgins),  
Fatu Hiva Island (French Polynesia)

Morning
Afternoon

12 At sea
13 Rangiroa, Tuamotu (Fr. Pol.) Afternoon
14 Motu Ceran, Society Islands (Fr. Pol.) Afternoon

15 Moorea Island (Fr. Pol.) 
Papeete, Tahiti Island (Fr. Polynesia)

Full day
Arrival: 21.00

16 Papeete, Tahiti Island (French Polynesia)   
Disembarkation  

HONOLULU • PAPEETE 
LE BORÉAL - 16 days / 15 nights 
25th September 2020

From € 4,640

 DIVING
LOYALTY CRUISE

LECTURER



More information on www.ponant.com
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French Polynesia  
& Hawaii 

Atuona, Hiva Oa      
You’ll immediately understand why this remote and unusual chain of islands 
bathing in the crystal-clear waters of the Pacific Ocean inspired Jacques Brel’s 
final album. During your cruise, we will stop at Hiva Oa, considered to be the 
“garden of the Marquesas Islands.” A special kind of power and charm emanate 
from the craggy skyline and black sand beaches of this island. You’ll want to 
explore its lush, green valleys, home to impressive archaeological sites and a 
wide array of plants and wildlife. The island is also famous for housing the tombs 
of Paul Gauguin and Jacques Brel, as well as two small museums dedicated to 
their life and work.

Hawaii      
Located on the island of Oahu, capital of Hawaii, Honolulu, offers its visitors a 
different image of the American dream: young women wrapped in sarongs, 
colourful cocktails and coconut trees. Here, the sun is divine, the waves a surfers’ 
dream, and its volcano, Diamond Head, are all features that will win your heart. 
The view from Diamond Head is simply incredible. But Honolulu is also about art 
museums, cycling tracks, the famous Waikiki beach and a tourist district with 
festive night-time animation. As for amateurs of history, the Iolani and Ali-iolani 
Hale palaces provide insight into the singular destiny of this State.

•  Beach time, swimming and snorkelling in the 
crystal-clear waters of French Polynesia.

•  UNESCO World Heritage Site: from Hilo, 
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park.

•  Visit exceptional ports of call in the heart of the 
Marquesas Islands, whose volcanic landscapes 
are home to secluded bays and abundant 
wildlife.

•  Visit the small village of Atuona and discover 
the tombs of Paul Gauguin and Jacques Brel.

•  Possibility of diving (PADI Open Water Diver or 
equivalent) with an experienced instructor on 
board. 

HIGHLIGHTS:

HAWAII Hilo

Rangiroa

Atuona / HapatoniTaiohae / Hatiheu

Omoa / Hanavave

PAPEETE

HONOLULU

FRENCH POLYNESIA

Pacific Ocean

Marquesas Islands

Equator line

DAY ITINERARY                       PORT OF CALL DURATION

1 Papeete, Tahiti Island (French Polynesia)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00                  Departure: 18.00  

2, 3 Rangiroa, Tuamotu Islands
(French Polynesia)

Full day and 
morning

4 At sea

5
Omoa, Fatu Hiva Island (Fr. Polynesia) 
Hanavave (Bay of Virgins),  
Fatu Hiva Island (French Polynesia)

Morning
Afternoon

6 Atuona, Marquesas Islands (Fr. Polynesia) 
Hapatoni, Tahuata Island (Fr. Polynesia)

Morning
Afternoon

7 Sailing aroung Ua Pou  
Taiohae, Nuka Hiva Island (Fr. Polynesia) Afternoon

8 Hatiheu, Nuka Hiva Island (Fr. Polynesia) 
Sailing in Anaho Bay, Nuku Hiva Island

Full day

9 to 14 At sea

15 Hilo, Hawaii (United States) Full day

16 Honolulu, Hawaii (United States)                     Arrival: 07.30
Disembarkation  

PAPEETE • HONOLULU 
LE SOLÉAL - 16 days / 15 nights 
22nd May 2021

From € 4,640

 DIVING

LECTURER
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Shore Excursion Highlights

In the Arabian-Persian Gulf

On the majority of your ports of call, we invite you to enhance your trip with specially designed, high-quality optional excursions. Whether 
cultural (visits of sites, monuments and museums that are emblematic of the region) or active (hikes, excursions on bikes or kayaks), you 
will certainly find something to suit you among the wide range we offer. Full tour programme is available on our website www.ponant.com 
12 months prior to your cruise departure or with your travel agent. You can also pre-book your PONANT shore-excursions within 2 months 
before your cruise, and have them billed on board. Final programme will be sent with your cruise documents.
Below you will find some examples of the key excursions available in Polynesia and in the Indian Ocean for the Winter 2020-2021 
season.

 
PRE-BOOKABLE EXCURSION

Reservation and payment of these excursions must be made when booking your cruise or at least 60 days prior to your cruise. 
Price is available on our website www.ponant.com 12 months prior to your cruise departure or with your travel agent.

From Yangon, Myanmar 
Temples of Bagan 
(2 days/1 night) Price: please consult us

Enjoy a memorable day in Bagan, an immense Buddhist 
architectural complex known as “the City of four million 
pagodas”. Your visit will include the Shwezigon Pagoda, built 
to house a number of Buddha relics, as well as Thatbyinnyu, 
the highest temple of the site and the temple of Ananda, 
masterpiece of Mon architecture. If you wish, you can admire 
these sumptuous edifices from above during a hot-air balloon 
ride at daybreak. The following day, you will discover Myinkaba, 
a small village renowned for its ancestral craftsmanship.

Khasab, Oman
Musandam fjord aboard a dhow (3 h 30)   *

Board a dhow, a traditional Omani boat, for cruise along the 
sumptuous Arabian fjords. Defining the contours of the desertic 
and mountainous peninsula of Musandam, they offer an 
exceptional natural setting and are home to picturesque fishing 
villages with old-world charm. This will be the occasion for you to 
discover how life used to be in the sultanate, but also to enjoy a 
swim in the clear waters of the fjords.

Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Dubai legacy and heritage (7 h)    *

Go back to the Dubai of the 1900s, in the pearl-trading days, with 
a visit to the historic district of Bastakia. An immense labyrinth of 
narrow streets, it boasts magnificent ancient dwellings made up of 
high wind towers. A little further on you can discover the Heritage 
House, as well as one of the most beautiful examples of modern 
Islamic architecture, the Jumeirah Mosque.

Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates 
Al Ain, an oasis in the desert (8 h)    *

Known as the “Garden City,” Al Ain will offer you a refreshing and 
exotic break. Located in the desert, this small town that emerged 
thanks to the sources of water from the surrounding mountains 
will enchant you with its authenticity. Take a few moments to 
wander through the traditional market and the camel market, 
the largest in the United Arab Emirates. You will then be invited to 
enjoy a cup of Karak Tea in the home of an Emirati family: a unique 
moment of exchange and sharing.

*Price per person:   = less than € 50,   = from € 50 to € 100,    = from € 100 to € 150 ,     = more than € 150
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In the Indian Ocean

In Polynesia

Cochin, India
Alleypey backwaters by houseboat (7 h)    *

Sail along the Backwaters, the magnificent lagoons running along 
the coast of Kerala, to witness the authentic landscapes of the 
Malabar coast. From the decks of your ship, you will enjoy the 
sumptuous views of lush green paddy fields and the tropical forest. 
Through the dense foliage, you will be able to see churches, mosques 
and temples and will get a glimpse of the lives of the villagers. 

Moorea, French Polynesia
Polynesian lifestyle (6 h)   *

With a Tahitian family, immerse yourself in the Polynesian daily 
life.  You will join your host to take part in the traditional coconut 
raw fish, “poisson cru”, preparation. Your lunch will include some 
traditional delicacies such as ipo (Tahitian bread), breadfruit, 
salads, grilled fish, coconut and juice, which you can enjoy in the 
Fare Potee. Your day will continue with an initiation to pareo tying, 
and flower lei making.

Penang, Malaysia
Jewels of Georgetown by trishaw (4 h 15)   *

From the pier, board your trishaw and start your exploration of the 
historical city of Georgetown, classified by UNESCO. You will make 
a stop at a Chinese clan jetty, where the locals live in wooden 
houses perched on stilts over the water. Then you will discover the 
grand Khoo Kongsi, a symbol of filial piety. Next, visit the Pinang 
Peranakan Mansion of eclectic architecture, as well as the Blue 
Mansion, the mystic- shrouded Cheong Fatt Tze Mansion.

Rangiroa, French Polynesia
Snorkel the aquarium garden (1 h)  *

Board your local boat for a ride to Motu Nui Nui, a natural, open-
water aquarium renowned for its marine life. It will then be time 
to set out and explore the exceptional richness of this underwater 
world where you can admire a multitude of colourful fish and 
sumptuous coral reefs. You may even come across totally harmless 
black-tip sharks.

Richards Bay, South Africa
Hluhluwe & St. Lucia parks (12 h)     *

Set out to encounter the emblematic wildlife of South Africa. The 
programme for the day includes a safari in an open-topped vehicle 
through the Hluhluwe-Umfolozi nature reserve, a private lunch at 
a bush barbecue and a cruise on Lake St. Lucia, which is home to 
the largest concentration of crocodiles and hippos visible in South 
Africa.

Chennai, India
Kancheepuram, Indu sacred city (8 h 15)    *

Visit Kancheepuram, the “golden city of a thousand temples”. 
It is one of Hinduism's seven most sacred cities and a centre of 
culture and philosophy. You will discover there the temples of 
Kailasanatha and Ekambaranatha, characterised by towering 
“gopurams", as well as numerous shrines. The festive spectacle 
generated by the throngs of pilgrims is also worth seeing. 

Bora Bora, French Polynesia
Shark & ray snorkelling (3 h)  *

This half-day excursion will take you to see the marvels of Bora 
Bora lagoon. You will anchor on a shallow sand bank where you 
will discover elegant stingrays. Watch as your guide hand feeds 
them, you will be amazed as they glide around you. The harmless 
black-tip sharks are often seen in the lagoon and there is a high 
chance of an encounter. A snorkel trail through a coral garden will 
also be on the programme.

Trincomalee, Sri Lanka
UNESCO Dambulla (9 h)    *

Discover Sri Lanka's largest and best-preserved Temple: Dambulla’s 
Golden Cave Temple. The Cave monastery, home to Buddhist monks, 
is covered with exquisite 2,000-year-old murals depicting the life and 
times of the Lord Buddha, and has been the centre of pilgrimage for 
Buddhists and Hindus alike for 22 centuries. The shrines also house 
a collection of 157 statues of Buddha in various sizes and poses, 
including a 15-meter-long reclining Buddha.

Huahine, French Polynesia
Nature Adventure in Huahine (3 h 30)  *

Take a seat aboard an all-terrain vehicle for a panoramic trip 
around Huahine Iti. Peaceful and idyllic, this island will enchant 
you with its white sandy beaches, coral islets and luxuriant 
mountains. In order to discover the agricultural treasures of the 
island, you will visit one of its plantations. Then, as you travel from 
village to village, you will discover the culture of its inhabitants.

Cape Town, South Africa
Robben Island (5 h)  *

Do not miss the visit of Robben Island, a symbol of the political 
struggle against apartheid in South Africa. An orientation tour will 
lead you to the lime quarry where personalities in the struggle 
were put to back-breaking labour. Thereafter, join a walking tour 
through the maximum-security block, led by a former prisoner. A 
visit to Nelson Mandela's former cell is also included.
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Pre & Post Cruise 
Programmes

We invite you to enhance your cruise and extend your trip with carefully designed, high-quality programmes organised to tie in with the flights 
selected by PONANT. These are group excursions, and are available either immediately before or after your cruise; they must be booked before 
departure. Please find below samples of the programmes available in Polynesia and in the Indian Ocean for Winter 2020-2021 season. 
Full tour programme and prices are available on our website www.ponant.com 12 months prior to your cruise departure, or with your travel 
agent. 

Muscat, Oman

Treasures of the Oman desert (3 days /2 nights)
In addition to discovering Muscat, capital of the Sultanate of Oman, 
this brand-new programme offers the opportunity to explore the 
Wahiba Sands desert. The magnificent dunes with their changing 
colours, from golden to orangey-red according to the light, will offer 
you a unique spectacle. Take advantage of an outing in a 4x4 vehicle 
to fully appreciate these sumptuous landscapes. The site is home to 
plenty of wildlife: at sunrise, if you look carefully, you may be able to 
see the traces of some animals in the sand.

Your pre-cruise programme:
Mumbai • Colombo - 17th January 2021 aboard Le Lapérouse
Your post-cruise programme:
Colombo • Mumbai - 9th January 2021 aboard Le Lapérouse

Your pre-cruise programme:
Dubai • Muscat - 27th November 2020, 13th and 29th December 2020, 
and 14th and 30th January 2021 aboard Le Jacques-Cartier
Your post-cruise programme:
Muscat • Dubai - 19th November 2020, 5th and 21st December 2020, 
and 6th and 22nd January 2021 aboard Le Jacques-Cartier

Your post-cruise programme:
Dubai • Muscat - 27th November 2020, 13th and 29th December 2020, 
and 14th and 30th January 2021 aboard Le Jacques-Cartier

Your pre-cruise programme:
Muscat • Dubai - 19th November 2020, 5th and 21st December 2020, 
and 6th and 22nd January 2021 aboard Le Jacques-Cartier

From Mumbai, India Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

Agra and Jaipur (5 days/4 nights)
This programme will allow you to discover Agra, where many 
sultans left their mark on eternity, with buildings such as the 
majestic Taj Mahal, symbol of the undying love of an emperor for 
his favourite wife. The city is also home to the Red Fort, the former 
palace of the Rajput lords. You will also travel to Jaipur, the Pink 
City, at the heart of the “Land of Kings”: Rajasthan and its citadel-
palaces. 

Dubai and Bedouin traditions (3 days/2 nights)
Venture out into the Emirati desert, one of the largest expanses 
of sand in the world. There you will discover some of the most 
grandiose natural landscapes of the United Arab Emirates and 
will encounter Bedouins, the first inhabitants of these immense 
dunes stretching as far as the eye can see. They will share their 
ancient customs and their rich history with you, an unforgettable 
experience in an exceptional natural setting.
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From Zanzibar, Tanzania

Ngorongoro crater and Maasai people  
(3 days/2 nights)
In Northern Tanzania, discover the Ngorongoro Crater at the heart of 
the eponymous conservation area. As the world’s largest caldera, this 
exceptional natural site offers a breathtaking panorama and is home 
to an extremely rich fauna. You will then visit a Masai village where 
you’ll be able to learn about the traditions of this semi-nomadic 
people. You will also have the chance to visit Lake Manyara National 
Park: within the dense tropical rainforest, spend unforgettable 
moments observing blue monkeys, baboons and impalas.

Safari at Serengeti (4 days/3 nights)
The Serengeti National Park is the second-largest wildlife park in 
Africa with a population of 4 million animals: a real paradise for safaris 
that you will discover over 3 unforgettable days. From your lodge, 
your vehicle will take you to discover the lords of the savannah — 
lion, leopard, elephant, rhinoceros and buffalo— and huge herds of 
wildebeest, Thomson’s gazelle and zebra.

Your post-cruise programme:
Mumbai • Colombo - 28th December 2020 aboard Le Lapérouse
Malé • Colombo - 2nd February 2021 aboard Le Lapérouse

Your pre-cruise programme:
Zanzibar • Mahé - 24th March 2021 aboard  Le Bougainville
Zanzibar • Cape Town - 12th April 2021 aboard Le Jacques-Cartier
Your post-cruise programme:
Mahé • Zanzibar - 12th March 2021 aboard Le Bougainville
Port Louis • Zanzibar – 29th March 2021 aboard Le Jacques-Cartier

Your pre-cruise programme:
Zanzibar • Mahé - 24th March 2021 aboard  Le Bougainville
Zanzibar • Cape Town - 12th April 2021 aboard Le Jacques-Cartier
Your post-cruise programme:
Mahé • Zanzibar - 12th March 2021 aboard Le Bougainville
Port Louis • Zanzibar – 29th March 2021 aboard Le Jacques-Cartier

From Colombo, Sri Lanka

Your pre-cruise programme:
Colombo • Mumbai - 20th December 2020 aboard Le Lapérouse
Colombo • Malé  - 25th January 2021 aboard Le Lapérouse
Colombo • Port Klang - 10th February 2021 aboard Le Lapérouse

This programme is also available as a post-cruise programme 
(3 days/2 nights):
Yangon • Colombo - 7th December 2020 aboard Le Lapérouse

Colombo and Hill Country of Sri Lanka 
(4 days/3 nights)
After a panoramic tour of Colombo, you will travel to the city of 
Kandy, the last capital of the kings of Sri Lanka, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site. Around the majestic Kandy Lake, the city and its 
markets will offer you colours and emotions. You will also discover 
the Buddhist Temple of the Tooth before continuing your journey 
towards Nuwara Elyia, once known as “Little England” for the large 
British population there. This is considered to be one of the most 
beautiful journeys through the uplands of Sri Lanka. You will be 
immersed in the inimitable fragrances of pure Ceylon tea when 
you travel through the luxuriant tea plantations.

UNESCO heritage sites of Sri Lanka (3 days/2 nights)
After a panoramic tour of Colombo, you will reach Dambulla, a cave 
monastery and major pilgrimage destination, where the five gold 
and silver sanctuaries form an exceptional set of buildings and 
certainly the largest temple of its kind in Sri Lanka. In the Cave of the 
Great Kings, a 15m sleeping Buddha rests in the midst of a series of 
frescos from the 17th century. Your programme will continue with the 
discovery of the former capital of the province, Polonnaruwa, which is 
famous for its magnificent Buddhas carved directly into the granite, 
the most illustrious works of art in Sri Lanka.
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From Durban and Cape Town, South Africa

Majestic Victoria Falls (5 days/4 nights)
This magnificent programme will let you discover Victoria Falls, the 
spectacular waterfalls on the Zambezi River, between Zimbabwe and 
Zambia. You will also have the opportunity to admire the sunset during 
a cruise on the Zambezi. In the Chobe National Park in Botswana, 
you will be able to observe the African fauna, elephants in particular, 
during a 4x4 safari and then a cruise along the River Chobe when the 
animals come to water. A day of relaxation at your hotel located near 
the falls will let you discover the local crafts and, for sportier guests, 
have a go at rafting!

Safari in the Kruger National Park - stay at 
Lukimbi Lodge (4 days/3 nights)
You will fly to Kruger National Park. From there, you will be taken to 
your lodge. Then an unforgettable experience will begin, with two full 
days of safari that will give you the opportunity to see the Big Five: 
lions, rhinoceroses, African elephants, leopards and buffalos, in their 
natural habitat.

Your pre-cruise programme:
Durban • Durban - 5th April 2021 aboard Le Lyrial
This programme is also available as a post-cruise programme 
(4 days/3 nights) :
Zanzibar • Cape Town - 12th April 2021 aboard Le Jacques-Cartier

Your pre-cruise programme:
Durban • Durban - 5th April 2021 aboard Le Lyrial
Your post-cruise programme:
Cape Town • Durban - 28th March 2021 aboard Le Lyrial

Cape Town, South Africa

The Cape Peninsula (1 day)
Your day of discovery will lead you to the Cape of Good Hope Nature 
Reserve, situated at the point where the Atlantic and Indian Oceans 
meet. This location has encouraged the development of a variety of 
endemic species of both flora and fauna. Do not miss the emblematic 
Cape Point and its spectacular cliffs. The programme will enable you 
to observe the native colony of African penguins on Boulders Beach, 
before visiting the Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden.

Your post-cruise programme:
Zanzibar • Cape Town - 12th April 2021 aboard Le Lapérouse
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Papeete, Tahiti From Papeete, Tahiti

Discover Papeete and relax (2 days/1 night)
On arrival, you will be welcomed to French Polynesia with a lei and 
the word Maeva, which means welcome. You will feel like you have 
stepped into another world, particularly once you arrive at your 
luxury hotel. You will be handed the keys to your room as soon 
as you arrive. You will be able to spend a relaxing morning before 
setting off to visit the island. You will discover the Marae Arahurahu, 
an ancient meeting place in the Polynesian culture, and then the 
Water Gardens of Vaipahi during a bucolic and refreshing walk.

The Marquesas adventure (7 days/6 nights)
Lost in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, the Marquesas Islands are 
expecting you for an extraordinary Polynesian adventure. Set off 
in 4WD vehicles to explore secret valleys, waterfalls, “tiki” (statues 
of Polynesian gods) and sacred places of Marquesan mythology in 
the heart of lush tropical vegetation. The memory of Jacques Brel 
and Paul Gauguin lives on, and the population of the surrounding 
villages will welcome you simply and warmly into their daily lives.

Your pre-cruise programme:
Papeete • Papeete - 10th and 19th October 2020 aboard Le Boréal
Papeete • Papeete - 20th April 2021, 4th and 13th May 2021  
aboard Le Soléal

Your pre-cruise programme:
Papeete • Papeete - 10th and 19th October 2020 aboard Le Boréal
Papeete • Papeete - 4th and 13th May 2021 aboard Le Soléal

From Yangon, Myanmar

Highlights of Myanmar's Jade Empire  
(4 days/3 nights)
Discover Mandalay, the spiritual capital of the former Birman 
kingdom, still marked today with the secular traditions of the 
former Royal benefactor. Here, the people still know how to beat 
gold into fine sheets, sculpt teak into gracious divinities, carve 
marble and hammer iron to produce precious gongs. Not far 
from here, the former royal city of Amarapura has left a particular 
vestige: the longest teak bridge in the world, the U Bein bridge, a 
veritable link between the city and the shores of Thaung Tha Man 
Lake. You will also visit Bagan, the former religious capital and 
its main temples, such as Ananda (the most majestic and best 
preserved) as well as that of Kubyaukgyi. 

Your pre-cruise programme:
Yangon • Colombo - 7th December 2020 aboard Le Lapérouse
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The PONANT Fleet 
 in Polynesia and
the Indian Ocean

Fluid lines, streamlined bow: the exterior lines of our ships reflect  
the spirit of a subtly revisited nautical theme.

Aboard, our guests truly enjoy the relaxed elegance of the atmosphere, 
luxury amenities and service, experiencing a different and exclusive  

type of cruise. A concept of travel that is both intimate and luxurious.

Welcome aboard!
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Luxury Cruising, PONANT Style
With PONANT, access the world's treasures by sea, aboard luxurious limited-capacity small ships. 
French crew, expertise, attentive service, gastronomy: the promise of rare and special moments in a 
luxurious environment, for an immersive and refined travel experience.

Limited-capacity ships,  
personalised service
Our ships are designed to accommodate a limited number of 
guests, with just 92 staterooms and suites on our PONANT 
EXPLORERS series, 132 on Le Boréal and Le Soléal, 122 on  
Le Lyrial. 

This focus on a smaller number of staterooms is a far cry from 
the current industry trend towards gigantism and guarantees 
an aura of exclusivity for our guests. Because our ships are 
smaller, they can easily access original and less crowded ports 
of call.

Just like on a private yacht, our crew are determined to give 
each guest attentive and personalised service. And for even 
more comfort and peace of mind, our guests travelling in 
some of these suites have a butler at their disposal.
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The French Touch
PONANT is currently the only cruise line to sail under the French 
flag and as such is subject to some of the world’s strictest safety 
standards. Our officers are French and our highly approachable 
crew mainly bi-lingual. All announcements and presentations are 
made in both French and English.

PONANT extends this French Touch to the design, decor, service 
and gastronomy. Our carefully selected partners represent and 
perpetuate the French standard of excellence. Enjoy relaxed 
elegance in a luxurious environment, whatever your destination.

Spa & wellbeing between sea and sky
Your cruise is the ideal moment for treating yourself, and that is 
why PONANT has joined forces with the leading French cosmetic 
house, SOTHYS™ to offer you a series of expert, top-of-the-range 
treatments. The spa, the gym with large plate glass windows, the 
heated saltwater pool and the hair salon are an invitation to total 
relaxation on board.

A journey to the land of flavours
Whether you are having breakfast among friends with the horizon 
as special guest, a sun-kissed lunch on one of our exterior decks, 
or a delicious dinner prepared by our talented chefs in the elegant 
setting of our gastronomic restaurants, you will enjoy our refined 
and varied cuisine, served with a selection of wines presented by 
our expert sommeliers.

To continue its route to excellence aboard its ships, PONANT joined 
forces with Ducasse Conseil, a catering centre of excellence run by 
Alain Ducasse Entreprise.
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Le Boréal, Le Soléal  
and Le Lyrial 
Fitted with only 132 carefully designed staterooms and suites on Le Boréal, Le Soléal 
and 122 on Le Lyrial, 95% with balconies and all with sea views, our sisterships are 
perfectly in harmony with PONANT’s policy of offering all guests exacting levels of 
service and real contact with the crew, and by virtue of their compact size have the 
advantage of being able to sail near to far-off lands all over the world. 
These limited capacity ships are perfectly suited to island- and city-hopping.  
They boast large windows and exterior decks so guests can enjoy breath-taking  
views to the horizon.

Le Boréal, Le Soléal  
and Le Lyrial 
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Deck Plans

62

3

Gastronomic Restaurant - Marina

28 Deluxe Staterooms with private balcony 
8 Superior Staterooms (Staterooms 300 
& 301 have a porthole) - Main Lounge - 
Shop - Reception desk - Excursion desk 
- Medical centre

4 35 Prestige Staterooms with private 
balcony Theatre

5 37 Prestige Staterooms with private balcony 
(with 22 Prestige Staterooms convertible into 11 
Prestige Suites) - Fitness - Beauty Corner Sothys™: 
Balneo (Le Boréal), Hammam, Massage, 
Hairdresser - Relaxation room (Le Boréal) - 
Image & photo desk - Bridge

Le Boréal, Le Soléal: Owner’s Suite - 3 Deluxe 
Suites with private balcony - 20 Prestige 
Staterooms with private balcony (with 18 
Prestige Staterooms convertible into 9 
Prestige Suites) - Le Lyrial : Owner’s Suite  
1 Grand Privilege Suite - 3 Deluxe Suites 
with private balcony - 1 Grand Deluxe Suite - 
8 Privilege Suites - 1 Prestige Stateroom - Pool 
- Grill Restaurant - Internet space - Library - 
Panoramic lounge - Panoramic terrace

Open-air bar - Sun deck7

Deck 6 - Le Lyrial
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Owner’s Suite  
Deck 6
Privilege Suites 
Deck 6 - Le Lyrial 
Grand Privilege Suite 
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Prestige Staterooms 
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Deluxe Staterooms  
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Superior Staterooms  
Deck 3
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Le Boréal & Le Soléal accommodation

Discover Your Stateroom
Elegance and flexibility of the suites and staterooms,  

decorated by French interior designers, all with sea view.
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Cabines Supérieures - AUSTRAL
PONT 3

OWNER’S SUITE  (45 sq.m + 9 sq.m. private balcony / 484 sq.ft + 97 sq.ft. private balcony)

Deluxe Suites aboard Le Boréal : 1 shower and 1 bathtub.(1) Prestige Suites aboard Le Boréal & Le Soléal:  1 shower and 1 bathtub.
(2) Prestige Staterooms aboard Le Boréal & Le Soléal, decks 5 & 6:  1 shower or bathtub depends on cabins.  

20 PRESTIGE SUITES (36 sq.m. + 8 sq.m. private balcony / 398 sq.ft. + 86 sq.ft. private balcony)

92 PRESTIGE STATEROOMS (18 sq.m. + 4 sq.m. private balcony / 200 sq.ft. + 43 sq.ft. private balcony)

3 DELUXE SUITES (27 sq.m. + 6 sq.m. private balcony /
290 sq.ft. + 54 sq.ft. private balcony)

28 DELUXE STATEROOMS 
(18 sq.m. + 4 sq.m. private balcony / 200 sq.ft. + 43 sq.ft. private balcony)

8 SUPERIOR STATEROOMS
(21 sq.m. / 226 sq.ft)

• Individually-controlled airconditioning
• Stateroom layout: king-size bed, or twin beds, communicating 

Staterooms available (Children welcome)
• Minibar
• Flat screen satellite TV
• IPod™ docking stations
• Desk with stationery

• Safe 
• Hermès® bath products
• Dressing table, bath robes, hairdryer
• Direct line telephone
• 110V American (two flat pins) / 220V European (round 

sockets with two round pins)
• 24hr room service
• Inclusive Internet access Wifi
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Le Lyrial accommodation
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3 DELUXE SUITES 
27 sq.m. + 6 sq.m. private balcony
291 sq.ft. + 65 sq.ft. private balcony

28 DELUXE STATEROOMS 
18 sq.m. + 4 sq.m. private balcony 
194 sq.ft. + 43 sq.ft. private balcony

8 SUPERIOR STATEROOMS 
21 sq.m. / 226 sq.ft

GRAND DELUXE SUITE 
45 sq.m + 10 sq.m. private balcony 
484 sq.ft + 108 sq.ft. private balcony

8 PRIVILEGE SUITES 
36 sq.m + 8 sq.m. private balcony 
388 sq.ft. + 86 sq.ft. private balcony

73 PRESTIGE STATEROOMS 
18 sq.m. + 4 sq.m. private balcony / 194 sq.ft. + 43 sq.ft. private balcony) 

11 PRESTIGE SUITES  
36 sq.m. + 8 sq.m. private balcony / 388 sq.ft. + 86 sq.ft. private balcony

OWNER’S SUITE 
54 sq.m + 12 sq.m. private balcony / 581 sq.ft + 129 sq.ft. private balcony

GRAND PRIVILEGE SUITE 
54 sq.m + 12 sq.m. private balcony 
581 sq.ft + 129 sq.ft. private balcony

LOBBY
1 453 sq.ft / 135 sq.m Concierge lounge including 
reception, customer relations and excursions 
desk, concierge service

RESTAURANTS
• Gastronomic Restaurant

3 982 sq.ft / 370 sq.m 
Capacity: 268
Elegant main dining room for breakfast, lunch 
and dinner serving French and international 
cuisine, fine wine cellar

• Grill Restaurant
2 530 sq.ft / 235 sq.m
Inside capacity: 90
Outside capacity: 60
Casual eating venue for breakfast, buffet lunch 
and themed dinner

LOUNGES
• Main Lounge

2 745 sq.ft / 255 sq.m
Inside capacity: 110
Outside capacity: 30
Afternoon tea, lounge, live music, dance floor 
and cocktail bar
Access to the outside terrace

• Panoramic Lounge
1 184 sq.ft / 110 sq.m
Library, internet desk, cocktail bar, live
entertainment on selected evenings
Direct access to the panoramic terrace

• Open-air Bar (Pool deck)
   Seating: 50
   Overlooking the pool deck

RECREATION / RELAXATION
• Theatre

2 690 sq.ft / 250 sq.m
Capacity: 250
Main show room for conferences and live
entertainment on selected evenings
State-of-the-art audio and video technology

• Fitness & Beauty Corner
Fitness room: Kinesis equipment, running
machines, bicycles...
Beauty Corner Sothys™: Hairdresser,
Massage rooms (2), Balneo room, Hammam,
Relaxation room

• Leisure area
Wii™ area, photoshop
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The PONANT EXPLORERS:
Le Lapérouse, Le Bougainville
and Le Jacques-Cartier 
128 metres long, and just 88 staterooms, each with a private balcony, 4 suites, each with  
a plate glass window and private terrace… Guests aboard Le Lapérouse, Le Bougainville  
and Le Jacques-Cartier will find all of the special touches that have forged the reputation  
of PONANT cruises.
The smaller capacity creates an intimate atmosphere, while the 110 crew members provide
professional and attentive service.
These three new ships of the PONANT EXPLORERS series are all equipped with an 
underwater observation lounge, called Blue Eye. This lounge enables PONANT guests to 
become sub-aquatic explorers, in the heart of an underwater universe where all of their 
senses will be stimulated.
These new stars of the PONANT fleet are fitted with a movable marina platform, enabling 
guests to swim and engage in other activities directly from the ship. A submersible mini-port 
provides easy access to a number of nautical activities (kayaking, paddle boarding…).
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Owner's Suites  
Deck 5 (Deck 6 aboard Le Lapérouse)
Privilege Suites 
Deck 5 - 6  

Grand Deluxe Suites 
Deck 6 (Deck 5 aboard Le Lapérouse) 
Prestige Suites 
Deck 5 - 6  

Deluxe Suites 
Deck 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 
Prestige Staterooms 
Deck 4 - 5 - 6

Deluxe Staterooms 
Deck 3

7

6

Fitness - Ponant Yacht Spa - Sundeck

Panoramic lounge - 14 Prestige Staterooms 
(including 10 Prestige Staterooms convertible 
into 5 Luxury Suites) - 2 Deluxe Suites -  
2 Privilege Suites - 2 Grand Deluxe Suites 
(except aboard Le Lapérouse: 1 Grand Deluxe 
Suite and 1 Owner’s Suite) 4

5 Bridge - 29 Prestige Staterooms (including 1 
for person of reduced mobility and 26 Prestige 
Staterooms convertible into 13 Prestige Suites) 
- 1 Deluxe Suite - 2 Privilege Suites -  2 Owner’s 
Suites (except aboard Le Lapérouse: 2 Grand 
Deluxe Suites)

Restaurant - 23 Prestige Staterooms (including 
1 for person of reduced mobility) - 1 Deluxe Suite

Reception Desk - Excursion Desk - Main 
Lounge - Pool Deck - Shop - Medical 
Centre - Theatre - 13 Deluxe Staterooms 
- 1 Deluxe Suite

Marina
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*Aboard Le Lapérouse, the Owner's Suite is located on deck 6 (Suite 621)

**Aboard Le Lapérouse, the Suites 534 and 535 located on deck 5 are Grand Deluxe Suites.

Deck Plans
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Discover Your Stateroom*
Elegant and flexible Suites and Staterooms, 

decorated by French interior designers, all with sea view.

Accommodation

Patio

Dressing Room

Minibar

TV

TV

WC

WC

Shower

Balneo bathtub

Suite Prestige

Balcony Balcony

WCWC

ShowerShower

TVTV
Sofa Bed 

Minibar

Dressing Room

Minibar

Dressing Room

Suite Privilege

Dressing Room

Balcony

Minibar TV

WC

Shower

Dressing Room

Suite Deluxe

Dressing Room

Balcony

MinibarTV

WC

Shower

Dressing Room

Schlafsofa 

Dressing Room

Balcony

WC

Shower

TV

Minibar

Dressing Room

Balcony

WC

Shower

TV

Minibar

Dressing Room
TV

TV

WC

WC

Shower

Balneo bathtub

Hot tub

Patio

OWNER'S SUITE
45 sq.m + 40 sq.m. private terrace* with hot tub and sliding bay windows 
484 sq.ft + 430 sq.ft. private terrace* with hot tub  and sliding bay windows

GRAND DELUXE SUITES
45 sq.m + 30 sq.m. private terrace and sliding bay windows
484 sq.ft + 323 sq.ft. private terrace and sliding bay windows

4 PRIVILEGE SUITES
32 sq.m + 8 sq.m. private balcony with sliding bay window
344 sq.ft + 86 sq.ft. private balcony with sliding bay window

18 PRESTIGE SUITES
38 sq.m + 8 sq.m. private balcony with 
sliding bay window
409 sq.ft + 86 sq.ft. private balcony with 
sliding bay window

5 DELUXE SUITES
27,5 sq.m + 6 sq.m. private 
balcony with sliding bay window
291 sq.ft + 65 sq.ft. private balcony
with sliding bay window

13 DELUXE STAT.
19 sq.m + 4 sq.m. private balcony 
with French window
204 sq.ft + 43 sq.ft. private balcony 
with French window

66 PRESTIGE STAT.
19 sq.m + 4 sq.m. private balcony 
with sliding bay window
204 sq.ft + 43 sq.ft. private balcony
with sliding bay window

(*30 sq.m. of private terrace aboard Le Lapérouse - 323 sq.ft. of private terrace aboard Le Lapérouse)

(*except aboard Le Lapérouse)

(Deck 5: 40 sq.m. private terrace with hot tub*and sliding bay windows)
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RECEPTION AREA
140 sq.m.  - 1507 sq.ft  - Reception/concierge desk, 
excursions desk, ship’s administrative services, 
sales office, 50 sq.m. - 538 sq.ft  boutique.

MAIN LOUNGE
200 sq.m. - 2153 sq.ft which can accommodate 
all of our passengers to share convivial moments 
and to host activities organised during the day or 
evening.

BLUE EYE LOUNGE
Multi-sensory underwater space which can 
accommodate 40 passengers.

RESTAURANTS
•  Grill Restaurant

Capacity: 70
Buffets - Grills

•  Panoramic Restaurant
Capacity : all passengers
Buffet & table service 
opens onto the outside 

•  Individually-controlled airconditioning
•  Stateroom layout: king-size bed, or twin beds, communicating 

Staterooms available (Children welcome)
•  Minibar
•  Flat screen satellite TV
•  Video on demand
•  iPod™ docking stations 
•  Desk with stationery

•  Safe
•  Hermès® bath products
•  Dressing table, bath robes, Hairdryer
•  Direct line telephone
•  110V American (two flat pins) /220V European 
          (round sockets with two round pins)

•  24hr room service
•  Inclusive Internet access Wifi

RECREATION / RELAXATION 
•  Hydraulic platform 
-  Easier boarding 
- Easier Zodiac® embarkation and disembarkation
- Easier access to the sea for practising various 

water sports such as kayaking or paddle-
boarding.

• Pool deck
- Pool with a panoramic view, equipped with a 

counter-current swimming system
- Solarium
- Outdoor bar and lounge 

• Theatre
Capacity: 188
- Main show room for conferences and  live  
   entertainment on selected evenings
- State-of-the-art audio and video technology

Public areas

Amenities

(*Non-contractual plans, ships under construction)
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 Polynesia and 
Indian Ocean

Price List

The rates of our cruises are per person, based on double-occupancy and including taxes. 
For single-occupancy rates, please contact us.

For details, please refer to General and Particular Terms and Conditions of Sales, see pages 70 à 74.
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PAPEETE • HANGA ROA
On 28th October 2020; 13 nights 
Polynesia & Easter Island

PAPEETE • PAPEETE
On 4th May 2021; 9 nights 
Polynesia: the Austral Islands & Bora Bora

PAPEETE • PAPEETE 
On 20th April 2021; 14 nights 
Marquesas Islands & Tuamotu

PAPEETE • HONOLULU 
On 22nd May 2021; 15 nights 
French Polynesia & Hawaii

HANGA ROA • PAPEETE
On 7th April 2021; 13 nights 
Easter Island & Polynesia

PAPEETE • PAPEETE
On 13th May 2021; 9 nights 
Treasures of Polynesia

Superior Stateroom € 6,270 € 4,580 
Deluxe Stateroom € 6,770 € 4,930
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 7,180 € 5,220 
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 7,390 € 5,360 
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 7,610 € 5,520 
Deluxe Suite  € 10,280 € 7,390 
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 11,090 € 7,950 
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 11,420 € 8,180 
Owner's Suite € 11,990 € 11,990 

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                      € 650

Superior Stateroom € 5,420 € 3,920
Deluxe Stateroom € 5,850 € 4,220
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 6,550 € 4,720
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 6,880 € 4,950
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 7,230 € 5,190
Deluxe Suite  € 10,120 € 7,210
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 13,760 € 9,760
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 14,450 € 10,250
Owner's Suite € 16,620 € 16,620

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 450

Superior Stateroom € 8,430 € 6,110
Deluxe Stateroom € 9,100 € 6,580
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 10,200 € 7,350
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 10,700 € 7,700
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 11,240 € 8,070
Deluxe Suite  € 15,740 € 11,220
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 21,410 € 15,190
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 22,480 € 15,940
Owner's Suite € 25,850 € 25,850

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 700

Superior Stateroom € 6,310 € 4,640
Deluxe Stateroom € 6,810 € 4,990
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 7,220 € 5,270
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 7,440 € 5,430
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 7,660 € 5,580
Deluxe Suite  € 10,340 € 7,460
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 11,160 € 8,030
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 11,490 € 8,260
Owner's Suite € 12,060 € 12,060

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 750

Superior Stateroom € 6,270 € 4,580
Deluxe Stateroom € 6,770 € 4,930
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 7,180 € 5,220
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 7,390 € 5,360
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 7,610 € 5,520
Deluxe Suite  € 10,280 € 7,390
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 11,090 € 7,950
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 11,420 € 8,180
Owner's Suite € 11,990 € 11,990

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                      € 650

Superior Stateroom € 5,420 € 3,920
Deluxe Stateroom € 5,850 € 4,220
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 6,550 € 4,720
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 6,880 € 4,950
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 7,230 € 5,190
Deluxe Suite  € 10,120 € 7,210
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 13,760 € 9,760
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 14,450 € 10,250
Owner's Suite € 16,620 € 16,620

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 450
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HONOLULU • PAPEETE
On 25th September 2020; 15 nights 
Hawaii & French Polynesia

PAPEETE • PAPEETE 
On 19th October 2020; 9 nights 
Treasures of Polynesia

PAPEETE • PAPEETE 
On 10th October 2020; 9 nights 
Polynesia: the Austral Islands & Bora Bora

Superior Stateroom € 6,310 € 4,640
Deluxe Stateroom € 6,810 € 4,990
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 7,220 € 5,270
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 7,440 € 5,430
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 7,660 € 5,580
Deluxe Suite  € 10,340 € 7,460
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 11,160 € 8,030
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 11,490 € 8,260
Owner's Suite € 12,060 € 12,060

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                      € 750

Superior Stateroom € 5,420 € 3,920
Deluxe Stateroom € 5,850 € 4,220
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 6,550 € 4,720
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 6,880 € 4,950
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 7,230 € 5,190
Deluxe Suite  € 10,120 € 7,210
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 13,760 € 9,760
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 14,450 € 10,250
Owner's Suite € 16,620 € 16,620

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                      € 450

Superior Stateroom € 5,420 € 3,920
Deluxe Stateroom € 5,850 € 4,220
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 6,550 € 4,720
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 6,880 € 4,950
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 7,230 € 5,190
Deluxe Suite  € 10,120 € 7,210
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 13,760 € 9,760
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 14,450 € 10,250
Owner's Suite € 16,620 € 16,620

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                      € 450

Le Boréal

Le Soléal
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Le Lyrial
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CAPE TOWN • DURBAN
On 28th March 2021 ; 8 nights 
Along the South-African Coastline

DURBAN • DURBAN
On 5th May 2021 ; 16 nights 
The Scattered Islands & Madagascar

Superior Stateroom € 3,990 € 2,910
Deluxe Stateroom € 4,310 € 3,130
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 4,570 € 3,310
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 4,710 € 3,410
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 4,850 € 3,510
Deluxe Suite  € 6,540 € 4,690
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 9,410 € 6,700
Privilege Suite - Deck 6 € 9,690 € 6,900
Grand Deluxe Suite - Deck 6 € 10,180 € 7,240
Grand Privilege Suite - Deck 6 € 14,140 € 10,010
Owner's Suite € 14,280 € 14,280

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                      € 400

Superior Stateroom € 8,390 € 6,110
Deluxe Stateroom € 9,060 € 6,580
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 9,600 € 6,960
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 9,890 € 7,160
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 10,180 € 7,360
Deluxe Suite  € 13,750 € 9,860
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 19,780 € 14,080
Privilege Suite - Deck 6 € 20,370 € 14,490
Grand Deluxe Suite - Deck 6 € 21,390 € 15,210
Grand Privilege Suite - Deck 6 € 29,750 € 21,060
Owner's Suite € 30,050 € 30,050

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                       € 800
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MAHÉ • MAHÉ 
On 18th Nov. and 8th December 2020 
5th, 25th Jan. 2021 and 4th March 2021; 8 nights 
The Essential Seychelles

MAHÉ • ZANZIBAR and ZANZIBAR • MAHÉ 
On 12th March and 24th March 2021 ; 12 nights 
Zanzibar & the Treasures of the Indian Ocean

MAHÉ • MAHÉ
On 28th December 2020; 8 nights 
The Essential Seychelles

MAHÉ • NOSY BE and NOSY BE • MAHÉ 
On 14th Feb. and 23rd Feb. 2021; 9 nights 
The Vanilla Islands

MAHÉ • MAHÉ  
On 26th Nov and 16th December 2020 
13th Jan. and 2nd Feb. 2021; 12 nights 
The Seychelles & Aldabra Atoll

Le Bougainville

Deluxe Stateroom € 4,740 € 3,430
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 5,310 € 3,830
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 5,570 € 4,010
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 5,850 € 4,210
Deluxe Suite  € 8,190 € 5,850
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 11,140 € 7,910
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 11,700 € 8,300
Privilege Suite € 12,280 € 8,710
Grand Deluxe Suite € 13,510 € 9,570
Owner's Suite € 14,190 € 14,190

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 400

Deluxe Stateroom € 7,430 € 5,380
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 8,320 € 6,000
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 8,740 € 6,290
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 9,180 € 6,600
Deluxe Suite  € 12,850 € 9,170
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 17,480 € 12,410
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 18,350 € 13,020
Privilege Suite € 19,270 € 13,660
Grand Deluxe Suite € 21,200 € 15,010
Owner's Suite € 22,260 € 22,260

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 600

Deluxe Stateroom € 5,400 € 3,900
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 6,050 € 4,350
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 6,350 € 4,560
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 6,670 € 4,780
Deluxe Suite  € 9,330 € 6,650
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 12,700 € 9,010
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 13,340 € 9,450
Privilege Suite € 14,000 € 9,920
Grand Deluxe Suite € 15,400 € 10,900
Owner's Suite € 16,170 € 16,170

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 400

Deluxe Stateroom € 6,330 € 4,790
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 7,000 € 5,250
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 7,310 € 5,470
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 7,640 € 5,700
Deluxe Suite  € 10,400 € 7,640
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 13,870 € 10,060
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 14,530 € 10,530
Privilege Suite € 15,220 € 11,010
Grand Deluxe Suite € 16,660 € 12,020
Owner's Suite € 17,460 € 17,460

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 450
Flight and transfer (included)                                                          € 680
Airport taxes                                                                                             € 70

Deluxe Stateroom € 7,430 € 5,380
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 8,320 € 6,000
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 8,740 € 6,290
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 9,180 € 6,600
Deluxe Suite  € 12,850 € 9,170
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 17,480 € 12,410
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 18,350 € 13,020
Privilege Suite € 19,270 € 13,660
Grand Deluxe Suite € 21,200 € 15,010
Owner's Suite € 22,260 € 22,260

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 600
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MUSCAT • DUBAI and DUBAI • MUSCAT
On 19th Nov., 5th & 21st Dec. 2020, 6th  
& 22nd Jan. 2021 and 13th & 29th Dec. 2020,  
14th & 30th Jan. 2021; 8 nights 
Treasures of the Arabian Gulf

YANGON • COLOMBO 
On 7th December 2020; 13 nights 
Myanmar, India & Sri Lanka

MAHÉ • MAHÉ 
On 13th February 2021; 8 nights 
The Essential Seychelles

COLOMBO • MALÉ and MALÉ • COLOMBO 
On 25th Jan. and 2nd Feb. 2021; 8 nights 
The Essential Maldives

DUBAI • MUSCAT
On 27th November 2020; 8 nights 
Treasures of the Arabian Gulf  
with Renaud Capuçon

COLOMBO • MUMBAI on 20th Dec 2020, 9th Jan. 2021 
MUMBAI • COLOMBO on 17th Jan. 2021
8 nights 
Treasures of India

PORT LOUIS • ZANZIBAR
On 29th March 2021; 14 nights 
Jewels of the Indian Ocean

COLOMBO • PORT KLANG
On 10th February 2021; 12 nights 
From India to the Strait of Malacca

MAHÉ • PORT LOUIS and PORT LOUIS • MAHÉ  
On 21st February, 17th March 2021  
and 5th March 2021; 12 nights 
Madagascar, Reunion & Mauritius

MUMBAI • COLOMBO  
On 28th December 2020; 12 nights 
India, Maldives & Sri Lanka

ZANZIBAR • CAPE TOWN  
On 12th April 2021; 14 nights 
Madagascar & South Africa

Le Jacques-Cartier

Le Lapérouse

Deluxe Stateroom € 4,600 € 3,340
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 4,880 € 3,530
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 5,030 € 3,640
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 5,180 € 3,740
Deluxe Suite  € 6,990 € 5,010
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 7,540 € 5,390
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 7,770 € 5,550
Privilege Suite € 8,000 € 5,720
Grand Deluxe Suite € 8,240 € 5,880
Owner's Suite € 8,490 € 8,490

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 400

Deluxe Stateroom € 6,670 € 4,860
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 7,070 € 5,140
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 7,280 € 5,290
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 7,500 € 5,440
Deluxe Suite  € 10,130 € 7,280
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 10,930 € 7,840
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 11,250 € 8,060
Privilege Suite € 11,590 € 8,300
Grand Deluxe Suite € 11,940 € 8,550
Owner's Suite € 12,300 € 12,300

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 650

Deluxe Stateroom € 4,740 € 3,430
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 5,310 € 3,830
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 5,570 € 4,010
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 5,850 € 4,210
Deluxe Suite  € 8,190 € 5,850
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 11,140 € 7,910
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 11,700 € 8,300
Privilege Suite € 12,280 € 8,710
Grand Deluxe Suite € 13,510 € 9,570
Owner's Suite € 14,190 € 14,190

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 400

Deluxe Stateroom € 4,110 € 2,990
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 4,350 € 3,160
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 4,480 € 3,250
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 4,620 € 3,350
Deluxe Suite  € 6,230 € 4,480
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 6,720 € 4,820
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 6,930 € 4,970
Privilege Suite € 7,130 € 5,110
Grand Deluxe Suite € 7,350 € 5,260
Owner's Suite € 7,570 € 7,570

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 400

Deluxe Stateroom € 5,750 € 4,140
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 6,100 € 4,380
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 6,280 € 4,510
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 6,470 € 4,640
Deluxe Suite  € 8,740 € 6,230
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 9,420 € 6,710
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 9,710 € 6,910
Privilege Suite € 10,000 € 7,120
Grand Deluxe Suite € 10,300 € 7,330
Owner's Suite € 10,610 € 10,610

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 400

Deluxe Stateroom € 4,110 € 2,990
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 4,350 € 3,160
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 4,480 € 3,250
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 4,620 € 3,350
Deluxe Suite  € 6,230 € 4,480
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 6,720 € 4,820
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 6,930 € 4,970
Privilege Suite € 7,130 € 5,110
Grand Deluxe Suite € 7,350 € 5,260
Owner's Suite € 7,570 € 7,570

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 400

Deluxe Stateroom € 7,540 € 5,480
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 7,990 € 5,800
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 8,230 € 5,970
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 8,480 € 6,140
Deluxe Suite  € 11,450 € 8,220
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 12,350 € 8,850
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 12,720 € 9,110
Privilege Suite € 13,100 € 9,380
Grand Deluxe Suite € 13,500 € 9,660
Owner's Suite € 13,900 € 13,900

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 700

Deluxe Stateroom € 6,160 € 4,490
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 6,530 € 4,750
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 6,720 € 4,880
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 6,930 € 5,030
Deluxe Suite  € 9,350 € 6,720
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 10,090 € 7,240
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 10,390 € 7,450
Privilege Suite € 10,700 € 7,670
Grand Deluxe Suite € 11,020 € 7,890
Owner's Suite € 11,350 € 11,350

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 600

Deluxe Stateroom € 7,420 € 5,370
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 8,310 € 5,990
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 8,730 € 6,290
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 9,160 € 6,590
Deluxe Suite  € 12,830 € 9,160
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 17,450 € 12,390
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 18,330 € 13,010
Privilege Suite € 19,240 € 13,640
Grand Deluxe Suite € 21,170 € 14,990
Owner's Suite € 22,230 € 22,230

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 600

Deluxe Stateroom € 6,160 € 4,490
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 6,530 € 4,750
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 6,720 € 4,880
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 6,930 € 5,030
Deluxe Suite  € 9,350 € 6,720
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 10,090 € 7,240
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 10,390 € 7,450
Privilege Suite € 10,700 € 7,670
Grand Deluxe Suite € 11,020 € 7,890
Owner's Suite € 11,350 € 11,350

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 600

Deluxe Stateroom € 7,540 € 5,480
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4 € 7,990 € 5,800
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 5 € 8,230 € 5,970
Prestige Stateroom - Deck 6 € 8,480 € 6,140
Deluxe Suite  € 11,450 € 8,220
Prestige Suite - Deck 5  € 12,350 € 8,850
Prestige Suite - Deck 6 € 12,720 € 9,110
Privilege Suite € 13,100 € 9,380
Grand Deluxe Suite € 13,500 € 9,660
Owner's Suite € 13,900 € 13,900

Safety and port taxes (included)                                                                     € 700
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Formalities
FOR ALL CRUISES

SPECIFIC FORMALITIES

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

DIVING CRUISES  

The information below is current but subject to change at any time without advance notice from government authorities. Please 
consult your respective government agencies for visa and health information. 
Passport valid for at least six (6) months beyond the completion of your trip. Passport must contain at least two completely clear, blank, 
unused visa pages for each visa required, not including any amendment pages. Visa pages with stains or ink from other pages in the passport 
are not usable. Guests who deviate from the scheduled embarkation or disembarkation port should research the foreign entry requirements 
for the port country. Due to government regulations, regrettably, PONANT will have to deny boarding to any guest who fails to obtain the 
appropriate travel documentation for this trip.

ARABIAN-PERSIAN GULF
LE JACQUES-CARTIER: 
MUSCAT • DUBAI - 19th Nov., 5th & 21st Dec. 2020 and 6th & 22nd Jan. 2021 (1) (2) 
DUBAI • MUSCAT - 27th Nov., 13th & 29th Dec. 2020 and 14th & 30th Jan. 2021 (1) (2)

(1) Oman : A visa is mandatory. When arriving by air, the visa can be obtained 
at the airport. When arriving by sea, the visa will be obtained and charged 
onboard (15€ subject to change).

(2) Qatar : Visa issued onboard (at no charge).

INDIAN OCEAN
LE LYRIAL: 
CAPE TOWN • DURBAN - 28th March 2021 (1) 
DURBAN • DURBAN - 5th April 2021 (1) (2) (3) (13)

LE BOUGAINVILLE: 
MAHÉ • NOSY BE - 14th February 2021 (2) (4) (12) (13)

NOSY BE • MAHÉ - 23rd February 2021 (4) (5) (12) (13)

MAHÉ • ZANZIBAR - 12th March 2021 (6) (12) (13)

ZANZIBAR • MAHÉ - 24th March 2021 (4) (7) (13) (14)

LE JACQUES-CARTIER: 
PORT LOUIS • MAHÉ - 5th March 2021 (2) (3) (13) (15)

MAHÉ • PORT LOUIS  - 21st February and 17th March 2021 (2) (3) (13) (15)

PORT LOUIS • ZANZIBAR - 29th March 2021 (2) (3) (6) (12) 

ZANZIBAR • CAPE TOWN - 12th April 2021 (1) (2) (3) (7)

LE LAPÉROUSE: 
YANGON • COLOMBO - 7th December 2020 (8) (9) (10)

COLOMBO • MUMBAI - 20th December 2020 and 9th January 2021 (10) (11)

MUMBAI • COLOMBO - 28th December 2020 and 17th January 2021 (10) (11)

COLOMBO • MALÉ - 25th January 2021 (10)

MALÉ • COLOMBO  - 2nd Feburary 2021 (10) 

COLOMBO • PORT KLANG - 10th February 2021 (10) (11)

(1) Anti-malarial treatment is recommended (see your doctor) especially if you are 
participating on a program in the Kruger National Park.

(2) Madagascar: Visa delivered and charged onboard (20€ subject to change), 
valid for 14 days.

(3) Immunization against diphtheria-tetanus-polio is essential.  It is recommended 
that you contact your health professional for any specific medical advice 
relating to travel through these regions.

(4) It is recommended that you contact your health professional for any specific 
medical advice relating to travel through these regions.

(5) Madagascar: A visa is mandatory, which will be issued at your arrival at the 
Nosy Be airport for all guests flying on PONANT selected flight.

(6) Tanzania: Visa delivered and charged onboard (50€ subject to change), valid 
for 90 days. The visa fee for US citizens is 100€.

(7) Tanzania: A visa is mandatory and can be obtained via the Tanzanian embassy. 
You can also apply for your visa (50 US$ subject to change) on arrival at the 

international airports of Dar-Es-Salaam, Zanzibar and Kilimandjaro. Only US 
dollars are accepted as payment (no credit cards).  The visa fee for US citizens is 
100US$. The queues at the airport can be long, be prepared to stand in line for 
a long time.

(8) Myanmar: A visa is mandatory. The tourist visa is valid for 28 days, you can 
apply online on https://evisa.moip.gov.mm/

(9) India: A double-entry visa is mandatory. You can apply online on https://
indianvisaonline.gov.in/evisa/tvoa.html

(10)  Sri Lanka: An Electronic Travel Authorization (ETA) must be obtained before 
your cruise. You can apply online on the following official website http://www.
eta.gov.lk/slvisa/

(11)  India: A visa is mandatory. You can apply online on https://indianvisaonline.
gov.in/evisa/tvoa.html

(12) Mayotte and Comoros: Entry and exit by sea - no visa required
(13) Scattered Islands: Some nationalities may require a visa. Please check on 

https://france-visas.gouv.fr/
(14) Mayotte: Entry and exit by sea - no visa required
(15) Reunion: Some nationalities may require a visa. Please check on https://

france-visas.gouv.fr/

POLYNESIA 
LE BORÉAL: 
HONOLULU • PAPEETE - 25th September 2020 (1)

PAPEETE • PAPEETE - 10th and 19th October 2020 (2)

PAPEETE • HANGA ROA - 28th October 2020 (2)

LE SOLÉAL: 
HANGA ROA • PAPEETE - 7th April 2021 (2) (3) (4)

PAPEETE • PAPEETE - 20th April 2021 (1)

PAPEETE • PAPEETE - 4th and 13th May 2021 (2)

PAPEETE • HONOLULU - 22nd May 2021 (1)

(1) USA: Depending on your nationality, an ESTA (available on https://esta.cbp.
dhs.gov/esta) or Visa may be required. Please contact the USA consulate 
website for details.  A copy of your visa or ESTA must be sent to PONANT at 
the very latest 45 days prior to your cruise date. In case the ESTA is sufficient to 
enter the USA, we also ask you to keep a copy of your ESTA with your passport 
throughout the duration of your trip.

(2) USA: Should your flight transit via the USA, a visa or ESTA may be required. 
Please contact USA consulate website for details.

(3) Hanga Roa: A Single Entry Form for travel to Easter Island must be 
completed at the airport, indicating that you will be accommodated 
onboard the ship. This form must be handed over to immigration (in 
Santiago before boarding the flight for domestic flights, or in Hanga Roa 
upon flight arrival for international flights).

(4) Chile: Australian citizens entering/exiting Chile must pay a RECIPROCITY 
TAX that will be issued for a stay of up to 90 days upon payment. Currently, 
the fee is only charged at the Santiago International Airport. Payment can 
be made in U.S. currency or by credit card.

Visas: Before departure, please check carefully that your visas are valid for the right date and time spent in the countries in order to avoid 
unpleasant situations.
Warning about the use of drones: The use of drones aboard PONANT ships, whether they are sailing at sea, at a port of call or anchored, 
is strictly forbidden. The use of drones on land in the Arctic and Antarctic regions is also strictly forbidden by international polar regulations. In 
other regions, it may be possible to use drones on land if permission has been obtained from the relevant authorities of each country and each 
region travelled through, as well as a pilot’s licence that should be obtained from your home country. Passengers are responsible for obtaining 
these permits; they should be able to present them at all times. Passengers who do not obtain these authorisations expose themselves open 
to the risk of legal proceedings.
Medication: If you have a medical treatment, do not forget your prescription. 

Dives when authorised by local authorities and feasible with ship equipment and Zodiac® dinghies. Rates: €70 per standard dive; 
€80 per dive when local equipment or staff must be used, €80 for a “discover scuba dive” course. In order to participate in diving 
sessions, guests must have with them a medical certificate less than 1-year-old and their up to date dive book.

 DIVING
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General Terms and Conditions of Sale
Important notice 
These General Terms and Conditions of Sale (GTCS) form an integral part of the Contract entered into by 
CDP and the Traveller. The Particular Terms and Conditions of Sale (PTCS) – which are specific to each 
Cruise season, summer or winter – may create an exception to these General Terms and Conditions of 
Sale. In any event, the specifications of the Cruise Ticket and of the Passenger Ticket shall prevail over 
the General and Particular Terms and Conditions of Sale. All these contractual documents make up the 
Contract entered into by CDP and the Traveller. 
In the event that a provision in these General Terms and Conditions of Sale and/or in the Contract 
breaches a mandatory legal provision, and/or is considered as invalid, this invalidity shall not affect the 
validity of the other clauses. 
In compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council on the protection of the processing of personal data, Travellers have the right of 
access by the data subject, right to rectification, right to erasure, right to data portability, right to object, 
right to restriction of processing, or right to refused automated individual decision-making, including 
profiling, any personal information that concerns them, and that Compagnie du Ponant, the controller, 
may be required to gather for the purposes of its business activities and the implementation of the 
travels it provides. To know or exercise the rights on their personal data, Travellers could contact the 
Data Protection Officer at vieprivee@ponant.com or consult Compagnie du Ponant’s personal data 
protection policy online available at www.ponant.com.

1. Definitions: 
1.1 “Tickets”: refers interchangeably to Transportation, Cruise, and/or Airline Tickets. 
1.2 “Airline Ticket”: A document that contains the specifications of the air transportation contract via 
which the Airline undertakes to carry the Traveller between the airports mentioned therein. 
1.3 “Cruise Ticket”: a document that contains the specifications of the cruise contract via which the 
Organiser of the Cruise undertakes to have the Traveller carried by the Sea Carrier, and to provide them 
with the amenities and services that are mentioned on the Cruise Ticket. The Cruise Ticket delivered to 
the Traveller is governed by the general terms and conditions of the Cruise Ticket. 
1.4 “Passenger Ticket”: a document that contains the specifications of the passenger transportation 
agreement via which the Sea Carrier undertakes to carry the Traveller between the ports mentioned 
therein. The Passenger Ticket delivered to the Traveller is governed by the general terms and conditions 
of the Passenger Ticket. 
1.5 “CDP”: Compagnie du Ponant, a simplified joint stock company, which has its registered office 
at 408, avenue du Prado 13008 Marseille, with share capital of €3,644,607. The company is registered 
on the Marseille Trade and Companies Register under No. 344 497 011, holds Government Licence 
No. 013.06.0005, is a member of SNAV (French National Travel Agents’ Association) and is registered 
with ATOUT France under No. IMO13120040. The company’s financial cover is provided by APST, 15 
avenue Carnot, 75017 Paris. Compagnie du Ponant has subscribed to an insurance policy covering its 
Professional Civil Liability under No. AA714708 with Generali Assurance IARD – 7 boulevard Haussmann 
– 75456 Paris Cedex 09. 
1.6 “Signing of the Contract”: refers to the point when the contract is entered into between the 
Traveller(s) and CDP, i.e. when the latter confirms their booking to the Traveller. 
1.7 “General Terms and Conditions of Sale” or “GTCS”: the clauses in this document. 
1.8 “Particular Terms and Conditions of Sale” or “PTCS”: the contractual clauses applicable to the 
Contract, which are specific to each Cruise season – summer or winter. 
1.9 “Contract”: all the respective obligations incumbent upon CDP and the Traveller, as specified on the 
invoice and the Tickets, as well as in the GTCS and PTCS. 
1.10 “Cruise”: a round-trip by sea as described in the CDP Sales Brochure and/or on the CDP website, 
and on the Cruise Ticket. 
1.11 “Expedition Cruise”: cruise during which exploration excursions are planned in inflatable boats, 
accompanied by nature guides. 
1.12 “Pre-Booked excursion and/or extension”: Services including Transfers, sight-seeing trips and 
ground services before, during and/or after the Cruise. 
1.13 “Fixed-Rate Package”: refers to the combination of a Cruise with a flight and/or a Transfer and/
or Pre- and Post-Cruise Services, and/or Pre-Booked Excursions and/or Extensions, and/or any other 
tourism service booked when Signing the Contract. The Fixed-Rate Package does not include land 
excursions that have not been booked at the same time as the Cruise, and the services offered on board 
the ship. 
1.14 “Organiser of the Cruise”: a private individual or a company that undertakes to have the Travellers 
carried by the Sea Carrier, and to provide them with the amenities and services that are mentioned on 
the Cruise Ticket, and whose letterhead appears on the Cruise Ticket. 
1.15 “Disabled Person” or “Person with Reduced Mobility”: any person affected by a restriction on 
their movements or a restriction preventing them from enjoying the Services agreed due to a significant 
alteration of one or several of their physical, sensory, mental, cognitive, or psychological functions, to 
multiple handicaps, or to a debilitating health problem. 
1.16 “Service”: refers to any Cruise, Fixed-Rate Package, flight, Transfer, Pre- and Post-Cruise Service, Pre-
Booked Excursion and/or Extension, and any other tourism service booked when Signing the Contract. 
1.17 “Price”: total cost of the Services booked by the Traveller. 
1.18 “Pre- and Post-Cruise Services”: Services including Transfers, sight-seeing trips and ground services 
before and/or after the Cruise, as mentioned in the Contract. 
1.19 “Transfer”: an operation that consists in carrying Travellers between the port of embarkation and/
or disembarkation and a meeting point determined by CDP (airport, hotel, or railway station, etc.). 
1.20 “Sea Carrier”: a private individual or company that operates the ship that carries the Travellers, and 
whose letterhead is shown on the Passenger Ticket. 
1.21 “Air Carrier”: a company that under takes to carry the Travellers by air, and whose letterhead is 
shown on the Airline Ticket. 
1.22 “Vendor”: a private individual or legal entity that has sold the Services included in the Contract 
directly to the Travellers. 
1.23 “Travellers”: any person named at the time of the booking and/or Signing of the Contract, and 
whose name is shown on an invoice and/or on the Tickets issued by CDP or by the Vendor.  

2. Acceptance and application of the General Terms and Conditions 
2.1 The Signing of the Contract implies acceptance of all these GTCS and PTCS by the Traveller, with no 
reservations, together with the clauses and conditions in the Passenger Ticket and the Cruise Ticket. 

3. Applicable legislation 
3.1 Where CDP acts in the capacity of a Sea Carrier, the contractual relations between CDP and the 
Traveller shall be governed by the Passenger Ticket and by the provisions of the French Transport 
Code, and specifically Articles L. 5420-1 to L. 5421-12, by the Application Decree of 31 December 1966, 
and by the provisions of the London International Convention of 19 November 1976, as well as by the 
provisions of Regulation 392/2009 issued by the European Parliament and Council on 23 April 2009, 
where applicable, which form an integral part of the Passenger Ticket. 
3.2 Where CDP is the Organiser of the Cruise, the contractual relations between CDP and the Traveller 
shall be governed by the Contract, which includes the Cruise Ticket, as well as by Articles 47 to 49 of Law 
No. 66-420 of 18 June 1966 regarding chartering and sea carriage contracts, and its application decree 
of 31 December 1966. 
3.3 Where CDP is the Vendor of a tourism package within the meaning of Article L. 211-2 of the French 
Tourism Code, the contractual relations between CDP and the Traveller shall be governed by the 
Contract, and by Articles L. 211-1 et seq. and R. 211-1 et seq. of the French Tourism Code.

4. Payment of the Price 
4.1 The Signing of the Contract implies payment of 25% of the Price of this Service as an advance, while 
the balance must be paid within 60 business days at most prior to the beginning of the first Service 
featured in the Contract. 
4.2 As an exemption to Article 4.1, the balance must be paid within 90 days at most before the beginning 

of the first Service featured in the Contract in the case of Expedition Cruises. 
4.3 Once the Service has been paid for in full, the Traveller shall receive the Ticket(s) and the exchange 
vouchers, where applicable, together with the insurance policy, if that policy has been subscribed directly 
with CDP. 

5. Rates and reductions per person and per cruise 
5-1: Public rates are the reference rates of the cruise applicable for the validity period of the brochure. 
Public rates are per person and based on double occupancy.
5.2: Ponant Bonus Fares is a special savings program off published cruise only rates for selected voyages. 
Ponant Bonus is the guaranteed best price you can obtain on the day you make your reservation. It can 
save you up to 30% off the public rates (rate port to port only, exclusive of port taxes, security and airline 
fare and possible ground services).
Ponant Bonus fares are capacity controlled, subject to availability and may change at any time without 
notice. 
5.3 Single Supplement The single supplement shall apply to any person who occupies a cabin on their 
own. The Supplement shall apply to the port-to-port section (excluding port taxes) of the Ponant Bonus 
rate in effect. This supplement may change depending on the occupancy rate of the cruises concerned. 
It may therefore change for certain categories of cabins and/or suites only, or for an entire cruise at any 
time with no notice. The single supplement shall be offered in certain cabin categories for a selection of 
cruises. This selection shall be updated in accordance with the occupancy rate, and can be viewed on 
our website at www.ponant.com. 
5.4 Depending on the occupancy of the ship (with the exception of the Le Ponant yacht) at the time of 
reservation, a “guaranteed” Deluxe Staeroom Deck 3 may be offered. This means that the booking has 
been made in the Deluxe Stateroom Deck 3 category without a cabin number being assigned, and that 
the cabin shall be assigned at the Company's discretion, and may change at any time until embarkation. 
Once the cabin number has been assigned, no request for a change may be accepted. This formula offers 
the advantage of potentially benefiting from a cabin in a higher category without a price surcharge. The 
minimum category selected at the time of booking shall be guaranteed in any event. 
5.5 Other Savings
These offers are not combinable with any other discounts or special offers. If you could obtain more 
discounts, the amount of the second discount is calculated from the price obtained after deducting the 
1st and so on.
5.5.1 Combination of cruises (Discount only applies to port/port cruise fare does not include port 
charges and subject to availability at time of booking). Both offers below are not cumulative.
• On all our cruises: 10% off on any combined cruise
• On a particular selection of cruises accessible on our website:
   o 20% off the 2nd cruise
   o 30% off the 3rd cruise
   o 40% off the 4th cruise
5.5.2 Ponant Yacht Club Members

• Commodores : -12,5% off the cruise-only rate, port taxes excluded.
• Grand Admirals: -10% off the cruise-only rate, port taxes excluded.
• Admirals: -7.5% off the cruise only rate, port taxes excluded.
• Majors: -5% off the cruise only rate, port taxes excluded.

5.5.3 Honeymoon Offer
For any cruise taken within the 12 months after the wedding or civil union, you can enjoy the following 
advantages:
-5% off the cruise-only rate, port taxes excluded
- Bottle of champagne on arrival
- A photography session and your 5 favourite photos for free (except on board Le Ponant)
- 2 spa treatments (maximum value: €120 per treatment),(except on board Le Ponant)
- Surprise aboard.
Offer valid on presentation of proof. Offer not cumulative with another discount.
5.5.4 Wedding Anniversary
If you are celebrating any multiple of five years of marriage or civil union (1), enjoy a € 200 / AUD 300 / US$ 
260 /£ 175 reduction per stateroom /suite for a cruise taken during the calendar year of your anniversary.
(1) Offer valid on presentation of proof. Reduction applies only once per year of anniversary.
5.5.5 Family & Friends
• Any group booking that includes at least 5 paying persons will receive an unconditional 5% reduction 
on that cruise port/port (port taxes not included).
• Preferential rate for 3 to 17 year-olds sharing a stateroom or Suite with 1or 2 adults. Please contact us.
5.5.6 Referral Program
Introduce PONANT to your relatives and friends and take advantage of the Sponsorship offer. As a 
sponsor, you receive a 500 € reduction per stateroom on your next cruise, after your referee’s booking; 
they in turn enjoy a reduction of 500 € on their first cruise. In case of cancellation from his/her booking, 
your savings becomes null and void. You will be able to claim this offer again for his/her next booking. 
Savings for the referrer and the person(s) referred cannot be taken as a payment or cash refund. The 
referred person’s savings apply immediately and is limited to one use per stateroom and per referred 
customer. The referee’s saving is valid for their next cruise, after the person they refer booked. The 
referrer’s savings must be applied to one cruise. The referrer should give his/her PONANT Yacht Club 
number to the person(s) they wish to refer for identification purposes. The person being referred cannot 
have previously sailed on a PONANT ship. The referrer must have already sailed on a PONANT ship. The 
referrer and person referred cannot be a current or a former employee of PONANT or a travel agency. A 
referrer can refer any number of people, but only one per household. The referrer and the person he/she 
refers may not share the same stateroom. The sponsoring request will be rejected if the person referred 
or any member of his/her household has already been referred. The other advantages of PONANT, such 
as Ponant Bonus, are combinable with the “Referral Program”.
5.5.7 Booking on board
-5% off the cruise only (excluding port charges and security) for each new cruise booked with our 
onboard staff.
Except the Privilege Single Offer and the PONANT Bonus, the offers described above are not combinable.

6. Passports, Visas and Vaccination Certificates 
6.1 Every Traveller who is a French national shall be responsible for performing the administrative and/
or health formalities required by the countries concerned by the Services, including those formalities 
disclosed by CDP and viewable on the www.ponant.com website as well as in the brochure, prior to 
Signing the Contract. 
6.2 Travellers who are foreign nationals must contact the relevant embassies and/or consulates and 
perform the administrative and/or health formalities required by the countries concerned by the Services 
prior to Signing the Contract. 
6.3 CDP shall not be held responsible for the consequences of a Traveller failing to comply with police, 
customs, or health formalities prior to or during the length of the Services under any circumstances. A 
Traveller who is unable to board a flight or a ship because they cannot present the documents required 
may not claim any refund or compensation. 
6.4 In any event, Travellers are advised to check all the information with the authorities concerned prior 
to the departure date. CDP advises Travellers to consult the country factsheets relating to the chosen 
destinations prepared by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/
conseils-aux-voyageurs website, or to make enquiries by telephone (+33 1 43 17 53 53, French Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs). CDP specifically draws Travellers' attention to the fact that the information provided 
may change up until the departure date, and they are advised to consult that information up until the 
time of departure. 
CDP invites Travellers to adjust their behavior to the visited country, to exercise vigilance and to avoid 
carrying valuable objects during their travel.

7. Embarkation and sea carriage conditions 
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• General rules 
7.1 The Traveller must present themselves for embarkation under the conditions determined by the 
Passenger Ticket, and at least two hours before the ship's scheduled departure time. The Passenger 
Ticket and/or the Cruise Ticket issued by CDP shall only be valid for the Cruise and the ship mentioned 
on the ticket. 
7.2 The purpose of the Passenger Ticket is to transport the Travellers and their luggage from the time 
when they embark at the port of departure to the time when they disembark at their destination. 
7.3 All Travellers must hold a valid passport, or an identity card, where applicable, that are valid for six 
months following the date of their return, together with the visas and vaccination certificates likely to be 
required in the ports where the ship calls and the port of destination. Every Traveller shall be personally 
responsible for complying with the legal and regulatory provisions required prior to departure. The 
Carrier, the Organiser of the Cruise, and/or CDP, and/or the Captain may refuse to allow a Traveller who 
does not show the documents enabling them to disembark at the port of destination port and at the 
scheduled ports of call to embark or disembark. 
7.4 If a Traveller who has reserved a Cruise solely on a port-to-port basis organises their own air or 
ground transport to the port of embarkation and/or to their home address, they are strongly advised to 
purchase changeable and refundable transportation tickets, and to allow for reasonable transfer times 
between the station, the airport, and the port. In the event of a delay, cancellation or change, CDP shall 
not be responsible for the transport and Transfer expenses and/or for any other kind of amenities and 
services not included in the Cruise Ticket that were not directly purchased from CDP. CDP shall not be 
responsible for any incidents or accidental damage to equipment and/or bodily injury that may occur 
during travel to and/or from the ship. 
7.4.1 Ocean Voyages: To secure the boarding on departure day, we strongly recommend that you spend 
the night before in the city that your ship leaves from. Similarly, on the day you disembark we advise you 
just as strongly to reserve a flight that leaves the day after your arrival.  Indeed, these “Ocean Voyages” 
long trips are more than any other type of travel subject to climatic hazards, including winds and 
currents, which may require anticipating the departure of the ship, and / or delay the arrival of the ship.
7.5 Every Traveller shall guarantee that they are fit to travel by sea, and that their state of health or 
behaviour shall not harm the other Travellers or the proper performance of the Services agreed and/
or proposed. If a Traveller's state of health is likely to limit their ability to enjoy the Services agreed, or 
to disrupt the proper provision of those Services, they must inform CDP, and must provide a medical 
certificate certifying their fitness on request. Any health problem, if known, must be mentioned to CDP's 
Medical Department in writing when Signing the Contract or before the departure of the ship (or prior to 
the beginning of the Services) at the latest. 
7.6 Travellers shall be responsible for Doctor's appointments, medical care, and medication on land 
or on board the ships. All Travellers must ensure that they are covered by an appropriate medical 
insurance policy. 
7.7 In the event of the threat of an epidemic, the Carrier, the Organiser of the Cruise, CDP, the Captain of 
the ship, or any other local health authority may demand that the Traveller fill in a health questionnaire 
and take a screening test, where applicable, before or at the time of embarkation or disembarkation, 
including during port calls. 
7.8 In the specific case of Expedition Cruises, where you are reminded that any medical facilities are 
several days away by sea, a mandatory full medical questionnaire (a document provided on Signing 
the Contract) must be filled in by the Traveller's referring attendant physician between 90 and 45 days 
prior to the beginning of the Services, and must be returned to CDP's Medical Department (medical@
ponant.com) by mail or e-mail within 40 days prior to the beginning of the Services at the latest. Any 
medical certificate issued prior to the determined period shall not be valid. Any Traveller who has not 
returned their duly completed mandatory medical certificate shall not be allowed to embark, and shall 
not benefit from any refund. 
7.9 Travellers must comply with the rules on board throughout the journey. Travellers are required to 
attend any safety demonstrations and explanations that are organised on board, and to follow the 
crew's instructions at all times. 
7.10 If they consider it necessary, the Carrier, the Organiser of the Cruise, CDP and/or the Captain of 
the ship may terminate the contract and refuse to carry any Traveller who does not comply with the 
conditions for entering into the destination ports, or whose presence on board could be harmful to 
the comfort, health, and safety of the other Travellers and the crew, breach the laws and rules of the 
ports where the ship calls, or render the Carrier, the Organiser of the Cruise, and/or CDP liable for the 
Traveller's legal defence or repatriation. Accordingly, the Organiser of the Cruise, the Carrier, and/or CDP, 
and/or the Captain of the ship may decide to take the following appropriate measures: Refuse to allow 
the Traveller(s) to embark or disembark in any port that the ship calls at; 2) Disembark the Traveller(s) at 
any port that the ship calls at; 3) Transfer the Traveller(s) to another ship; 4) Confine the Traveller(s) on 
board, in their cabin, or in a cabin managed by the on-board medical team; 5) Have the doctor and their 
team administer any drugs, medications, or other permissible substances, and/or confine the Traveller 
in hospital or in any other similar facility at the port of destination if the on-board doctor considers it 
necessary. 

• Disabled Persons and Persons with Reduced Mobility 
7.11 Due to safety requirements, every Traveller must be independent, or travel with a person who is 
capable of providing them with all the assistance required during the performance of the Services. 
7.12 Travellers whose mobility is restricted due to a physical disability or to a condition that requires 
special treatment and/or special assistance, including people who use wheelchairs, must inform CDP in 
writing at the time when they make the booking request, or as soon as the Traveller becomes aware of 
their disability if that disability occurs following the booking, but in any event at least 30 days prior to the 
beginning of the Services, in order to enable CDP to confirm to the Traveller that they will be physically 
able to enjoy the Cruise on board the ship and/or the Services agreed, inter alia. 
7.13 The Organiser of the Cruise, the Carrier, and/or CDP, and/or the Captain reserve the right to refuse 
access to Travellers who have failed to inform CDP or the Vendor about a disability or their need for 
assistance, if such disability and need are not compatible with the applicable safety rules and the 
specific regulations for the navigation area, or require care that CDP and/or the Carrier would not be 
in a position to provide, or if the design of the passenger ship, and the port infrastructure and facilities, 
including port terminals, make the embarkation, disembarkation, or transportation of the person 
concerned under satisfactory safety conditions impossible. 
7.14 Going ashore may be difficult or even impossible for Travellers with Restricted Mobility, or Disabled 
Travellers, especially in the event of disembarkation in launches or/and excursions in inflatable boats. 
7.15 Once they have received CDP's written agreement, Travellers who use a wheelchair must embark 
with their own wheelchair, and must absolutely be accompanied by a person who is capable of assisting 
them at all times. Every disembarkation shall nonetheless be subject to the approval of the Captain. 
7.16 Le Boréal, L’Austral, Le Soléal and Le Lyrial and Le Commandant-Charcot all have three cabins that 
are specially equipped to receive Disabled Persons, or Persons with Restricted Mobility (two cabins on 
board the PONANT EXPLORERS ships). Please note that the Le Ponant yacht specifically does not allow 
access to Persons with Restricted Mobility or Disabled Persons due to a different design. 

• Children and Pregnancy 
7.17 Children under 3 years of age shall not be authorised to embark on the ships. Children under 6 years 
of age shall not be authorised to embark on the ships for Polar Expedition cruises. 
7.18 In the case of all the Expedition Cruises, children must be fully independent during all the outside 
activities organised and during disembarkation in rubber boats, be sufficiently tall to sit on the inflatable 
sides of the boats, and old enough to understand, and immediately respond to the orders given by the 
persons in charge. As a result, children's participation in any activity in an inflatable boat shall be subject 
to the agreement of the Captain and of the Expedition Head, depending on the sea conditions, and 
the difficulty of disembarking at each location visited. The ships do not carry Parka’s in children’s sizes. 
Parents must arrange to bring a suitable Parka for children.
7.19 Minor children shall remain under their parents or guardians' full and entire responsibility when on 
board and/or during excursions. 
7.20 PONANT reserves the right to limit the number of children less than 8 years of age aboard its ships.
7.21 As the ships do not have any facilities to enable women to give birth on board, women who are 
over six months pregnant shall not be allowed to embark on the ships. In any event, pregnant women 
travelling on board the ship are advised to consult a doctor prior to embarkation, in order to ensure that 
their state of health is compatible with the planned cruise. 

•  Authorised luggage 

7.21 Every Traveller must label each luggage item correctly, and indicate their full name, the name of 
the ship, their destination, and their cabin number in a highly legible manner. The markings must be 
visible and permanent. 
7.22 Goods, property, and items where the contents may threaten the health and safety of the 
other Travellers and their Luggage, of persons or of property, and may damage or pollute the ship, 
inflammable, explosive, corrosive, hazardous, or odorous materials, or materials that are likely to leak, 
items where importation is prohibited or that do not comply with customs or police regulations, and 
generally speaking property and items other than those intended for the Traveller's personal use are 
prohibited on board and in their luggage (hereinafter the “Prohibited Items”). In any event, the Traveller 
shall be liable for any injury, loss, or damage suffered as a result of the presence of Prohibited Items 
in their luggage or in their cabin, and shall hold the Organiser of the Cruise, the Carrier, and/or CDP 
harmless against any proceedings that may be initiated against them as a result of the presence of 
these Prohibited Items on board or at the time of embarkation or disembarkation. These Prohibited 
Items may be disembarked, destroyed, thrown into the sea, or rendered harmless at any time and any 
place by the Organiser of the Cruise, the Carrier, the crew, and/or CDP, without compensation, and 
notwithstanding payment of any destruction costs by the Traveller. 
7.23 Travellers must keep an eye on their luggage and personal effects throughout the length of 
the Services, including their stay on board and during embarkation, transfer, and disembarkation 
operations. The Organiser of the Cruise, the Carrier, and/or CDP shall decline any liability for luggage 
that is left unsupervised by the Traveller, and where the latter has not taken all necessary precautions 
to avoid theft, loss, or damage. The Organiser of the Cruise, the Carrier and/or CDP shall not be liable 
for fragile items, jewellery, watches, money, cash, computers and other electronic appliances, mobile 
‘phones, or any other valuable items that the Traveller has not declared as valuables, and entrusted for 
custody on board with a descriptive inventory and an estimate, and for which they have not paid the 
corresponding proportional custody fees. 
7.24 Travellers shall be liable under civil and criminal law for any direct or indirect damage that they 
cause to the Organiser of the Cruise, the Carrier, and/or CDP, and to the other Travellers or third parties. 
They shall be solely liable for any fine or penalty inflicted by the relevant authorities on their account. 
7.25 Travellers shall agree to allow the Organiser of the Cruise, the Carrier, the officers of the crew and/
or CDP, together with the customs, health and/or administrative authorities in port of call countries or 
the State where the ship is registered free access to their cabin, luggage, and personal effects on request 
and without delay. 
7.26 The Organiser of the Cruise, the Carrier, and/or CDP shall not be liable for the damage caused to 
photographic, telephone, and electronic equipment and cameras that are lost or damaged during the 
performance of the Services, whether on board the ship or in ancillary facilities, or during embarkation 
and disembarkation operations, or for any damage caused to items that have fallen into the water. 

• Pets 
7.27 Pets, including service or medical assistance animals are prohibited on board the ships, and are 
not admitted for embarkation. 

• Smoking policies 
7.28 The ships are non-smoking except for the specifically designated areas on the outside decks (the 
policy also applies to electronic cigarettes).  

8. Air carriage 
8.1 The full Airline Tickets shall be presented in the form of electronic tickets. The surnames and given 
names must strictly be those indicated on the Traveller's valid passport. Any error or request for alteration 
shall result in the purchase of a new Airline Ticket. 
8.2 In accordance with French Decree No. 2007-669 of 2 May 2007 regarding the obligation to inform 
Travellers of the identity of the Airline Carrier, CDP shall inform Travellers of the identity of the known 
Airline Carrier(s) likely to provide air transportation as at the date when they register. In the event of a 
change subsequent to the signing of the Contract, CDP undertakes to disclose any changes in the identity 
of the Airline Carrier(s) prior to departure as soon as it becomes aware of them. 
8.3 Airline companies may enter into so-called mutual code-sharing agreements, which consist in 
marketing a flight under their own name even though it may be operated by an aircraft belonging to 
another airline. 
8.4 The term “direct flight” means that there shall be no change of aircraft, but does not exclude the 
possibility of one or several stop-overs. The term “non-stop direct flight” means a flight with no change 
of aircraft and no stop-overs. 
8.5 The timetables and types of transport mentioned by CDP shall be those disclosed by the Airline 
Carriers. They shall therefore be indicative up until the time of departure, and subject to alterations for all 
kinds of reasons (additional stop-overs, weather conditions, air traffic control authorisations, and strikes, 
etc.). In accordance with the Warsaw and Montréal Conventions, the timetables and itineraries, and the 
departure and destination airports shall never be a contractual feature of the Transportation Ticket; 
under these conditions, CDP cannot be held liable for any changes beyond its control. 
8.6 CDP cannot be held responsible for any technical, climate-related or political incident, delay, 
cancellation or strike, additional stop-over, or change of aircraft or routing, etc that may arise during the 
air transportation, and no compensation may result on any grounds whatsoever. If a Traveller wishes 
to waive their right to benefit from a Service, they shall be liable for the cancellation fees set out below. 
8.7 The Airline Carrier's responsibility shall be limited in the event of damage, complaints, or claims 
of any kind, in accordance with the conditions set out on the Airline Tickets. CDP shall not refund any 
expenses (taxis, meals and hotels, etc.) if the Traveller is under the responsibility of the Airline Carrier. 
The consequences of any accidents and/or incidents that may arise during the performance of the air 
transportation shall be governed by the Warsaw and Montréal Conventions, and by the local regulations 
governing domestic transport systems in the country concerned. 

8.8 Depending on the Airline Carrier, the usual baggage allowance on regular international flights 
(excluding the benefits granted to members of loyalty programmes) is strictly limited to a maximum of 23 
kg in the hold and 8 kg in the cabin per Traveller. On regular domestic flights, the allowance usually ranges 
between a maximum of 15 and 20 kg in the hold. On charter flights operated by CDP, the maximum hold 
luggage allowance is 23 kg (subject to confirmation by the selected Airline Carrier) and 5 kg for each item 
of luggage in the cabin. Travellers are advised to pay close attention to this restriction. Airline Carriers do 
not hesitate to charge additional fees for excess baggage, and sometimes refuse to check luggage that 
is too heavy or too bulky due to strict security rules. The liability of CDP and of the Airline Carrier cannot 
be engaged in the event of refusal to check in a Traveller due to the fact that their luggage exceeds the 
allowance. 

9. Transfer of the Contract 
9.1 A Traveller may transfer their Contract to a third party who fulfils the same conditions as them for the 
performance of all the Services, as long as those Services have not begun, in accordance with Article R. 
211-7 of the French Tourism Code, and only where this Code applies to CDP. 
9.2 The transferor and/or the transferee shall be required to pay the resulting fees. They must inform CDP 
of this decision by any means that enables them to obtain an acknowledgement of receipt (registered 
letter with acknowledgement of receipt, e-mail, or fax, etc.) within 60 business days at the latest prior to 
the beginning of the Services. 
9.3 In the event that a Traveller transfers their Contract without informing CDP in accordance with the 
procedures provided for above, this transfer shall not be valid, and the Services provided for in the 
Contract shall be cancelled with no possible refund.

10. Cancellation or alteration of the Contract by the Traveller 
10.1 Pursuant to Article L. 121-21 of the French Consumer Code, Travellers are informed of the fact that 
they do not benefit from the right of withdrawal provided for in Article L. 121-17 of said Code. 
10.2 Travellers cannot alter the Services provided for in the Contract without CDP's prior agreement. 
10.3 If a Traveller alters or cancels a portion or all of the Services provided for in the Contract, shall need 
to inform CDP via any means that enables them to obtain an acknowledgement of receipt (fax, email, 
or registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt) as soon as the event resulting in this alteration or 
cancellation occurs. The date on which the document was sent shall be the date on which the alteration 
and/or cancellation fees are invoiced. 
Requests to alter a cruise shall only be accepted subject to Compagnie du Ponant being informed within 
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a timeframe of at least 90 days before the departure of the cruise, via the means set out above. This 
timeframe shall be increased to 150 days for Expedition Cruise programmes. 
Beyond that deadline, alteration requests shall be considered as cancellation requests, and shall 
therefore be managed according to Paragraph 10.5, which governs cancellation fees. 
The alteration terms and conditions exclusively involve the option for the traveller to replace a port-to-
port cruise with another port-to-port cruise with Compagnie du Ponant. 
10.4 Alteration fees: 
In the event of an alteration involving a higher-value travel package, and subject to compliance with the 
terms and conditions set out in Points 10.4.a to 10.4.d, no alteration fee shall be applied to the cruise 
service, or to the other services, (e.g. air travel). The rebooking fees shall amount to the expenses already 
incurred by Compagnie du Ponant: 
-10.4. a: The passenger may alter their cruise subject to replacing it with a more expensive cruise than 
the one that is being replaced; 
-10.4. b: The departure date of the cruise booked as a replacement must fall within a maximum 
timeframe of 12 months as from the date when the alteration request was made; 
-10.4.c : The reservation and payment of the deposit for the replacement cruise must be made at the 
same time as the alteration request ; 
-10.4. d: The replacement cruise selected shall become non-exchangeable and non-refundable from that 
point; the passenger may only cancel it. 

In the event that the Contract is switched to a Service of a lower value than the initial value, alteration 
fees shall apply, and shall be equal to those in the cancellation terms and conditions set out in Article 
10.5 below. The fee percentage shall then apply to the difference between the price of the initial Service 
and/or of the new Service. 
Specific terms and conditions for an alteration request from Ponant Yacht Club High Admirals 
In the event of the 1st alteration of a tourism package: no fees shall be applied to the cruise service, as 
long as the request is made within a timeframe of at least 90 days before the departure of the cruise. This 
timeframe shall be extended to 150 days for Expedition Cruise programmes. New departure within 12 
months after the date of departure initially scheduled. Only one alteration without penalty charges per 
calendar year and per person entitled to Grand Admiral status, regardless of the cruise.
Any alteration request aside from the alteration of the 1st cruise shall be subject to the general sales 
condition applicable by default. 
In the case of other services (e.g. air travel), the alteration fees shall amount to the expenses already 
incurred by Compagnie du Ponant: 
10.5 Cancellation fees: 
For the Expedition Cruises: 
• From the registration confirmation date up to 365 days prior to the departure of the Cruise: €250 per 
passenger on the cruise only rate;
• Between 364 days and 91 days prior to the departure of the Cruise: 25% of the total amount of the Services; 
• Between 90 days and 76 days before the departure of the Cruise: 50% of the total amount of the Services; 
• Between 75 days and 61 days prior to the departure of the Cruise: 75 % of the total amount of the Services; 
• Less than 61 days prior to the departure of the Cruise: 100 % of the total amount of the Services. 
For other cruise programmes: 
• From the registration confirmation date up to 365 days prior to the departure of the Cruise: €250 per 
passenger on the cruise only rate; 
• Between 364 days and 91 days prior to the departure of the Cruise: 10% of the total amount of the Services; 
• Between 90 days and 61 days before the departure of the Cruise: 25% of the total amount of the Services; 
• Between 60 days and 46 days prior to the departure of the Cruise: 50 % of the total amount of the Services; 
• Between 45 days and 31 days prior to the departure of the Cruise: 75% of the total amount of the Services; 
• Less than 30 days prior to the departure of the Cruise: 100 % of the total amount of the Services. 
For the other Services: 
No refund shall be granted for any cancellation or waiver of an airline or ground Service included in the 
contract, or of any service that forms part of the Cruise, for any reason whatsoever. 
10.6 In the event that a Traveller is prevented from taking the Cruise by a force majeure event, or due to 
their death, the Contract shall be terminated via the notice provided by the Traveller or their beneficiaries 
prior to the execution of the Contract. One quarter of the price of the Contract shall then be payable 
to CDP. The same conditions shall apply to the family members of a Traveller who was prevented from 
taking the Cruise by a force majeure event or who has died, and who were meant to be travelling with 
them. 
10.7 A Traveller who does not present themselves at the departure of a Service, or who finds themselves 
unable to depart, or decides not to depart for any reason whatsoever, including due to a connection 
delay, cannot claim any refund. 
10.8 Once the Services have begun, the Traveller shall be required to pay the full price of the Contract, 
regardless of the reason that may lead them to decide to waive it. 

11. Cancellation, interruption, or alteration of the Contract by CDP 
11.1 The arrival and departure times are provided for information purposes and are not definitive. In its 
capacity as the Organiser of the Cruise, and/or the Carrier, and/or the Vendor of a Package, CDP cannot 
guarantee that the times will fit in with (air plane and train, etc.) connection timetables. 
11.2 CDP may assign travellers different cabins than those initially provided for. 
11.3 CDP reserves the right to interrupt a Cruise or to change its itinerary for any reason that it shall 
consider valid; in this case, CDP cannot be held liable for any loss or harm. 
11.4 Specifically in the event of adverse weather conditions, or due to the political or social situation in 
a port of call country, or due to any other event that may endanger the safety of the Travellers, property, 
or the ship, or in the event of orders imposed by public authorities, the Organiser of the Cruise, and/or 
the Carrier, and/or CDP shall have the option to change the itinerary or the ports of call or destination, to 
delay the trip or to end it, to divert the ship, to tow another ship or to be towed, to transfer the Travellers 
and their luggage to any other means of transport, even if such transfer results in extending or shortening 
the length of the programme. 
11.5 The ship may provide assistance to any person or property at sea under all circumstances, and 
cannot be held liable for the consequences of a change to the Cruise programme for that reason. 
11.6 Where CDP is required to alter the Cruise after the Travellers have embarked for reasons beyond its 
control, the Travellers cannot claim any compensation other than the refund of the Services that were 
not provided and not replaced, or of the unused portion of the Tickets less any expenses incurred, from 
either CDP, the Carrier, or the Organiser of the Cruise. Conversely, CDP may ask the Travellers to pay a 
price supplement corresponding to the additional services provided to the Travellers due to an extension 
of the trip. 
11.7 In the case of external events beyond the control of the Organiser of the Cruise, and/or the Carrier, 
and/or CDP, or for any reason relating to the safety of the Travellers, or of the ship, or due to an insufficient 
number of participants, CDP may cancel the Cruise, and must inform the Travellers and/or the Organiser 
of the Cruise, where applicable, by registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt, or via e-mail, or 
via a press release. 
11.8 CDP's Cruises and other Services are subject to a minimum number of participants. 
11.8.1 CDP reserves the right to cancel a Cruise up to 21 days prior to departure if the minimum number of 
Travellers registered is less than or equal to 50% of the ship's “passenger capacity” (200 Passengers for the 
Expedition Cruise programs, 244 passengers for the other Cruises on board L’Austral, Le Boréal, Le Lyrial 
and Le Soléal, 172 passengers on board the PONANT EXPLORERS ships, 55 passengers for the Le Ponant 
Yacht and 270 passengers for Le Commandant-Charcot). 
11.8.2 CDP reserves the right to cancel any other service other than the Cruise if the number of Passengers 
is less than 20 participants (unless specified otherwise). 
11.9 Where CDP is the Organiser of the Cruise, and regardless of the reason for the cancellation, no 
compensation shall be payable to the Traveller, who shall have a choice between the following solutions: 
(i) The full refund of the price of the Contract, (ii) another Service at an identical price, (iii) a Service at 
a lower price, and the refund of the difference in price between the two Services on the basis of the 
published prices. Travellers must inform CDP of their choice as soon as possible, and in any event prior to 
the cut-off date mentioned in the cancellation documents. 
11.10 The means of transport that are the subject of the Services shall be reserved by CDP in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of each operator who provides these services. CDP reserves the right to 
substitute one means of transport for another, or one hotel for another in the same category. In the 
second case, if the hotel is in a lower category, the excess amount paid shall be refunded to the Travellers. 

11.11 All the Services shall be offered within the limit of the places available. If there is no more room in 
the category proposed, CDP may offer additional places in exchange for a price supplement, depending 
on availability. 

12. Liability 
12.1 Where it acts in the capacity of a Sea Carrier, CDP shall be liable for any harm caused to Travellers 
in accordance with the provisions and compensation limits provided for in the following legislation, 
depending on their respective scopes of application, namely Articles L. 5421-1 to 5421-8 of the French 
Transport Code, and (EC) Regulation 392/2009 issued by the European Parliament and Council on 23 
April 2009. Where this Regulation is applicable, the compensation limits assigned to the Carrier in the 
event of death or bodily harm amount to 400,000 drawing rights per Traveller and per event. 
12.2 Where it acts in the capacity of a Sea Carrier, CDP shall be liable for any damage caused to luggage 
in accordance with the provisions and compensation limits provided for in the following legislation, 
depending on their respective scopes of application, namely Articles L. 5421-9 to 5421-12 of the French 
Transport Code, Decree No. 67-268 of 23 March 1967, as amended by Decree No. 86-1065 24 September 
1986, and (EC) Regulation 392/2009 issued by the European Parliament and Council on 23 April 2009. 
Where this Regulation is applicable, the compensation limits assigned to the Carrier in the event of loss 
of or damage to luggage shall be 2,250 special drawing rights for each passenger and trip, while an excess 
of 149 special drawing rights per Traveller shall be applied in any event. Where (EC) Regulation 392/2009 
does not apply, the maximum compensation for loss of or damage to luggage payable by the Carrier 
shall be €1,520 per Traveller and per trip. 
12.3 In any event, where it acts in the capacity of a Sea Carrier, CDP shall benefit from the compensation 
limits included in the London International Convention of 19 November 1976, as amended by the 1996 
Protocol; these limits shall prevail over any other limits determined by legislation where the application 
is not mandatory. 
12.4 Where it operates as the Organiser of the Cruise, CDP shall be liable for any bodily harm or damage 
to property that occurs on board the ship or in its ancillary facilities or vessels during embarkation or 
disembarkation, or that occurs during carriage at sea within the same limits and under the same 
conditions as the Carrier. Where this damage or injury occurs outside such circumstances, but between 
the beginning and the end of the cruise, the compensation potentially payable to the Traveller by the 
Organiser of the Cruise and/or CDP shall be capped at 50% of the price of the Cruise. 
12.5 Where it is involved in the capacity of the vendor of a fixed-price travel package within the meaning of 
the French Tourism Code, CDP shall be responsible for any harm or damage caused to Travellers or their 
luggage within the limits and conditions specified in Article L. 211-16 of said Code. 
CDP’s liability may specifically not be engaged in relation to the consequences of the following events: 
a) Loss or theft of the Tickets, failure to present the correct documents, or presentation of identity or 
health documents that are out of date or where the validity period is insufficient (identity card, passport, 
visas, and vaccination certificates, etc.), or that do not comply with the instructions mentioned in the 
documents delivered to the Traveller; 
b) unforeseeable and unavoidable incidents or events that affect a third party to the travel contract 
(force majeure events). Where a cancellation is required by circumstances that have the nature of a 
force majeure event and/or for reasons relating to the security of Travellers, and/or as the result of an 
injunction issued by a French or foreign administrative authority. 
12.6 CDP’s liability in its capacity as the Organiser of the Cruise, and/or the Carrier, and/or the Vendor of a 
Package shall be expressly excluded in the case of non-pecuniary losses, loss of enjoyment and so-called 
punitive and or similar damages. 
12.7 Where a Traveller is not allowed to embark on the ship – including after of during a port call – under 
the conditions mentioned in Articles 6, neither CDP, in its capacity as Organiser of the Cruise, and/or the 
Carrier, and/or the Vendor of a Package, nor the Captain of the ship, nor the crew shall be held liable on 
any grounds whatsoever. 
12.8 CDP shall not be held liable for bodily harm, or damage to property or non-physical damage 
caused by wars, blockades, riots, strikes, social conflicts, acts of piracy or terrorism, epidemics or periods 
of quarantine, natural disasters and catastrophes, nuclear fusion, fission, pollution or explosion or its 
consequences, the closure of the port of departure, of call, or destination, the impounding, requisition, 
or seizure of the ship for whatever reason, the use of the ship for special Government purposes, or due 
simply to the threat of the above events. Moreover, it shall not be held liable for any harm caused by the 
Traveller's deliberate involvement in an affray or in a hazardous activity or action that was not rendered 
necessary in order to safeguard human life. 
12.9 CDP shall not be held liable under any circumstances for any damage caused by the interruption 
and/or the alteration of the trip as the result of a force majeure event, including, wars, blockades, riots, 
strikes, social conflicts, acts of piracy or terrorism, epidemics or periods of quarantine, natural disasters 
and catastrophes, nuclear fusion, fission, pollution or explosion or its consequences, the closure of the 
port of departure, of call, or destination, the impounding, requisition, or seizure of the ship for whatever 
reason, the use of the ship for special Government purposes, or due simply to the threat of the above 
events. 
12.10 In the event that CDP is responsible for transporting luggage during a period prior or subsequent 
to the disembarkation of the ship in its capacity as the Organiser of the Cruise, and/or the Carrier, and/or 
the Vendor of a Package, it shall act as a representative on the Traveller's behalf, and its liability shall not 
replace the liability of the carriers who are effectively responsible for transporting the luggage. 
12.11 Luggage that is not claimed at the time when the ship or any other means of transport arrives shall 
remain at the port at the Travellers' expense and at their own risk. 
12.12 Any delay in delivering the luggage that inconveniences the Traveller may only give rise to the 
payment of a compensation amount that cannot exceed 20% of the amount that would be payable 
in the event of the loss of the luggage stowed in the hold under the terms of Article 12.2. CDP reserves a 
period of 3 (three) months to look for lost luggage. 
12.13 Unless a specific written contractual agreement is in place, ground or air transport, Transfers, water 
sports and scuba diving from the deck, services included in the Pre-and Post-Cruise Services, Excursions 
and/or Extensions, excursions on land, including, where applicable, the booking of hotels and restaurants 
and guided tours when booked from the ship with CDP and invoiced by the latter, are supplied by 
independent service providers who are neither representatives nor employees of the Organiser of the 
Cruise, the Carrier, the Vendor of the Package, and/or CDP. Travellers shall use these services at their own 
risk, and CDP shall only be involved as an intermediary, in its capacity as the Organiser of the Cruise, the 
Carrier, and/or the Vendor of the Package, and shall not assume or engage any liability for the services, 
regardless of whether such liability involves bodily harm or damage to property, cancellation, delay or a 
change of programme. 
12.14 Any Traveller who takes part in outside activities as part of the Expedition Cruises agrees to take 
part in them in good faith and solely at their own risk. In this case, participation engages the liability 
of each participant, in terms of their physical fitness, their safety, their behaviour, and their comfort. 
Travellers' attendance at the information briefings provided on board is mandatory. The liability of 
CDP, its Managing Directors, Directors, officers, crew members, and expedition team members, and the 
activity leaders cannot be engaged in the event of loss or damage suffered while taking part in outside 
activities offered during Expedition Cruises under any circumstances. 

13. Price reviews 
13.1 The prices proposed by CDP are established in accordance with the economic conditions on the day 
when they are published. These economic conditions include, inter alia, the cost of transportation and 
fuel, the royalties and taxes relating to the services proposed (entry and/or exit duties in the countries 
visited, airport or port taxes, embarkation or disembarkation taxes, visa fees, and the cost of admission 
to tourist attractions), and the exchange rates used when setting the price of the programmes. CDP 
expressly reserves the right to review its prices. Any change in the cost of transportation and fuel, in taxes, 
royalties, in the euro and US dollar exchange rates, or special drawing rights and visa fees shall be fully 
reflected in the price of the trips, including travel agents' commissions, where applicable. Where the 
French Tourism Code applies, CDP also has the option to lower the Price pursuant to Article L. 211-12 
of said Code, on the understanding that, in this case, no pricing review may occur less than 30 business 
days prior to the scheduled departure date. 
13.2 Where the French Tourism Code applies, Travellers shall be informed of any increase in the Price 
via registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt – or via any other means as long as it enables the 
effective receipt of the correspondence to be proved – on the basis of a notice period of (30 ) days prior 
to the departure date. When they receive this notice, the Passenger and/or the purchaser of the Ticket(s) 
may cancel their contract and receive an immediate refund of the amount paid by informing the Vendor 
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in writing within a period of 7 (seven) days following receipt of the notice of the price increase. 
Any daily surcharge (S) in the case of cruise services only shall be calculated as follows: 

S = [(change in the price of MDO * X MDO daily consumption**) / Capacity of the ship***] X duration  
of cruising with MDO + [(change in the price of LNG * X LNG daily consumption** + change in the price  
of MDO  * X MDO daily consumption**/k**) / Capacity of the ship***] X duration of cruising with LNG

(*) : MDO : Gasoil 0,1 FOB Rotterdam barge in US$
LNG for Northern Hemisphere cruises: TTF + 2.5 $/mmbtu converted in Metric Tons with Low Calorific 
Value of LNG = 46 MJ/kg, where 2.5$/MMBtu corresponds to the LNG terminal tolling cost + bunkering 
cost in Rotterdam area.
LNG for Southern Hemisphere cruises: Henry Hub + 7 $/mmbtu converted in Metric Tons with Low 
Calorific Value of LNG = 46 MJ/kg, where 7$/mmbtu corresponds to the transmission costs to the 
liquefaction plant + liquefaction cost + shipping cost + tolling cost + bunkering cost.
(**): L’Austral, Le Boréal, Le Soléal and Le Lyrial: 20 tonnes; Le Ponant: 5.5 tonnes; PONANT EXPLORERS 
ships: 15 tonnes; Le Commandant-Charcot: LNG 36 tonnes, MDO 43 tonnes, k=72
(***): L’Austral, Le Boréal, Le Soléal and Le Lyrial: 200 for Expedition Cruises and 244 for the other 
programmes; Le Ponant: 55; PONANT EXPLORERS ships: 172; Le Commandant-Charcot: 270 in Northern 
Hemisphere and 200 in Southern Hemisphere.

14. Travel Insurance 
14.1 The sale of the Services by CDP does not include any kind of insurance. 
14.2 CDP requests that all Travellers have comprehensive and adequate travel insurance in place prior to 
departing on any Trip, against the risks of cancellation, and in the event of assistance, repatriation, damage 
to and loss of their luggage, and medical expenses. A confirmation of that insurance must be provided 
to CDP prior to departure. The Travellers will be responsible for arranging such insurance themselves, 
at their cost. CDP proposes an insurance contract with extensive guarantees to be subscribed and fully 
paid at the time when the Contract is Signed, please contact us for more information. If a Traveller does 
not have this comprehensive and adequate travel insurance, the Traveller accepts the liability and costs 
associated with medical expenses, a medivac or repatriation procedure. For some specific cruises, CDP 
could ask Travellers that do not have travel insurance to sign a waiver document.

15. After-sales 
15.1 Any comment or claim relating to a trip or stay must be sent by registered letter with 
acknowledgement of receipt, clearly specifying the alleged incident and loss, to either Compagnie du 
Ponant – 408 avenue du Prado 13008 Marseille, if the Traveller signed their Contract directly with CDP, 
or to the travel agency that sold them the Services, within a period of one month following the date of 
their return, subject to the statute of limitations. CDP encourages passengers to fill in the satisfaction 
questionnaires delivered on board the ship at the end of the Cruise. 
15.2 Once they have contacted the After-Sales Departments mentioned in Article 15.1, and failing a 
satisfactory reply within a period of 60 days, the Traveller may contact the French Tourism and Travel 
Mediator, whose details and contact methods are available on the following website: www.mtv.travel. 
15.3 Any proceedings initiated by the Traveller against CDP in its capacity as the Organiser of the Cruise, 
and/or the Carrier must be initiated within a period of 1 (one) year for damage to property and of 2 
(two) years for bodily harm, subject to the statute of limitations as from the date when the Traveller 
disembarked or should have disembarked. 
15.4 The statute of limitations for any proceedings against CDP in its capacity as the vendor of a Package 
shall expire within the timeframe specified by Articles 2224 and 2226 of the French Civil Code.

16. Applicable law & Jurisdiction 
16.1 This Contract is governed by French law. 
16.2 Only the courts in the area of the Marseille District Court, France, have jurisdiction to hear any 
proceedings initiated against CDP, its employees, subsidiaries, or sub-contractors, even in the event that 
third parties are involved. 

17. Excerpt from the French Tourism Code: 
The information contained in CDP's hard-copy brochures and on the company's website is the prior 
information provided to the Traveller and provided for by Article L. 211-9 of the French Tourism Code. 
However, in accordance with Article R. 211-5 of the French Tourism Code, Compagnie du Ponant 
expressly reserves the right to alter certain items prior to the signing of the Contract. 
Excerpt from the French Tourism Code determining the conditions for performance of the activities 
relating to the organisation and sale of trips or stays: 
Article R. 211-3: Subject to the exclusions provided for in the third and fourth sub-paragraphs of 
Article L. 211-7, any offer and sale of travel or accommodation services shall give rise to the delivery of 
appropriate documents that comply with the rules determined in this section. 
In the event of the sale of airline travel tickets or tickets for travel on a regular shipping line, which does 
not include services relating to this transportation, the vendors shall deliver one or several passenger 
tickets for the entire trip to the purchaser, issued by the carrier or under their responsibility. In the event 
of on-request transportation, the name and the address of the carrier on behalf of whom the tickets are 
issued must be mentioned. 
The separate invoicing of the various components of the same travel package shall not release the 
vendor from the obligations incumbent on them as a result of the regulatory provisions in this section. 
Article R. 211-3-1: The exchange of pre-contractual information on the availability of contractual terms 
shall be in writing. This process may take place via e-mail under the validity and performance conditions 
provided for in Articles 1369-1 to 1369-11 of the French Civil Code. The vendor's name or company name 
and their address shall be mentioned, together with the number relating to their registration on the 
register provided for under Sub-Paragraph a) of Article L. 141-3, or, where applicable, their name, address 
and a number relating to their registration with the association or union mentioned in the second sub-
paragraph of Article R. 211-2. 
Article R. 211-4: The vendor or must disclose information on the price, dates, and the other components 
of the services provided at the time of the trip or the stay to the consumer prior to the signing of the 
contract; this information shall include: 
1) The destination, the means, the characteristic features, and the categories of transport used; 2) 
The accommodation type, its location, its level of comfort and its main characteristic features, its 
accreditation and its tourism classification in accordance with the regulations or practices of the host 
country; 
3) The catering services provided; 
4) A description of the itinerary where a tour is involved; 
5) The administrative and health formalities to be performed by French nationals or by nationals 
of another EU Member State, or of a State that is party to the European Economic Area Agreement, 
specifically in the event that the crossing of borders is involved, together with the timeframe for 
performing those formalities; 
6) The tours, excursions, and other services included in the fixed-price, or that may be available in 
exchange for a price supplement; 
7) The minimum or maximum size of the group that will enable the trip or stay to go ahead, as well as 
the cut-off date for informing the consumer in the event that the trip or stay is cancelled, if the trip or stay 
going ahead is dependent on a minimum number of participants; that date cannot be set at less than 
twenty-one days prior to the departure date; 
8) The amount or the percentage of the price payable as an advance on signing of the contract, as well as 
the timetable for payment of the balance; 
9) The terms and conditions for price reviews, as provided for by the contract, pursuant to Article R. 211-8; 
10) The contractual cancellation terms and conditions; 11) The cancellation terms and conditions set out 
in Articles R. 211-9, R. 211-10, and R.-211-8; 
12) The information relating to optional subscription to an insurance policy covering the consequences 
of certain cancellation events, or to an assistance policy covering certain specific risks, including 
repatriation expenses in the event of an accident or illness; 
13) Where the contract includes air transport services, the information for each leg of the flight, as 
provided for in Articles R. 211-15 to R. 211-18. 
Article R. 211-5: The prior information provided to the consumer shall commit the vendor, unless the 

vendor specifically has the right to alter certain aspects of that information. In that case, the vendor must 
clearly specify the extent of that alteration, and which aspects it covers. 
In any event, any alterations made to the prior information must be disclosed to the consumer prior to 
the signing of the contract. 
Article R. 211-6: The contract entered into by the vendor and the purchaser must be in writing, and 
drawn up in two copies, one of which shall be given to the purchaser, and signed by both parties. Where 
the contract is entered into via electronic means, Articles 1369-1 to 1369-11 of the French Civil Code shall 
apply. The contract must include the following clauses: 
1) the name and address of the vendor, their guarantor and their insurance company, together with the 
name and address of the organiser; 
2) the trip destination or destinations, and the various periods and their dates in the event of a 
segmented trip; 
3) the means of transport used, and their characteristic features and categories, and the departure and 
return dates and locations; 
4) the accommodation type, its location, comfort level and main characteristic features, and its tourism 
classification pursuant to the regulations or practices of the host country; 
5) the catering services provided; 
6) the itinerary where a tour is involved; 
7) the tours, excursions or other services included in the total price of the trip or stay; 
8) the total price of the services invoiced, together with an indication of any potential review of that 
invoice pursuant to the provisions of Article R. 211-8; 
9) an indication, where necessary, of the royalties or taxes relating to certain services such as landing 
disembarkation or embarkation taxes at ports and airports, and hotel taxes when they are not included 
in the price of the service or services provided; 
10) the timetable and procedures for payment of the price; the final payment made by the purchaser 
cannot be less than 30% of the price of the trip or stay, and must be made at the time when the 
documents enabling the trip or stay to take place are delivered; 
11) the special terms and conditions requested by the purchaser and accepted by the vendor; 
12) the procedures according to which the purchaser may lodge a claim against the vendor on the 
grounds of their failure to execute, or their poor execution of the contract; this claim must be made 
as soon as possible, via any means that enables an acknowledgement of receipt by the vendor to be 
obtained (fax, e-mail, or registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt), and, where applicable, 
mentioned in writing to the organiser of the trip and to the service provider concerned; 
13) the cut-off date for informing the purchaser in the event that the trip or stay is cancelled by the vendor 
if the trip or stay going ahead is dependent on a minimum number of participants, in accordance with 
the provisions of Sub-Paragraph 7) of Article R. 211-4; 
14) the contractual cancellation terms and conditions; 
15) the cancellation conditions provided for in Articles R. 211-9, R. 211-10, and R. 211-11; 
16) further information regarding the risks covered, and the amount of the cover provided by the 
insurance policy covering the consequences of the vendor's professional third-party liability; 
17) information regarding the insurance policy covering the consequences of certain cancellation 
cases subscribed by the purchaser (policy number and name of the insurance company), together with 
the information regarding the assistance policy covering certain specific risks, including repatriation 
expenses in the event of an accident or illness; in this case, the vendor must give the purchaser a 
document specifying the risks covered and the risks excluded, at the very least; 
18) the cut-off date for informing the vendor in the event that the purchaser transfers the contract; 
19) an undertaking to provide the following information to the purchaser, at least 10 days prior to their 
scheduled departure date: 
a) the name, address, and telephone number of the vendor's local representative, or else, the names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers of local organisations likely to assist the consumer in the event of a 
problem, or else the telephone number enabling emergency contact to be made with the vendor; 
b) in the event of trips and stays abroad involving minors, a telephone number and an address that 
enables direct contract with the child or the person in situ responsible for their stay to be established; 
20) the clause governing the cancellation and refund, free of charge, of the amounts paid by the 
purchaser in the event of non-compliance with the information obligation provided for in Sub-Paragraph 
13) of Article R. 211-4; 
21) the undertaking to inform the purchaser of the departure and arrival times in good time prior to the 
beginning of the trip or the state. 
Article R. 211-7: The purchaser may transfer their contract for the trip or stay to a transferee who 
meets the same conditions as them, as long as the contract has not taken effect. Unless the transferor 
benefits from a more favourable clause, they are required to inform the vendor of their decision via any 
means that enables an acknowledgement of receipt to be obtained (fax, e-mail, or registered letter with 
acknowledgement of receipt) at least seven days prior to the beginning of the trip. This deadline shall be 
extended to 15 days where it involves a cruise. This transfer shall not be subject to prior authorisation by 
the vendor under any circumstances. 
Article R. 211-8: Where the contract includes an express price review option, within the limits provided for 
in Article L. 211-12, it must mention the specific calculation procedures for the price changes, in the case 
of both increases and decreases, and specifically the amount of the transportation expenses and related 
taxes, the currency or currencies that may have an impact on the price of the trip or the stay, the portion 
of the price to which the change applies, and the exchange rate for the currency or currencies used as a 
benchmark when determining the price shown in the contract. 
Article R. 211-9: Where the vendor finds themselves required to alter one of the key aspects of the 
contract prior to the purchaser's departure, such as by significantly increasing 
the price, and where they ignore the information obligation mentioned in Sub-Paragraph 13) of 
Article R. 211-4, the purchaser may take the following measures, without prejudice to any appeals for 
compensation for the loss that they may suffer, and once they have been informed by the vendor via any 
means that enables an acknowledgement of receipt to be obtained (fax, e-mail, or registered letter with 
acknowledgement of receipt, etc.): 
– either cancel the contract and obtain immediate repayment of the amounts paid with no penalty; 
– or accept the change or the substitute trip proposed by the vendor; in that case, an amendment to 
the contract specifying the alterations made shall then be signed by the parties; any price decrease shall 
be deducted from the amounts that may remain payable by the purchaser, and if the payment already 
made by the latter exceeds the price of the altered service, the excess amount must be returned to them 
prior to their departure date. 
Article R. 211-10: In the event provided for in Article L. 211-14, where the vendor cancels the trip or the 
stay prior to the purchaser's departure, they must inform the purchaser via any means that enables an 
acknowledgement of receipt to be obtained (fax, e-mail, or registered letter with acknowledgement of 
receipt, etc.); the purchaser shall then obtain immediate repayment of the amounts paid from the vendor 
without any penalty, without prejudice to any claims for compensation for any loss that they may have 
suffered; in this case, the purchaser shall receive a compensation amount that is at least equal to the 
penalty that they would have paid if they had been responsible for the cancellation on this date. 
The provisions of this article shall not prevent the reaching of an amicable agreement with a view to the 
purchaser accepting a replacement trip or stay offered by the vendor under any circumstances. 
Article R. 211-11: Where the vendor finds themselves unable to provide a major portion of the services 
provided for in the agreement, and which account for a significant percentage of the price paid by the 
purchaser after the latter's departure, the vendor must immediately take the following measures, without 
prejudice to the claims for compensation for any losses that may have been suffered: 
– either offer services as a replacement for the services provided for, and potentially bear any additional 
cost, and, if the services accepted by the purchaser are of a lower quality, the vendor must refund the 
price difference to them as soon as they return; 
– or, if they cannot offer any replacement service, or if that service is refused by the purchaser on valid 
grounds, provide the purchaser with transportation tickets enabling them to return to their place of 
departure under conditions that may be considered as equivalent, or to another place agreed by both 
parties, at no additional cost. The provisions of this article shall apply in the event of non-compliance 
with the obligation provided for in Sub-Paragraph 13) of Article R. 211-4. 
Article R. 211-12: The provisions of Articles R. 211-3 to R. 211-11 must be included in the brochures and 
the travel contracts offered by the persons mentioned in Article L. 211-1. 
Article R. 211-13: The purchaser can no longer claim the benefit of the clause provided for under Sub-
Paragraph 20 of Article R. 211-61 once the service has been provided.
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Particular Terms and Conditions of Sale 
1.- The rates of our cruises are per person and include the following:
• All meals while on board the ship (from dinner on the day of embarkation to breakfast on the 

day of disembarkation)
• Captain’s welcome cocktail and gala dinner
• “Open Bar” (pouring wines, house champagne, alcohol except premium brands...list available 

upon request)
• Evening entertainment and events
• Room service 24h (special selection)
• Highly qualified bilingual French/English expedition team on all cruises identified by 

“Expedition” logo
• English speaking lecturer on selected sailings identified by “lecturer on board” logo
• English speaking golf escort on selected sailings identified by “golf cruise” logo
• English speaking dive master on selected sailings identified by “diver on board” logo
• Water sports activities (except scuba diving) using the ship’s equipment, when permitted by 

local authorities and confirmed by ship Master according to safety and sea conditions onsite
• Park entry fees into protected areas
• Free and unlimited Internet WiFi access on board 

1-1 Our “Cruise, Flights* and Transfers” programme rates are per person and also include:
• Mahé-Nosy Be cruise: on disembarkation day, transfer from the port to Nosy Be airport, flight 

Nosy Be/Mauritius
• Nosy Be/Mahé cruise: on embarkation day, flight Mauritius/Nosy Be, transfer to the port of Nosy Be.

In case of the Traveller’s opposition, prior to the Signing of the Contract, to the Flights & Transfers 
Service included in the Fixed-rate Package, a penalty fee of 30% of the Service amount excluding 
taxes will be charged to the Traveller.

* Those flights are being studied and are subject to change until the flight plan is confirmed and 
this up to 2 months prior to each cruise. All flights indicated and included in the cruise package 
are in economy class.

2- Our cruise rates do not include:
• Any ground services before and/or after the cruise other than the ones mentioned in each 

“Cruise, Flights & Transfers” package and for which details are available upon request. Don’t 
hesitate to contact your travel agent or consult www.ponant.com  

• The optional pre and post cruise programs, overlands and excursions presented in the brochure 
and on www.ponant.com

• Visa expenses (which may include additional administrative charges imposed by the authorities 
of a country) and/or immigration reciprocity taxes if applicable.

• Gratuities to onboard crew, local guides and drivers
• Luggage handling
• Optional Spa package to be booked prior your departure
• Beverages other than the ones mentioned
• Laundry services, hair salon and à la carte Spa treatments
• Personal expenses, on board medical consultations and drug prescriptions
• Cancellation/luggage/assistance/repatriation/medical insurance(s)
• Dives when authorised by local authorities and feasible with ship equipment and Zodiacs®. 

Rates: €70 per standard dive; €80 per dive when local equipment or staff must be used, €80 for 
a “discover scuba dive” course, on some cruises a dive package might be on offer. In order to 
participate to diving sessions, guests must have with them a medical certificate less than 1-year-
old and their up to date dive book.

3-Ground services
Ground services in the port of departure, transfers to the ship, including, as applicable, hotel 
room and restaurant bookings or guided tours, are performed by independent suppliers who are 
not employees of Compagnie du Ponant. In this respect, Compagnie du Ponant acts only as an 
agent and shall not be held liable for said services or for the acts or omissions of sub-contractors 
or other contractors. The passenger agrees that Compagnie du Ponant acts as agent and/or 
trustee for any person including ground and maritime agents and subcontractors, who provide 
any service forming, or in connection with, any part of the cruise.
Our Cruise and Flights package programs are made in connection with Compagnie du Ponant 
selected regular or private charter flights. Final timings and schedule of the day by day program 
will be communicated with the cruise ticket. All our programs are based on economy class air 
and according to number of seats available. If the class is not available anymore, we will suggest, 
depending on the availability, extra seats with a supplement.
On International flights, check-in luggage is limited to 23kg/50lbs and 8kg/11 to 17lbs per 
person for carry-on luggage (besides airlines frequent flyer advantages). On regular domestic 
or intercontinental flights, check-in luggage limits are between 15 and 20 kg/33 to 44lbs and 5 
to 8kg/17lbs per person for carry-on. On Compagnie du Ponant Private charter flights, check-in 
luggage is limited to 23 kg/50lbs and 5kg/11lbs maximum per person as carry-on. We thank you 
for taking these restrictions into account. Airline carriers charge for extra weight and sometimes 
refuse, for strict security reasons, to check-in overweight and oversized luggage. Compagnie du 
Ponant and the airline carriers waive all liability for luggage with extra weight that is refused at 
the check-in.

3.1 Services included in “Cruise, flights and Transfers” programmes:
These programmes include ground services before and/or after the cruise as described in 
documents available 15 months prior departure of each cruise and available on www.ponant.
com. However, the complete details will only be made available once the flight times have been 
confirmed (approximately 2 months prior to departure).

3.2 Ground activities included during expedition cruises itself:
By choosing an expedition cruise, passengers agree to follow the rules of good conduct presented 
by the expedition team during the cruise. We remind you that being properly equipped is 
essential (clothing, sunglasses, etc.) and we recommend bringing binoculars to enable you to 
observe the wildlife comfortably and respectfully during your excursions and shore visits.

In some ports, we will offer an activity requiring the participation of local guides and 
transportation.  These activities will be enhanced by our team of naturalists and are limited to 
one per person in each of these ports.  

3.3 Pre and post-cruise programs and pre bookable tours
Pre and Post-cruise programs (as detailed on www.ponant.com), pre bookable tours and shore 
excursions are performed by independent suppliers who are not employees of Compagnie 
du Ponant. In this respect, Compagnie du Ponant acts only as an agent and shall not be held 
liable for said services or for the acts or omissions of sub-contractors or other contractors. 
The passenger agrees that Compagnie du Ponant acts as agent and/or trustee for any person 
including ground and maritime agents and subcontractors, who provide any service forming, or 
in connection with, any part of the cruise.
Hotel accommodations are based on 4 and 5-star rated hotels. Official check-in time is 4pm, 
check-out time is 11am unless early check-in or late check-out supplement are paid.

Travellers are advised to check all the information with the authorities concerned prior to the 
departure date. CDP advises Travellers to consult the country factsheets relating to the chosen 
destinations. CDP specifically draws Travellers' attention to the fact that the information provided 
may change up until the departure date, and they are advised to consult that information up 
until the time of departure. CDP invites Travellers to adjust their behaviour to the visited country, 
to exercise vigilance and to avoid carrying valuable objects during their travel.

3.4 Shore excursions
Unless otherwise noted, shore excursions are sold and charged on board and are ruled by 
general conditions that apply to the contract signed with the local tour operator and the relevant 
national regulations. The passenger agrees that CDP acts as agent and/or trustee for any 
person including ground and maritime agents and subcontractors, who provide any service in 
connection with any part of the cruise.

Excursions can involve activities that may not suit persons with disabilities. Prices are only given 
as an indication and may change. Before departure, you will receive a tour program detailing the 
excursions on offer with the latest rates. Five months before cruise departure, shore excursions 
can also be viewed on www.ponant.com. Shore excursions are currently only bookable 
onboard. In the event of an excursion being cancelled due to a technical reason, shortage of 
participants or a case of force majeure, the client will not be charged and will not be eligible for 
any compensation. Please note that you will not be reimbursed for excursions if you cancel after 
registration. Any meals offered during excursions are simple and should not be compared to the 
standards on board the ship.

3.5 Shore excursions pre-reservations:
On Yachting cruises, excursions and excursion packages can be pre-reserved starting 2 months 
prior to the cruise. If your cruise is eligible you will be notified by email and you can contact us for 
the pre-reservations. You can pre-reserve 1 shore excursion per day or per half day call and this 
up to 7 days prior to cruise departure. Your tour selection will be automatically charged onboard 
and your tour tickets delivered to your cabin. You may cancel your pre-reservations up to 48h 
prior to the tour departure. After that, you will be charged 100% of tour ticket. 
All tours are subject to minimum and maximum participation. PONANT thanks you in advance 
for your understanding should we have to cancel a tour due to lack of participation or if the 
maximum number of participants has been reached.
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Design your trip 
with PONANT

PONANT now gives you the option of customising your cruise 
and assists you with the entire process of designing your trip 

as soon as your booking has been made. 
We can design the trip that best suits your personality and wishes.

PONANT is your unique contact for the best possible travel experience:

•  Your cruise and the various shore excursions 

•  Your flights, with a choice between different airlines and classes (with some offering special prices for our PONANT guests)

•  Your transfers before/after your cruise between airport and embarkation/disembarkation port (private bespoke transfers are also possible)

•  Your pre- and post-cruise programmes to extend your trip with total peace of mind.

Your budget is fully controlled thanks to our attractive prices; You receive only one invoice and your travel documents summarise 
all the information. For your safety and your comfort, you may wish to subscribe to our exclusive PONANT insurance policy.

Easy and convenient, for your comfort and peace of mind!

  

 For more information on our 
services, contact UNICORN-PONANT cruise advisers .



СПРАВКИ И БРОНИРОВАНИЕ
+7 499 609 7070 info@unicorn-ponant.com 

NatGeo-PONANT EXPEDITIONS Russia 
+7 499 609 6767 natgeo@ponant.cruises 

PONANT (MICE, Groups and Loyalty Programs) 
+44 203 582 7080 corporate@ponant.cruises 

 

ЦЕНТР ПО ОБСЛУЖИВАНИЮ КЛИЕНТОВ
Компании PONANT Luxury Cruises & Expeditions

Россия - СНГ - Украина - Эстония - Латвия - Литва


